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ABSTRACT

Because the phase shift on reflection is a function of the optical properties, it provides
an excellent tool for the study of the microstructure of materials. However, there is a
significant amount of confusion and error in its measurement in previous work.
Therefore, a new method for accurately measuring the phase shift on reflection from
opaque materials that is based upon a mathematical comparison of step height
measurements made with stylus and phase shifting interferometric profilometers is
presented.
The presentation of this new measurement method consists of a comprehensive
account of its theoretical and experimental basis and validation. The

theor~tical

portion

begins with the development of the initial mathematical models used for calculating the
phase shift from stylus and afocal, normal incidence interferometric step height
measurements and verifying the results with the Fresnel relations. As a result of the first
measurements, both the measurement and verification models are modified to account for
the use of focused, unpolarized light by the interferometric profilometer, and the
verification model is also modified to include the possible existence of a dielectric
overlayer on the surface of the opaque material. The experimental portions consist of the
descriptions and results of accurate step height measurements made with a Rank Taylor
Hobson Talystep diamond stylus profilometer and a Wyko TOPO-2D interferometric
surface profiling system.

Also included are comprehensive descriptions of both

profilometers and their operation, and accurate assessments of the number and magnitude
of sources of experimental error.
The opaque materials used to demonstrate and validate this technique consisted of
thick films of chromium on glass and gold on fused silica. The phase shifts, which were

12
measured at different locations on each of the samples, are verified with the predictions
of published values of the optical and structural properties of the particular material, and
the averages of the measured phase shifts agreed extremely well with those predictions.
In the gold measurements, which had a precision of 0.7%, a 4% spatial variation in the
phase shift on reflection was discovered and strongly supported by a second set of
measurements with a refined version of the experimental technique.
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Chapter 1

BACKGROUND
Undoubtedly, one of the most common events that occurs in any optical scenario or
system is that of light encountering the surface of a medium that is different from the one
it is currently in. In the most general sense, some of the incident light is transmitted
through the surface into the second medium and the rest is reflected back into the incident
medium. The transmitted light will experience some combination of refraction, absorption, and scatter, and the reflected light will disperse in either a specular or diffuse
manner or both.
This interaction has provided an effective and powerful tool for probing the electronic
and vibrational states of condensed materials for many years. This is because the amount
and degree of transmission, reflection, and refraction are direct measures of material
properties of the two media.] The composition and structure at the microscopic level
determine the dielectric nature of a material that, in tum, determines its optical properties.
Therefore, if the properties of one of the materials and the properties of the incident and
either the reflected or transmitted light are known, the properties of the other material may
then be obtained.
The dielectric nature of a material, which is the key to its optical behavior, is
characterized by its response to any externally applied static or time-dependent electric
or magnetic field. That response is determined by how 'its microscopic structure reacts
to the forces exerted on its electrons, atoms, and molecules by those fields.
Quantitatively, the response of a material to an external field is given by its permeability
Il, permittivity e, and conductivity cr. These coefficients are defined, respectively, as the

ratios of the magnetic flux B, electric displacement field D, and electric current density
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J in the material to the external magnetic and electric fields (H and E) inducing them.
As a result, these coefficients are related to polarizabilities on the atomic scale and
provide details about the physics of the microscopic state of a condensed material.
When the external fields oscillate at optical frequencies, i.e.,

U ~

10 13 hz (A:::; 30 J..lm),

both the rermittivity, which is also called the complex dielectric function, and the optical
conductivity exhibit a variety of features unique to the particular composition of a given
material. Even the presence of a small amount of impurity or structural variation can
affect them and thus significantly alter portions of its optical behavior. The properties
typically used to characterize optical behavior are the real and imaginary parts of the
complex refractive index (n and K, respectively), and they are functions primarily of E
and cr.

(J..l is effectively unity for materials that are nonmagnetic. 2)

Therefore, the

accurate determination of the optical behavior of a material provides a great deal of
information about its microscopic physical properties.
Reflectometry and ellipsometry are two common techniques used to obtain the optical
behavior of a material-although neither obtains all that is available 3-by reflecting a
beam of light off the material being investigated. Reflectometry measures the ratio of
reflected to incident intensity, and ellipsometry measures the ratio of the reflected to
incident optical polarization states, both of which are functions of the Fresnel amplitude
coefficients of reflectance, rp and rs.

The Fresnel coefficients are important in the

investigation of material properties because they are functions of n and

K.

Ellipsometry is generally more powerful than reflectometry in the measurement of
optical properties because both the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric
function of a homogeneous material can be obtained directly in a single measurement
operation.

However, ellipsometry has its weaknesses and limitations.

It is strictly a

nonnormal-incidence technique; it can be very sensitive to microscopic roughness, or any
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surface condition that affects the polarization state of the reflected light independently of
bulk material properties; and any stray light and depolarizing tendencies of optical devices
encountered by the light beam can degrade its precision. In addition, most ellipsometers
employ a minimum spot size of about one square millimeter, which limits their ability to
make measurements on a microscopic scale.
When light is incident on a material, the optical properties affect the amplitudes and
phases of the reflected electromagnetic fields.

Reflectometry ultimately measures a

change in amplitude, and ellipsometry ultimately measures a change in the ratio of the P
and S polarized electric fields, i.e., the electric fields parallel and perpendicular,
respectively, to the plane of incidence. However, neither measures the phase shift on
reflection of the fields, <1>, which, like the reflected amplitude, is a function of n and

K.

The phase shift on reflection is very sensitive to small changes in the optical constants
of a material, and therefore, it is an excellent tool for studying the optical properties of
evaporated films, effects of crystallite size and impurities, or any other factors that might
affect the optical constants. 4 However, much of the previous and current interest in <1> has
been to calculate it from published values of n and

K

in order to compensate for its

effects on the performance of optical systems or optical-based measurements. 5-9 Still,
there has been some interest in using it to investigate material properties, 10.1 I but according
to others there also has been a significant amount of confusion and error in its
measurement in previous work. 4
The measurement of optical phase usually requires some form of interferometry. This
is because most optical frequencies are above the region where electrical waveforms are
directly detectable by current electronic technology. Instead, all interferometers, and there
are many types, employ the phenomena of interference to measure the difference in phase
between two or more beams of light that have a degree of coherence. Most of them are
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used to gauge length, physical separation, or height, because the measured phase
difference is very sensitive to the differences in path lengths traversed by the interfering
beams. However, the phase difference between the interfering beams is also sensitive to
differences in any of the phase shifts introduced by reflection. It is this attribute that
allows interferometry to be used, in principle, to also measure the phase shift on
reflection 4 and thus investigate, with some limitations, the properties of materials.
Unlike reflectometry and ellipsometry, interferometry has been widely integrated into
low and medium power microscopes, although generally not for the purposes of
investigating optical properties.

Instead, the typical application of interferometric

microscopes has been as non contact, surface profiling systems, and those that have been
designed for that purpose can measure phase differences that correspond to vertical
resolutions of about 1 A or less over as much as 320 11m of surface with a horizontal
resolution of about I 11m at best.
This ability to measure relatively tiny phase differences on a microscopic scale
provides the capability, with certain limitations and restrictions, to measure the phase shift
on reflection on the same scale. This capability could make significant contributions to
the various studies of the microstructure of optical materials. One example is the large
body of existing work that indicates the differences between the results of optical property
measurements of the same materials by different investigators are the results of sample
preparation instead of measurement technique. 3•12 ,13 There is also increasing experimental
evidence that optical properties vary not only from sample to sample but also spatially on
the same sample. 14 Absorption, which is a function of the extinction coefficient (K), has
been found by investigators using thermal techniques to vary significantly and spatially
over the surface of some materials, and the variation was unambiguously attributed to
sample manufacture. IS Another area of investigation consists of the optical constants of
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thin metal films, which are generally different from those of the bulk. Even in relatively
thick, continuous films, n and K values tend to be slightly smaller and larger, respectively,
than bulk values. 9 Undoubtedly, it is because the structure in a film is different than in
the bulk.

INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH
The areas of investigation mentioned at the end of the preceding section are just a few
that could benefit from the capability to accurately measure the phase shift on reflection
on a microscopic scale using the measurement method that is presented here.

This

method measures the phase shift on reflection from a mathematical comparison of step
height measurements made with a stylus profilometer with those made with a phase
shifting interferometric microscope. The stylus profilometer measures a surface profile
from the vertical motion of its diamond-tipped stylus as it is moved horizontally across
the sample surface. The interferometric microscope calculates a surface profile from the
pixel-by-pixel measurement of the phase of quasimonochromatic light reflected from the
surface, with the assumption that the phase is due entirely to topography alone.
Therefore, when both instruments measure the height of the same step, the differences in
step height between the two measurements are entirely due to the net, phase shift on
reflection. I chose the Talystep Diamond Stylus Profilometer and the Wyko TOPO-2D
Noncontact Surface Profiling System to demonstrate this method, and all the
measurements were made at the Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, California.
My research, upon which this method is based, is presented in detail in the chapters
that follow. My intention is to establish and demonstrate the use of a pair of complex,
highly precise instruments in a new and novel way, it is not to perform an extensive,
exhaustive exploration of the phenomena that I have designed it to investigate.
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The body and bulk of the presentation begins in Chapter 2 with how the phase shift
on reflection can be measured from stylus and afocal, normal incidence interferometric
step height measurements. (Because the actual progression of any thorough, scientific
investigation is rarely as linear a process as initially intended, Appendix A contains a
brief, but complete, chronology of all of the relevant preparation, experiment, and
theoretical work performed.) I then show how to verify these measured phase shifts with
the basic predictions of electromagnetic theory using published optical properties, i.e., the
Fresnel relations.
The presentation of the experimental portion begins with a description of the Rank
Taylor Hobson Talystep and Wyko TOPO-2D profilometers and their theories of
operation, specifications, capabilities, errors and limitations, and the calibration and
correction factors that affect the accuracy and precision of their measurements. I conclude
this part of the presentation with specific details of the general experimental setup,
procedures and routines I used during all profile measurements.
The first opaque material I used to test this method was a commercially manufactured
step height calibration stand thought to be chromium on glass. I begin this section with
the description of the sample, the specific details of the measurement configurations used,
and any conditions that occurred during its Talystep and TOPO-2D measurements. The
results of the step height measurements and the phase shifts measured from the step
height data and calculated from the published optical properties of bare chromium using
my initial mathematical models then follow.
My initial mathematical models for measuring the phase shifts from step height data
and verifying the measured phase shifts with the predictions of the optical properties were
based upon the approximation that the TOPO-2D was an afocal, normal incidence
interferometer. In addition, I also assumed that the metallic part of the sample was bare
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chromium. These assumptions were first approximations, and therefore, I modified the
mathematical models to account for the use of focused, unpolarized light by the
TOPO-2D. In addition, I modified the mathematical model that I used to verify the
measurement results to include the possible existence of a dielectric overlayer on the
surface of the opaque material. I then reanalyzed the step height measurements with these
refined models and found the average measured phase shift to be in excellent agreement
with the optical and structural predictions for oxidized chromium.
The next opaque material I used to test the method was evaporated gold on fused
silica. I begin this section with a description of the blank dielectric substrates and the
details of the design and manufacture of the samples to my specifications. I provide the
specific details of the measurement configuration used and any conditions that occurred
during their Talystep and TOPO-2D measurements. I then show the results of the step
height measurements, the phase shifts measured from them, and the verification of the
measured phase shifts with the predictions of published optical properties of gold. The
average of the measured phase shifts agreed extremely well with the predictions. I then
discuss the question of whether or not the significant scatter exhibited by the measured
phase shifts is a measurement artifact or a real spatial variation in phase shift. This
question resulted in my decision to refine the experimental portion of the method and
make additional measurements of the gold with that refinement to resolve this concern.
The modifications made to the gold samples, the specific details of the measurement
configuration used, and any conditions that occurred during the second set of step height
measurements are described. The results of the second set of measurements are presented,
and they are shown to support the contention that the scatter in reflected phase was a real
variation. I close the section on gold with a comparison of the first and second set of
measured phase shifts and the conclusions that can be drawn from both sets of
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measurement data.
I then close this presentation on the method of measuring the phase shift on reflection
from step height measurements with a summary and conclusions and my suggestions for
further research.

UNCERTAINTIES AND THE PROPAGATION OF ERROR
Before beginning the sequence of the presentation as I outlined above, it is necessary
to describe the manner in which I estimated uncertainties and the propagation of errors
in the work that follows.

Because of the role and importance of experimental

measurements in this research, it was important to make accurate and reasonable estimates
of the uncertainties in any measured or derived quantity and to be consistent about it as
well.

Therefore, I chose to use the method of addition in quadrature)6 to estimate

uncertainties and the propagation of errors whenever feasible, and unless otherwise noted,
that was how all the uncertainties displayed in this presentation were estimated.
The method of addition in quadrature is described as follows:
x), x 2 , ""Xn are measured with uncertainties ox), ox 2 ,
used to compute the function z(x), x 2,

... ,xn).

... ,

Suppose that

ox n, and the measured values are

If the uncertainties ox), ox2,

independent and random, then the uncertainty in z(x), X2,

... ,xn)

... ,

oXn are

is

(1)
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Chapter 2

SURFACE HEIGHT AND PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION
Whenever light of wavelength A. illuminates the surface of an opaque material, the
phase of the incident wavefronts, the shape of the surface, and the difference between the
optical properties of the two media over the region of illumination determine the initial
phase of the reflected wavefronts. Like dies at a mint, the surface, unless it is perfectly
flat, stamps its shape into the reflected wavefronts. However, the difference between the
optical properties of the two media contributes an additional imprint as each wavefront
is reflected. This addition to the phase of the light as it is reflected is the phase shift on
reflection.
Except in special cases, when both sets of optical properties are constant over the
illuminated region, the profile of the surface alone determines the initial phase of the
reflected wavefronts. Then, the phase shift on reflection is uniform everywhere, and the
optical properties of the two media affect only the reflected amplitude. If the reflected
light is allowed to interfere with other light with which it shares a degree of coherence,
the resulting interference pattern becomes a topographical map of the surface, where, in
general, the optical path difference (OPD) between adjacent fringes corresponds to a
contour interval of IJ2.

(The optical phase difference between adjacent interference

fringes is always 360°, i.e., 21t radians.)
However, if the optical properties of the surface are not uniform over the illuminated
area, then the phase shifts on reflection will not be uniform either.

(The reflected

amplitudes will also vary with the same spatial pattern.) The resulting interference pattern
becomes a map of both the topography of the surface and the variation in its optical
properties. The optical phase difference between adjacent fringes remains 21t radians, but
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the contour interval in the map is now IJ2 with an offset proportional to the variation in
the phase shift on reflection.
However, in the simple case of an opaque metal step on a dielectric substrate, a
diamond stylus step height measurement can be successfully used to separate the effects
of the phase shift on reflection from the effects of surface topography in a corresponding
afocal, normal incidence interferometric step height measurements. Figure 1 (see page
180) schematically depicts the phase introduced into different parts of a normally incident
collimated beam of light by a stepped surface.

(The rays are shown at nonnormal

incidence in order to distinguish the incident from the reflected light).
At any point in the reflected light above the step, Figure 1 shows that the height of
the metal step has advanced the phase of Ray B relative to Ray A. Conversely, the phase
of Ray A has been retarded relative to Ray B by having traveled a greater distance. The
net effect of both views is to either add the phase due to the OPD between the rays t<L
Ray B or subtract it from Ray A. (A ray is a mathematical construct used to describe the
rectilinear propagation of light.

In an isotropic medium, rays are normal to the

wavefronts, which are also mathematical constructs and defined as surfaces of constant
phase.)
The OPD between Ray B and Ray A is twice the height of the step, i.e., 2h, which
corresponds to a path length phase difference of (2nIA)XOPD, and in this analysis I chose
to subtract the phase due to the OPD from Ray A rather than add it to Ray B. Let <I>(x\)
and <I>(X2)' respectively, equal the phase shifts on reflection caused by the substrate and
metal.

In Figure 1 the phases of the reflected rays at the level of the top of the step are

given by
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(1)

where <Po equals the phase of the incident light at the level of the top of the step.
The phase difference between Ray B and Ray A may be viewed as the result of an
effective OPD given by
(2)

where he equals the effective height of the step. If the reflected wavefronts are combined
with a reference beam in a basic interferometer, then the effective height due to the
measured phase difference can be calculated from
(3)

By substitution of Equations (1) into Equation (3) the effective height of the step is
found to be related to the true height by
(4)

For the generic case of a metal step on a dielectric with collimated normal incidence
illumination, the phase shifts on reflection are CI>(x 2) < n and <I>(x l ) = n, respectively,
which, when substituted into Equation (4) results in

hcffective < h .

(5)

Therefore, a basic interferometric measurement of the height of a metal step on a
dielectric substrate will yield a value that is smaller than the actual height.
By inverting Equation (4) the phase shift on reflection in the neighborhood of the step
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due to the optical properties of the opaque metal layer can be found when both the actual
and interferometrically measured heights of the step are known, i.e.,
(6)

FRESNEL REFLECTANCE AND PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION
As has been previously indicated, the phase shift on reflection is ultimately connected
to the material properties, and as such it is an excellent tool for studying any factors that
might effect their determination of optical behavior. -Between <I> and the microstructure,
the intermediate functions can be quite complicated, and the forms of those closest to the
atomic level of the material depend upon the spectral region.
connection is quite clear.

However, the overall

Phase shifts and reflectances can be computed from the

complex amplitude reflectance coefficients, rp and rs. These coefficients are functions of
the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index. At optical frequencies and
in nonmagnetic media, the complex refractive index is related to the complex dielectric
function e by

N-{i ,
where N is the complex refractive index.

(7)

The composition and structure at the

microscopic level determines the response of a material to externally applied
electromagnetic fields, and the complex dielectric function characterizes that response.
As in any investigation that involves the electromagnetic properties of light, there is
always the question of which conventions to use to describe complex refractive index, the
P and S polarizations, the phase of the complex form of waves, and the Fresnel
coefficients. Rather than detail all of the possible choices and argue the relative merits
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and weaknesses of each, which is done quite well in Reference 17, I decided to adopt
most of the conventions used in Reference 18 for reasons of familiarity. Therefore, the
form of the complex refractive index used here is
(8)

N -n-ilC .

The corresponding complex forms of the electric and magnetic field vectors of a planepolarized plane harmonic wave are given by

(9)

Eo

and

Ho are the vector amplitudes of the fields,

0)

is the angular frequency (21tU), t is

time, q is the scaler magnitude of the wave vector (21t/A), z is the distance along the
direction of propagation, and q> is a constant phase term that contains any initial phase
and phase shifts on reflection. Figure 2 (see page 180) illustrates the conventions that
define the positive directions of the electric and magnetic vectors for (a) P polarized light
and (b) S polarized light.
Because the method of accurately measuring the phase shift on reflection from step
height measurements was the central focus of this research, it was necessary to verify the
results of experiment with the predictions of electromagnetic theory. The conventional
method of predicting the phase shift is to calculate it from published values of n and

K

using the arc tangent form of the phase component of the Fresnel reflectance coefficients. 2
However, after much consideration I decided not to employ the conventional approach to
compute the phase shift as a function of optical properties, angle of incidence, and
polarization. The phase computed from the arc tangent form can be ambiguous, and
depending upon which conventions are its basis, it must be referenced to the proper
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quadrant before it gives an unambiguous result. Even then, depending upon the author
or publication, there can be a difference of opinion of how to interpret the phase shift: is
it referenced to the phase of the incident light, or is it referenced to that of a beam
reflected from a perfect dielectric? Others have found this to be an area of confusion as
we11. 4•17
Because the phase shift on reflection determined from stylus and interferometric step
height measurements is relative to the phase angle of the incident light, I decided that an
arc cosine form for computing <l> from the optical properties would be better for the
purposes of verifying the results of my phase shift measurements than the arc tangent
form. The advantage of the alternative arc cosine form is that its principle value, like <1>,
falls between 0 and

1t

radians, inclusive, with no ambiguity at either end. (Using the arc

cosine to process an experimentally determined quantity has its perils. In the
neighborhood of ±1t, the slope of the arc cosine is quite steep and therefore quite sensitive
to small changes in its argument, which would result in large experimental errors.
However, I am using the arc cosine to calculate theoretical phase shifts sufficiently far
from

1t

using theoretical arguments, and so its use in this research is not a source of

error.) The principle value of the arc tangent falls between -1t/2 and 1t/2 and so it must
be referred to the proper quadrant to find the correct phase shift.
Unfortunately, I was unable to find any mention of an arc cosine form of <1> in the
literature, and so I had to derive the Fresnel reflection coefficients in order to find it. The
Fresnel coefficients arise as a consequence of the boundary conditions of Maxwell's
equations, which require that the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
fields,

E and ii, to be continuous across a boundary between two media.

In the case of

light, the field vectors are written in terms of their components that are parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence (the xz plane in Figure 2), i.e. P and S
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polarizations. For the component of the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence
and the perpendicular component of the magnetic field, i.e., side (a) in Figure 2, the
continuity requirement results in

(10)

where Si, Sr, and St are the angles of incidence, reflection, and transmittance with respect
to the surface normal, and cosSi = cosS r.

For the component of the electric field

perpendicular to the plane of incidence and the parallel component of the magnetic field,
i.e., side (b) in Figure 2, the continuity requirement results in

(11)

The Fresnel reflection coefficients are defined as the ratios of the reflected to the
incident electric fields, i.e.,

(12)

and

and so the magnetic fields in Equations (10) and (11) have to be found in terms of the
electric fields in order to solve for rp and rs.
For electromagnetic waves propagating in any isotropic medium, the vector cross
product given by
(13)

provides the relationship between the two fields .. In any medium, q

= (roN)/c,

where N

is the complex refractive index of the medium and c is the vacuum speed of light. The
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vector relationship in Equation (13) can be solved to yield
(14)

Because at optical frequencies the permeability of nonmagnetic media is effectively unity,2
we can use Equation (14) to rewrite Equations (10) and (11) as

(15)

and

(16)

Et can then be eliminated from Equations (15) and (16) to find rp and rs:
(17)

(18)

Equations (17) and (18) may be reduced further to explicit functions of Nj, Nt, and Sj by
using Snell's law, i.e.,
(19)

which can be written in terms of co sSt as
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(20)

Substituting this into Equations (17) and (18) results in

(21)

and

rs -

VNt2 - Nl2sin26l
2
Nlcos6l + VNt Nl sin26l
Nlcos6l -

2

,

(22)

-

which, in general, are complex functions.
The Fresnel coefficients may be written in either the polar form
(23)

where R is the reflectance and <I> is the phase shift on reflection, or the Cartesian form

r-a+ib

~

(24)

where a and b are real numbers and may be positive, negative, or O. The two forms are
related by

(25)

where the alternative arc cosine form of representing the phasor angle in the complex
plain is shown rather than the conventional arctan(b/a). Except in situations where both
the incident and the reflecting/transmitting media are dielectric materials, the components
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a and b in Equation (25) are complicated functions of the angle of incidence and the real
and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index.
When

the

incident

medium

is

transparent,

i.e.,

a

dielectric,

and

the

reflecting/transmitting medium is opaque, such as a metal or a semiconductor, then

(26)

The P polarized reflected intensity and phase shift on reflection are obtained after
substitution of the optical properties into Equation (21) and a considerable amount of
complex algebra. Rp and <l>p are given by the forms
Z

Z

_ up+ vp
Rp --zdp

(27)

and

(28)

where
(29)

V

vp-..fi DiCOS6i [ A V(A-n.zsinz6it + B Z-A + n.zSinz6i BV A-n.zsinz6i + V(A-n.zsinZ6it + BZ]

(30)
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(31)

and

(32)

At normal incidence the component functions

Up, Vp

and dp simplify considerably, and

Equations (27) and (28) become, respectively,

(33)

and

(34)

The S polarized reflected intensity and absolute phase shift on reflection are obtained
after substitution of the optical properties into Equation (22) and, again, a considerable
amount of complex algebra. Rs and <l>s are given by the forms
2

2

R __
U_
s _+_V_s

s

and

d;

(35)
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(36)

where
(37)

(38)

and
2

ds - I1t

2
COS 0i +

t

fI ni cosOi JA - I1t2 sin20i + J(A - I1t2 sin20i + B 2 +
J(A - I1t2 sin20i t + B2

(39)

At normal incidence the component functions us, Vs and ds simplifY considerably, and
Equations (35) and (36) become, respectively,

(40)

and

(41)

As Equations (33), (40), (34) and (41) show, Rp

= Rs and <l>p = <l>s

at normal incidence.

To illustrate what the theoretical reflectance and phase shift on reflection look like
graphically, R and <l> for bare nickel in vacuum are plotted versus angle of incidence
using Equations (27), (35), (28) and (36) in Figures 3 and 4 (see page 181). This choice
of material parameters was dictated by the results of a more conventional Fresnel-based
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model of reflectance and phase shift on reflection in a vacuum from nickel as functions
of polarization and angle of incidence published in Reference 8, which provided
verification of the results of my Fresnel-based derivation. (Reference 8, which uses the
arc tangent form to compute phase shifts, adds 1800 , i.e.,

1t,

to the <I>p plotted in Figure

4 because it uses a different set of conventions to describe the positive directions of the
electromagnetic fields.) Therefore, <I>p and <I>s as given by Equations (28) and (36) were
used to calculate the phase shift on reflection as a function of angle of incidence and
optical properties.
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Chapter 3

TALYSTEP DIAMOND STYLUS PROFILOMETER
In this method, stylus step height measurements are necessary to separate the phase
shift on reflection from the topography in the corresponding interferometric step height
measurements of opaque materials. In this Chapter, I provide a detailed description of
the Talystep diamond-tipped stylus profilometer, how it works and its capabilities, its
limitations and its sources of error, how its measurement uncertainties are assessed, and
its calibration.

(This physical and functional description covers all of the important

hardware and software of the system that were used to make the stylus step height
measurements.) I describe the theory of operation, both physically and in terms of the
general measurement process, and provide a table of specifications and capabilities. I list
all the possible sources of error, both random and systematic, and discuss some of the
important limitations of stylus measurements.

Finally, I show how the Talystep

measurement uncertainties were assessed and the details of its calibration.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The development of miniaturized electronic circuits created a demand for an accurate
means of measuring the thickness of thin film deposits, and the Rank Taylor Hobson
Talystep diamond-tipped stylus profilometer was originally designed primarily for this
purpose. The instrument currently at the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC), China
Lake, California has undergone many modernizations and enhancements since its
manufacture. The system now consists of the original measuring unit, new analog and
digital data acquisition and control electronics, a Hewlett-Packard series 350 computer,
a pen plotter, a printer, and the menu-driven Bennett-Fellows Talystep software. The
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measuring unit is enclosed in a large plexiglass box to minimize the effects of air currents
and sits on a granite-slab air table to minimize external vibrations.

The Talystep

measuring unit is shown in Figure 5 (see page 182). Its major components consist of a
base and a column, an adjustable work (sample) stage, a hinged bracket supporting the
pick-up, interchangeable stylus and stylus drive mechanism, and a sample viewing
microscope, which is not shown in Figure 5.
The bracket supports the pick-up, stylus and stylus drive mechanism on a vertical slide
and is hinged to the column about a vertical axis that allows the stylus as much as 2 mm
of arcuate traverse with a 44 mm radius 20 across the work stage. A micrometer screw at
the top of the bracket adjusts the pick-up and stylus height above the work stage. The
stylus speed selector on the rear, right side of the column provides three profiling speeds,
which are marked as x50, x200, and x2000 and equate to 122.8 !lm/sec, 30.7 !lm/sec, and
3.07 !lm/sec. A manual control on the side of the bracket adjusts the stylus loading force

from a fraction of a milligram to 50 mg. 20 Loading force is proportional to the vertical
movement of the stylus.
The work stage is moved manually in two horizontal directions by micrometers, and
is tilted from side to side and from front to back by two abutment-controlled wheels that
protrude through slots on the left and right sides of the base near the front. Both the
work stage and the stylus sit between the hinged halves of a plexiglass box that further
minimizes air currents during measurements.
A 20x microscope and microscope lamp at opposing oblique incidence angles help
position the sample with respect to the stylUS. (Two adjustable reflectors, which help
provide even illumination of the stylus and the sample surface, are mounted on the
underside of the pick-up.) The microscope can be swung upwards clear of the work stage
when not in use or, alternatively, it can be removed completely.
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Horizontal movement and location of the stylus is shown directly on a dial indicator
attached to the column just forward of the stylus speed selector.

The actual stylus

location along its traverse and direction of travel are opposite of what is indicated by the
stylus location gauge. A single-pole, double-throw toggle switch on the front of the
external pick-up amplifier engages the stylus drive and the direction of stylus travel, but
in a manner similar to the stylus location gauge, its throw direction is opposite of the
actual stylus motion. This was done so that the stylus would appear to move in the same
direction as the toggle switch throw and the direction shown on the stylus location gauge
while being observed in the monocular microscope.
Besides providing stylus drive control, the pick-up amplifier also controls the
microscope lamp, and it filters and amplifies the analog signal from the stylUS pick-up.
The analog output of the pick-up amplifier is digitized by a Hewlett-Packard 3478A
multi meter, which is then read by the computer under the direction of the software. (The
computer has no control of stylus movement.) The digital output of the multimeter is in
millivolts, and on the most sensitive pick-up amplifier gain setting the digitization
increment corresponds to a fraction of an A in measured height (maximum peak-to-valley
height that can be measured is 25 Ilm). The multi meter sampling rate can be set at either
36 samples/sec or 82 samples/sec. At the fastest sampling rate and the slowest stylus
speed, the sampling interval is about 0.04 Ilm. (The NA WC, China Lake Talystep can
acquire a maximum of 32,000 profile points. 20)
Not all of the modernizations and enhancements of the Talystep system have been"
mechanical and electrical. The Bennett-Fellows Talystep software has provided data
analysis capability that has kept pace with the measurement and data acquisition
improvements. It can calculate rms roughness, rms slope, height and slope distributions,
auto covariance, and power spectral density. It also calculates a least-squares fit of the
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profile that allows tilt to be subtracted from the data if desired.

In addition to the

acquisition of new data, it provides re-examination of previously saved data. Additional
options are step height determination and a list of information about the fitted data that
includes a leveling correction factor to aide in the physical leveling of the sample surface.
The Bennett-Fellows Talystep software offers several analysis and display options, and
most of them can be re-executed repeatedly. The vertical scale can be changed and the
profile can be replotted to exaggerate height variation. The beginning and ending points
of the profile can be redefined within the confines of the acquired data and the results can
be saved as a separate, fully functional data file.

Data points (positive or negative

heights) that exceed the average deviation by more than four times can be excluded and
the results can be saved as a separate, fully functional data file (those points that have
been eliminated cannot be restored, however). Hardcopy output is usually in the form of
a graph.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The Talystep stylus pick-up is an electrical displacement type in which the transducer
is a variable air gap differential inductance. As the stylus is traversed horizontally across
the sample surface, its vertical movement is detected and amplified electronically and
recorded as a digital representation of surface height. (Vertical stylus displacement has
to be calibrated with some independent length standard.) Its trace is a shallow arc
segment with a radius of curvature of about 44 mm and a path length of between a few
tens of micrometers and 2 mm. (The design of the instrument constrains the motion and
travel of the stylus tip to a toroidal segment of a sphere, and so the measured profile is
the intersection of the sample surface with this surface.)
Within the measurement range of the instrument, the Talystep can profile many
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different types of artificial and naturally occurring microscopic surface structures. Some
examples are positive or negative-going steps, such as those found at the edge of
deposited films, and sequences of one or more repetitive features, such as those found on
diffraction gratings. It is also used extensively to profile high quality, smooth optical
surfaces. The type of surface to be measured determines which stylus speed is used. The
122.8 Ilm/sec speed is suitable for setting-up purposes and for step measurement over
edges that may be rounded. The 30.7 Ilm/sec speed is better for step measurement over
narrow grooves; and it can also be used for surface roughness measurement.

The

3.07 Ilm/sec speed is preferred for surface roughness when an extra sharp stylus is used.
The height sensitivity depends on the sensitivity of the pick-up transducer, the signalto-noise-Ievel of the amplified signal, the basic noise of the system, and the lateral
dimension of the surface structure on the sample. 21 The NA WC, China Lake Talystep
typically has a noise level of 0.5 A rms, and it has measured surfaces with
roughnesses ::;; 1 A rms. With an accurate height calibration standard the measured height
can be calibrated to an accuracy < 1%.
The lateral resolution of surface features depends on both the stylus radius and the
slopes of the surface features. It has been shown that in order to completely resolve the
profile of a sinusoidal surface of amplitude a and a surface spatial wavelength, i.e., period,
d, a spherical stylus of radius r must fit the curvature of the sine wave. Mathematically

d-21tyar

(1)

This expression has also been shown to work reasonably well for V -shaped grooves.
Lateral resolutions of surface features of 0.1-0.2 Ilm can be obtained with a stylus of
radius of 1 Ilm or less. 20 (Stylus radii available range between 0.1 Ilm and 13 Ilm and
larger, and different shapes are also available.) Table 1 below contains a brief summary
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of the specifications and capabilities of the Talystep system:
The stylus measurement of a surface may also be viewed in the context of the
generalized measurement process given by the mathematical operation
(2)

where m is the measurement operator, z is the quantity being measured, and z." is the
result of the measurement. A perfect measurement is one in which z."

= z, and the perfect

measurement process is one in which m = lover the entire range of z.
The most desirable measurement system is linear, that is, its behavior is independent
of the magnitude of the quantity being measured. In that case the measurement process
takes the form of a convolution in position space, or a simple multiplication in frequency
space:
Zm(x) - m(x) * z(x)
(3)

Zm(f) - M(f) Z(f)
where

*

denotes the convolution operation, the upper case functions are the fourier

transforms of the lower case functions, x is spatial position, f is spatial frequency, m(x)
is the impulse response of the system, and M(t) is the transfer function of the system.
The perfect transfer function is equal to one for all frequencies, and the ideal transfer
function is equal to one over as wide a frequency range as possible and zero outside, both
of which are impossible. A realistic transfer function is some sort of gently peaked,
smoothly varying curve that falls away to zero at the upper and lower frequency limits
that define the bandpass of the system.
The realistic transfer function can be transformed into a reasonable approximation of
the ideal transfer function by careful system design, or by processing the measured data
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in a special way, or both. The ideal measurement occurs when the frequency content of
the quantity being measured falls completely within the bandpass of the instrument.
However, the measurement of surface profiles is very rarely the ideal measurement
situation.
A surface profile measured with the Talystep, or any mechanical stylus profilometer,
is a convolution of the true surface profile and the profile of the stylus. 20 Mathematically,
the generalized expression for any profile measurement process may be written

Zm(x) - m(x) * [zflnIsh{x) + zfigure(x) + Sa + a 1x] + n(x) ,

(4)

where m(x) is the point spread function (the impulse response) of the profilometer,
Zfinish(X)

is the microscopic, random variation of the sample profile (the roughness),

Zfigure(X)

is the overall shape of the sample profile, n(x) is the system noise, and

aa + aJx

is the piston and tilt of the sample surface in the instrument. This expression implies that
the measurement process is linear-shift-invariant, which appears to be a good
approximation for both contemporary stylus and interferometric techniques with some
restrictions. 22 Linear-shift-invariance is an excellent property for a measurement system
to possess, and in the case of profilometry it means that the behavior of the system will
not be affected by where it is on the sample.
The mechanical stylus profilometer transfer function has been reported to resemble
that of a simple low-pass filter:

M(f)-

1

1 + (f(\i

(5)

where do is the spatial wavelength at which the amplitude attenuation is 50%.23 The
spatial frequency bandwidth under single frequency-excitation is dependent on the stylus
radius and the amplitude of the surface features. A cutoff frequency can be defined at
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which the transfer function falls below a fixed amplitude and varies with surface
roughness and stylus radius. 21
The absolute bandwidth limits of all types of profile measurements are determined by
the total length of the profile and the sampling interval of the system. If the profile
length L is sampled at P equally spaced points, the extreme surface frequencies included
in the measurement are fmin = IlL and fmax = P/(2L). The effective values lie within these
limits by amounts that depend on details of the measurement process. The effective lowfrequency cutoff is determined by the various piston (constant), tilt (linear), and possibly
power (quadratic) contributions introduced during the measurement process that may have
to be removed from the raw profile data. This is usually done by subtracting a least
squares polynomial fit, which attenuates fmin = IlL. The effective high frequency limit
is determined by the fact that any signal lying above fmax, which is also called the Nyquist
frequency, is not eliminated but appears within the measurement range at a lower "alias"
frequency.

I

When

folios = (J + 1)·fmax -

d

Jfmax < f < (J + 2)fmax

where

J

is

an

odd

integer,

then

Antialiasing filtering is accomplished by the electrical and

mechanical properties of the Talystep, and it is these properties that determine the
effective upper frequency limit. 23
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Table 1. Talystep System Specifications and Capabilities 19
MEASURING UNIT
Traverse (Profile) Length
Traverse (Profile) Speeds
Tips

Circular arc between a few Ilm and 2 mm
(radius of curvature ~ 44 mm)
122.8, 30.7, and 3.07 Ilm/sec
Interchangeable: Radii O.l to > 13 Ilm
(Different shapes)
Fraction of a mg to 50 mg
Variable air gap differential inductance

Loading Force
Pick-up (Transducer)
Work Stage
140 x 165 mm (flat to within 25 Ilm)
Area
2-axis (13 mm each axis)
Travel (Micrometer)
48 mm
Throat Depth
Max Height of Stylus Above Stage
20 mm
Viewing Microscope
-20x
Magnification
-6 mm diameter
Field of View
-114 mm
Focal Distance
ELECTRONICS
Pick-up Amplifier Gain
x5000 to x50,000,000 (nine positions)
Filter Ranges
d.c. to 25 Hz, d.c. to 8 Hz, d.c. to 2 Hz
Sampling Rate
36 or 82 samples/sec
+5 0 C to +45 0 C
Ambient Temperature Range
CAPABILITY
Height Sensitivity
Noise limited (-0.5 A rms) to 25 Ilm
Accuracy
< 1 % (based upon calibration)
Lateral Resolution
0.1-0.2 Ilm with stylus radius < 1 Ilm
Sampling Interval
3.41 Ilm to 0.04 Ilm

ERRORS AND LIMITATIONS
Every precision instrument has its sources of error and limitations. At the very least,
whenever any physical quantity is measured the limiting resolution of the instrument or
technique always produces an error of some amount. Therefore, some error always exists
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in any measurement, and there are two basic types of measurement error: random and
systematic, which are also called noise and bias. True random error is characterized by
being statistically independent of any other quantity, including itself, i.e., it is
uncorrelated, and it has a mean value that tends towards zero if measured many times.
Its main impact is to generate an unbiased uncertainty in a measurement. Systematic error
is characterized by a nonzero mean value, and depending upon the degree of correlation
with other quantities, it can have a complicated impact on a measurement.
The Talystep, in spite of its mechanical and electrical complexity, is based upon a
simple principle and as a result it is remarkably free of complicated sources of error.
(The accuracy of its height calibration has the potential to be its largest source of error.)
Most of the errors are either instrumental in origin (mechanical and electrical),
operational, or environmental.

In addition, there are limitations on its use and the

interpretation of its measurements that if unknown or ignored become sources of error.
Several of the random mechanical and electrical error sources can be lumped together
under the category of system noise, which has typically been on the order of 0.5 Arms.
Additionally, stylus speed fluctuations can cause small lateral variations, and may be
caused by stylus wobble or vibrations in the movement of the flex-hinge pivot in the
stylus drive system. However, the instrument is extremely stable and its measurements
are repeatable. 20
A source of systematic, operational error resides with the capability of the BennettFellows Talystep software to subtract tilt from measured profile data, a valuable capability
which makes it possible to minutely examine the sample surface. That capability can
significantly distort the data if arbitrarily used on measurements of stepped profiles. If
the software is allowed to "level" the data, the sign of the least-squares fit of the data is
inverted and then the fit is added to the profile, even when the sample has been leveled
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with the work stage abutments.

On samples like these, my personal experience and

training has shown that it is best to physically level the sample and not let the software
to do it.
A source of instrumental, systematic error is profile curvature caused by front-to-back
tilt. As I previously noted, the design of the Talystep constrains the motion and travel
of the stylus tip to a shallow arc segment with a radius of curvature of about 44 mm and.
a path length of between a few tens of micrometers and 2 mm. Any tilt of the sample
toward or away from that center of curvature projects part of that curvature into the
vertical position of the stylus as it moves horizontally. If the sample surface is tilted
away from the center of curvature, the end points of the profile will be higher than points
near the center of the profile.

If the sample surface is tilted toward the center of

curvature, the center of the profile will be higher than the end points. This error may be
eliminated by using the work stage tilt control that adjusts front-to-back tilt. (Curvature
due to sample figure may be reduced in the same way.)
There are instrumental errors in the Talystep that can be potentially more serious than
electrical and mechanical noise or tilt-induced curvature. Results of other investigators
indicate that the mechanical profilometer is fundamentally a nonlinear device, with the
nonlinearity caused by the finite curvature of the stylus. 21 The nonlinearity arises because
the center of the stylus, and thus the stylus pick-up, begins to experience the effect of a
surface feature before the center of the stylus is directly over it. This gradual rise of the
stylus as it approaches the feature depends on the height of the feature and the stylus
radius.
This nonlinearity inherent in mechanical profilometry causes the frequency response
of the system to be amplitude dependent and can introduce harmonic and intermodulation
distortion into the measurement. Consequently, in spite of its similarity to a low-pass
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filter, a transfer function in the usual sense cannot be defined for stylus profilometers. 21
In general, on natural surfaces, surface roughness is spread over a wide range of spatial
wavelengths, from atomic diameters to the diameter of the work piece, which is a spread
in frequency that is wider than the bandpass of any single measurement technique. 23
Therefore, surface statistics and parameters computed from profile measurements of
surfaces consisting of many spatial frequency components are not totally unbiased
estimates of the actual surface quantities.

The use of a stylus profilometer for

characterizing surfaces is valid only when the surface features have spatial wavelengths
that are long and amplitudes that are small compared to the stylus radius. The mechanical
profilometer was originally developed for measuring step heights, and it does this very
well, as long as the roughness of the base and the top of the step is small compared with
the magnitude of the step height. However, caution is required in extending its use to
general surface profiling. 21
The measurement environment is also a source of several errors. Dirt or dust on the
specimen surface will give rise to spurious spikes in the data. Vibrations, and acoustic
air waves, may cause the stylus to bounce momentarily off the surface and produce
corresponding oscillations in the data. While absolute temperature has little effect over
a wide range, changes in temperature will result in an inconveniently drifting zero height
level. The practical limit to the profile length on the slow speed is thermal stability, and
therefore measurement times should be kept to less than two minutes so that instrumental
drift remains linear.20 Measurements should only be made on clean samples, and only
after the sample and the system have reached a state of long-term thermal stability.
The Talystep is a highly sensitive and delicate instrument. In order to use it
effectively, accurately, and safely, I found that adequate knowledge of its capability,
environmental requirements, limitations, and errors, and the ability to skillfully manipulate
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it are absolutely essential.

If these requirements are not met, there is not only the

probability of a significant reduction in the accuracy and precision of the measured data,
but physical damage to the instrument and sample as well.

ESTIMATION OF STEP HEIGHT AND STEP HEIGHT UNCERTAINTY
All of the Talystep measurements I made as part of this research were made as
carefully and skillfully as possible to protect the sample and Talystep system from
physical damage and to minimize the number and magnitude of systematic and random
errors in the data. Because the phase shifts on reflection were measured from calibrated
Talystep and corrected TOPO-2D step height data, the step heights and their uncertainties
needed to be assessed so that the phase shifts and their uncertainties that were calculated
from them could be accurately estimated.
I used the step height algorithm embedded in the Bennett-Fellows Talystep program
to calculate step heights from the stylus profile data, and it requires the choice of two
arbitrary profile segments on opposite sides of the step. (The Bennett-Fellows Talystep
step height algorithm will be described in greater detail in Chapter 6.) By choosing
several pairs of profile segments, one can get a distribution of calculated heights from a
single measurement. In the limiting case of perfectly flat surfaces on both sides of a step
and no instrumental noise, any pair of segments that excludes the transition from the base
to the top of the step will result in a unique calculated height.
However, if the surfaces on both sides of the step are not perfectly flat or smooth, a
distribution of heights will be result from different segment choices. Therefore, it seemed
reasonable to me to take the mean of that distribution as the best estimate of uncalibrated
step height and the standard error of the mean as its uncertainty. Obviously, variations
in the profile due to roughness and noise do contribute to the net uncertainty, and they
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must be combined with the standard error in a manner consistent with statistically
independent errors. Qualitatively, this is the approach I used to assess the uncertainties
in step heights calculated from the Talystep measurement data.
Quantitatively, it begins with the pair of arbitrary profile segments on either side of
the step chosen for the Bennett-Fellows Talystep step height algorithm. Let Do(x) be the
linear fit of the base profile segment and Dl (x) be the linear fit of the profile segment on
top of the step. The uncalibrated, algorithm-calculated height is then
(6)

where

Xr

is the algorithm-assigned transition point between the base and the top of the

step.
In the case of a metal film deposited on a dielectric substrate, the base profile segment
consists of the surface of the bare substrate and the instrumental noise, and the profile
segment on top of the step consists of the underlying substrate, the metal film, and the
instrumental noise. Let S(x) be the substrate profile and N(x) be the noise profile. Then
the two profile segments are given by

Do(x) - So(x) + No(x)
(7)

D1(x) - h(x) + Sl(X) + N1(x)
where h(x) is the thickness of the metal film, and Equation (6) becomes

hA - h(X-r) + Sl(XT ) - So(xT ) + N1(X-r) - No(X-r) •

(8)

Inverting this for the true height gives

h(Xr) - hA + So(xT ) - Sl(Xr) + No(Xr) - N1(XT )

•

(9)

This process is repeated for each pair of profile segment choices. Taking the average
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at x

= xr

results in

(h)~ - (hA) + (So)x-r - (Sl)x-r +(No)x-r - (Nl)~

,

(10)

where the ( ) brackets indicate the mean values of the enclosed quantities.
If both the instrumental noise and the substrate are random and statistically
independent, then

(No) x-r- (Nl) x-r- 0
(11)

(So)x-r- (Sl)x-r - 0
and Equation {l0) becomes
(12)

(The average height of the substrate is taken to be 0.) Therefore, the average algorithmcalculated height is an unbiased estimate of the average step height.
The uncertainty in the average step height is derived from the variance of the
distribution. The variance is defined by
(13)

and it can be found by computing the square of Equation (9) and taking the average of
all the terms, most of which then vanish as long as the noise and surface roughness are
statistically independent, resulting in
(14)

Using this and Equation (12), the variance becomes

a;<x-r)- (h~)- (hA?+ (sg)x-r+ (sJ)x-r+ <Ng)~ + (N;)~ .

(15)

Because evaporated films tend to replicate the profile of the underlying substrate, and
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assuming that the statistics of the noise and the substrate are the same on both sides of
the step, then
(16)

This can be expressed in terms of the standard error in the mean, uncalibrated height, the
substrate roughness, and the rms noise as
(17)

Therefore, the un calibrated height and uncertainty of each step contained in the Talystep
profile measurements were calculated from

(18)

where as and aN are the rms roughnesses of the sample surface and rms noise. (Although
it may be considered to be an arbitrary decision, I decided to use the standard error of the
distribution mean as the uncertainty in the uncalibrated, algorithm-calculated height
instead of the standard deviation because the step height, unlike the noise and surface
roughness, is a unique, nonvarying quantity. A distribution results only because of my
inability to measure it uniquely.)

CALIBRATION OF THE TALYSTEP
Although the Talystep is a highly precise measurement tool, until its output is
calibrated its accuracy is unknown. Consequently, the vertical displacement of the stylus
has to be calibrated with an independent length standard.

This is accomplished by

measuring the height of a calibration standard and then dividing the known, or given,
height of the standard by the Talystep-measured height. Subsequent height and roughness
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measurements are then multiplied by this ratio, which is called the Talystep correction
factor Cr. The correction factor has to be determined when the Talystep is new and
whenever it has been repaired or modified.
The Talystep system at the Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, California has
been under the care of Dr. Jean M. Bennett for many years. Her excellent reputation has
been in part a result of her conscientious maintenance of its precision and accuracy. Part
of her scientific method has been to perform height calibrations of the Talystep on a
regular, periodic basis, and not just when it has been repaired or modified.
The calibration of the Talystep that was performed closest in time to the
measurements made for this research occurred on November 22, 1992.

Dr. Bennett

measured the height of the NAWC Calibration Standard #105 Silicon ten times and got
an average height of 1576

A with

a standard error of 2 A, The height of this standard

has been measured before by Dr. Bennett using the highly accurate FECO method (fringes
of equal chromatic order) and was found to be 1582 ± 2 A,24
Using these results, I calculated the Talystep correction factor to be
(19)

where the uncertainty in the correction factor is computed by addition in quadrature. The
Talystep configuration used to measure NAWC Calibration Standard #105 Silicon is given
in the following Table:
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Table 2. Talystep Measurement Configuration: Calibration Standard #105 Silicon
Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

ET-13
0.8 Ilm
1 mg
300 Ilm
30.7 Ilm/sec
0.37 Ilm

798
0.5 Arms
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Chapter 4

WYKO TOPO-2D INTERFEROMETRIC PROFILOMETER
The interferometric step height measurements described in this presentation were made
with a Wyko TOPO-2D surface profiling system. In this chapter I provide a detailed
description of the TOPO-2D system, how it works and its capabilities, its limitations and
sources of error, how its measurement uncertainties are assessed, and the measurement
of its numerical aperture (NA) correction factor. (This physical and functional description
covers all of the important hardware and software of the system that were used to make
the interferometric step height measurements.) I describe the theory of operation, both
physically and in terms of the general measurement process, and provide a table of
specifications and capabilities. I list all the possible sources of error, both random and
systematic, and discuss some important limitations of phase shifting interferometric
measurements.

Finally, I show how the TOPO-2D measurement uncertainties were

assessed and the details and results of its NA correction factor measurement.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Wyko TOPO-2D non contact surface profiling system is a computer-controlled,
interferometric microscope, and in recent years it has become an increasingly important
tool in the characterization and measurement of optical materials and components. It is
a "user friendly," precision instrument that measures the microscopic detail of smooth
surfaces without the physical contact necessary for stylus profilometers. Although the
TOPO-2D system at the NA WC, China Lake, California has not been around as long as
the Talystep, it too has undergone several modernizations and capability-enhancements
since its manufacture and acquisition.
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The TOPO-2D system at NA WC, China Lake, consists of a low-to-medium-power
interferometric microscope, digital data acquisition and control electronics, a HewlettPackard series 310 desktop computer, a printer, and the menu-driven Wyko TOPO-2D
software. Under the direction of the software, the computer controls the interferometric
microscope objective and obtains image data from a 1024 element, linear charge-coupleddevice (CCD) detector array that lies across the center of the image plane of the system.
(The detector interval in the linear array is 13 Ilm.) The microscope, which is shown
schematically in Figure 6 (see page 182), employs a trinocular head to provide the field
of view of the sample to the investigator and the CCD array. The detector head, the lamp
housing, and all of the optics are rigidly attached to a vertical slide that is positioned with
a joystick control. The joystick is used 'to focus the microscope and a manual 5-axis
sample stage provides sample positioning capability. An air table isolates the microscope
from the rest of the system and most other external sources of vibration.
The sample and an interchangeable microscope objective form a dual-beam, doublepass, amplitude-splitting focal interferometer of either Michelson, Mirau, or Linnik design.
The nominal objective magnifications that are available are 1.5 x, 2.5 x, and 5x of the
Michelson-type, lOx, 20x, and 40x of the Mirau-type, and lOOx, 150 x, and 200x of the
Linnik-type.

From the lowest to the highest magnification objective, the theoretical

optical resolutions, using Rayleigh's criteria, range from 10.83 Ilm to about 0.42 Ilm, the
maximum surface heights that can be measured with a single wavelength range from
7.92 Ilm to 0.54 Ilm, the profile lengths range from 8.87 mm to about 67 Ilm, and the

spatial sampling intervals based upon only the linear CCD array range from 8.67 Ilm to
about 0.065 Ilm. (However, the interval defined by the actual optical resolution of the
objectives, which is larger than both the theoretical optical resolution and the
corresponding detector sampling interval, determines the lateral performance of the system.)
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The TOPO system at NAWC, China Lake, has only the 2.5 x , lOx, and 40x objectives.
After they were obtained, I calibrated their magnifications with a precision sphere and the
TOPO-2D software and measured them to be 2.54x, 10.lx, and 41.1 x, respectively. The
manufacturer does not normally provide surface roughness data of the objectives' internal
references, but I've measured their roughnesses repeatedly since the system was acquired
in 1985 and found their nominal averages to be 6.7 Arms, 4.6 A rms, and 2.8 Arms,
respectively.
Illumination consists of unpolarized visible light from a 50 W tungsten lamp that is
passed through a narrow bandpass filter before being directed into and through the
objective onto the sample. (Lasers are not used in order to prevent interference fringes
from forming throughout the optical system.) Nearly all of the TOPO-2D measurements
made for this research were made with a 6576 A ± 20 A, 100 A bandwidth filter.
The integration of a linear array and an interferometer into the microscope enable the
computer and the TOPO-2D software to employ phase shifting interferometry2S to measure
a profile of the net phase of the light reflected from the sample relative to the phase
reflected from the internal reference of the objective. Once the computer acquires the
intensity data from the array (only 1016 of the 1024 sample locations are measured), the
TOPO-2D software calculates phase, converts it into surface height, and computes a leastsquares, polynomial fit of the surface. (This allows sample tilt and quadratic curvature
to be subtracted, if desired.)
The entire measurement and analysis process, except for focus, sample position, and
spectral filter selection, is either controlled by or accessed through the menu system of
the powerful Wyko TOPO-2D software. Like the Bennett-Fellows Talystep software, it
can do an analysis of the profile data that includes calculating rms and average roughness,
peak-to-valley height, surface slope analysis, distribution of surface heights, and step
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height.

It can also perform a Fourier analysis of the profile data (within the spatial

frequency passband of the system) to find the power spectrum and the autocovariance of
the surface.

(The power spectrum can be arbitrarily filtered and the profile reassembled

from the remaining spectra.) The data file can be saved and analyzed again later as if it
was a new measurement. In addition, any number of data points can be excluded and any
portion of the profile data can be selected and analyzed with any or all of the options.
Hardcopy output is usually in the form of a graph.
In addition to the fundamental measurement mode, which is labeled "New," a surface
can be measured with increased accuracy with two enhanced procedures. These enhanced
modes, which are labeled "New-Ref" and "Absolute," reduce the contribution of the
internal reference to the measured data, and are designed to measure or characterize very
smooth samples.

To use "New-Ref," the profile of the internal reference is first

"generated," i.e., mapped, to some arbitrary level of accuracy, and that reference profile
can then be subtracted from subsequent sample measurements. The "New-Ref" mode can
result in profile measurements that are nearly noise limited (typically:::; 1

A rms

under

ideal conditions), but it requires more time to set up and is less "user friendly" than the
fundamental mode.
When the "Absolute" analysis option is selected, the sample is measured twice with
the fundamental mode, but between measurements the investigator is instructed by the
computer to translate the sample by more than its correlation distance, which is typically
100 11m or more. The TOPO-2D software then subtracts the second measurement from
the first. This process, if performed correctly, completely removes the influence of the
internal reference and the data that remains are the differences between two shifted
profiles of the sample. Unlike "New-Ref" data, "Absolute" data is not a profile of the
sample surface, but its statistics are only those of the sample and the system noise. Its
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function is to measure the surface roughness of very smooth samples accurately without
the time-consuming need to generate a map of the internal reference.
The TOPO-2D software that is supplied with the system computes surface height
using an algorithm based upon a single wavelength of light. With a single wavelength,
however, there is an ambiguity wherever there is an OPD > ')J2, which corresponds to a
surface height change> ')J4 on the sample, in the image plane between adjacent detector
elements.

This is called the quarter-wavelength limitation.

To extend the vertical

dynamic range of the system, particularly for step height measurements, Wyko has
TOPO-2D software with a multiple-wavelength option available that takes individual
measurements at two or more wavelengths to correct this ambiguity. The improvement
in dynamic range is greatest with the lowest magnification objectives and decreases with
increasing magnification.
Table 3 below contains a brief summary of the specifications and capabilities of the
NA WC, China Lake, TOPO-2D system:
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Table 3. TOPO-2D System Specifications and Capabilities26
SPECIFICAnONS
General
Wavelength
Bandwidth
Detector Array
Data Acquisition
Eyepieces (2)
Sample Stage Area
Sample Stage Travel
Vertical Accommodation
Objective
Model
Magnification
Numerical Aperture (nominal)
Working Distance
Interferometer Type
Internal Reference Roughness
Profile length
Detector Sampling Interval
Optical Resolution (Rayleigh)

6576 A ± 20 A
100 A
1 x 1024 CCD-type, 13.000 J,lm pixel-interval
(only 1016 pixels used for measurement)
0.075 seconds

-lOx
6 x 8 in.
-4 in. x and y motion, ±_1° tip-tilt, ±_IO° rotation
127 mm from sample stage

PX 40
PX 2.5
PX 10
10.1 x
41.1 x
2.54x
0.075
0.25
0.50
4.0 mm
4.5 mm
1.5 mm
Mirau
Michelson
Mirau
4.6 Arms
2.8 Arms
6.7 Arms
1306 J,lm
5.19 mm
321.0 J,lm
5.12 J,lm
1.29 J,lm
0.32 J,lm
5.29 J,lm
1.59 J,lm
0.79 J,lm
CAPABILITY
Objective
PX 10
PX 2.5
PX 40
Maximum Surface Height
7.80 J,lm
7.92 J,lm
1.95 J,lm
40 J,lm·
10 J,lm·
2.2 J,lm·
Maximum Step
0.1644 J,lm
0.1644 J,lm
0.1644 J,lm
5 J,lm·
15 J,lm·
1.1 J,lm·
Maximum Surface Roughness
-800 Arms
-800 Arms
-800 Arms
-7 J,lm rms·
-2.5 J,lm rms·
-0.5 J,lm rms·
Minimum Surface Roughness
internal reference roughness
noise w/reference subtracted
Vertical Resolution
internal reference roughness
noise w/reference subtracted
* when measured with multiple-wavelength software
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERAnON
The TOPO-2D interferometric microscope at NA WC, China Lake, uses a focal, two
beam, double-pass, amplitude splitting interferometer of either Michelson or Mirau design
(see Figure 7 on page 183) to measure the phase of reflected light. A beam splitter inside
the objective housing diverts about half of the sample illumination towards the internal
reference mirror. If the optical phase differences between corresponding locations on the
sample and reference surfaces are approximately zero, a classic interference fringe pattern
results when both beams recombine at the beam splitter.

The image plane of the

microscope, which is bisected by the detector array, consists of a circular view of the test
surface that is overlaid by a set of interference fringes whose shapes, spacing, number,
and orientation are determined by the relative separation of the sample and the internal
reference. If the phase difference between the two beams is due only to the OPD between
the two surfaces, then consecutive dark fringes are separated by an OPD of A., which
corresponds to a net height change of approximately IJ2.
The sensitivity of stationary fringe patterns in dual-beam, double-pass interferometers
is fixed at that nominal IJ2 value. Although the fringes could be sharpened by using
multiple beams the sensitivity to physical separation would remain unchanged. Fringe
deformations, and thus OPDs, can in general be measured to an accuracy of about IJIO
if they are widely spaced. However, if they are closely packed the accuracy of the
measurement is much worse than IJIO. Even when the fringes are widely spaced, the
sampled points become widely spaced, which leaves many zones without any OPD
information. 27 To increase the sensitivity one must either use shorter wavelengths to
crowd the fringes closer together, or use some scheme to interpolate between them.
Using shorter wavelength light has several disadvantages, and one of the most important
is that the range of surface slopes that can be measured is reduced.
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A better alternative is to shift the fringes while monitoring the intensity at each
location. This traces out a profile of the fringes and allows for an accurate interpolation
between their positions. This is the basis of electronic phase shifting interferometry/5 and
it is how the TOPO-2D measures reflected phase.

It is usually accomplished by

physically changing the length of the reference beam of the interferometer by some
electro-mechanical means. Two common methods of phase shifting interferometry are
stepping and ramping. Ramping involves moving the reference mirror at a linear rate
while the computer reads the intensity readings out of an integrating detector array.28
The TOPO-2D uses the ramping technique called integrating bucket phase-shifting/9
which consists of recording a sequence of interferograms of a sample profile that differ
only 'by constant phase offsets due to the displacement of the internal reference. The
attachment of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to the back of the internal reference mirror
in the objective allows the computer to change the optical path length of the reference
beam at a uniform rate while the detector array integrates the imaged intensity. When
solved as a linear system they result in lateral and vertical resolutions that are much better
than can be gotten from analyzing a single fringe pattern. 25
To show how this works for the example of the three-bucket method, let I(x) equal
the intensity distribution in the interference fringe pattern produced by a monochromatic,
dual-beam, double-pass, amplitude splitting interferometer. In general
(1)

where IJ(x) and Iix) are the intensities, <p(x) is the relative phase difference between the
two beams, and
interference

a1 and

pattern,

~

are the unit polarization vectors of the two beams. In the

bright

fringes,

I.e.,

intensity

maxima,

occur

wherever

<p(x) = J27t radians (J = integer), and dark fringes, i.e., intensity minima, occur wherever
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<p(x)

= (J + Yl)21t

radians.

Let

(2)

where lo(x) is the incoherent sum of reflected intensities and Ij(x) is the interference
intensity amplitude. (Io(x) is also called the bias, and Ij(x)lIo(x) is called the modulation,
visibility or fringe contrast. 30) If o(t) is the phase difference introduced by moving the
reference mirror and <Pnet(x) is the net phase difference between the sample and reference
profiles, then the monochromatic intensity distribution imaged onto the detector array is

(3)

During the phase shifting cycle the CCD array integrates Equation (3) three times
while o(t) is uniformly changed from 0 to 31[/2 radians (the integrated signal is read out
by the computer at each 7tl2 interval). If the light source remains constant throughout the
cycle, the three integrations are:

I1(x) - I~(x) + I{(x)(cos[lPnet(x»)- sin[lPnet(x»))

~(x) - I~(x) + I{(x)(-cos[lPnet(x») - sin[lPnet(x»)) ,

(4)

~(x) - I~(x) + I{(x)(- cos [lPnet(x)] + sin[lPnet(x»))
where 1'0 and 1\ are integrated intensities proportional to 10 and Ij. Equations (4) can then
be solved to find

(5)

If the phase difference <Pnet(x) is due only to the OPD between the sample and the
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internal reference of the objective, which is what the TOPO-2D software assumes, then
the separation between them is

A
'Pnct(x) •
41t

P(x) - -

(6)

When the internal reference is very flat and very smooth compared to the sample, P(x)
is an accurate representation of the profile of the sample.
Within the single-wavelength measurement range, the TOPO-2D, like the Talystep,
can profile many different types of artificial and naturally occurring microscopic surface
structures.

The type of surface structure to be measured usually determines which

microscope objective is used. The lowest magnification objectives are generally used for
long profiles, high steps, and coarse surfaces. The higher magnification objectives are
generally used for short profile measurements on higher quality surfaces.
The height sensitivity is ultimately limited by the system noise and the uncertainty in
wavelength. However, the height accuracy is limited by the rms roughness of the internal
reference of the objective unless its contribution is removed from the measured data. The
lateral resolution of surface features is limited to the actual optical resolution of the
objective. Because of aberrations and variations in focus, the actual resolution is between
two and three times the theoretical limit given by the Rayleigh criteria. 20
The optional, TOPO-2D multiple-wavelength software extends the vertical dynamic
range of the system beyond the quarter-wavelength limitation of the single-wavelength
measurement. It adds two measurement modes to the basic capability: an equivalent
wavelength mode called "Two Wavelength," and a missing fringe-order correction mode
called "Wave Correction." Extension of the measurement range is obtained by subtracting
measurements taken at two different wavelengths:
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(7)

where <Po and <Pb are the phases measu~ed with wavelengths A. and ~ and O(x) is the
OPD between the sample and reference surfaces. The differences in the phases measured
at the two wavelengths yield the phase <Peq associated with an equivalent wavelength Aeq.
The results of using this approach are the same as if the surface was measured using the
equivalent wavelength
(8)

The OPD is twice the difference between the sample and internal reference surfaces, and
so the separation between them is
(9)

To remove 2n ambiguities from the equivalent wavelength data, the phase difference
between two adjacent detector pixels of the equivalent phase must be less than n, which
corresponds to Ae/4 of surface height change. The phase ambiguities are smoothed after
subtracting the two measured phases by comparing adjacent pixels and adding or
subtracting multiples of 2n until the difference between them is < n. The phase between
adjacent pixels must not change by more than n at the equivalent wavelength for the
ambiguities to be handled correctly.31 This is the basis for the Two-Wavelength mode of
the multiple wavelength TOPO-2D software.
Alternatively, the equivalent wavelength data can be used to remove the quarterwavelength limitation in a single-wavelength measurement by determining the correct
fringe orders. As long as the noise in <Peq is less than one-half of the single-wavelength
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in OPD, the number of 21t terms to add to the single-wavelength measurement can be
determined by direct point-by-point comparison with the <Peq. A corrected phase is simply
determined by comparing (Ae/A.)<Peq to <P. and finding an integral number of 21t terms to
add to <P..

This correction extends the dynamic range of a single-wavelength

measurement and increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement by the ratio

(Ae/A.) over the equivalent wavelength measurement. 3l This is the basis for the Wave
Correction mode of the multiple wavelength TOPO-2D software.
Interferometric profile measurements, like their stylus counterparts, may also be
viewed in the same context of the general measurement process that was outlined for the
Talystep in Chapter 3 on pages 39 through 40. The spatial frequency transfer function
of the stylus must be replaced with that of the TOPO-2D, which has been modeled as the
product of three terms: 32 1) a coherence term that is based upon the temporal coherence
of the source and is thought to be unity over the spatial frequency bandpass of the system;
2) a detector array term that is modelled as a sine-squared function and is based on the
finite size of each detector pixel, which is also taken to be unity over the system spatial
frequency bandpass; and 3) an optical system term, based on the modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the objective. However, there has been no direct measurements of the
transfer function of the lens, nor any of the other components of the system. Owing to
uncertainties in focus, obscuration, etc., which strongly affect the high spatial frequency
components, the authors of Reference 32 chose to represent the TOPO-2D system transfer
function by the linear equation

f
M(f)- 1- f

'

c

where fc is the cutoff frequency of the linearized function given by

(10)
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and NA is the system numerical aperture.

(11)

(According to Reference 32 this transfer

function is merely a simplified fit to the transfer function of the ideal circular aperture.)
As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the absolute bandwidth limits of a profile
measurement are determined by the length of the profile and the sampling interval. Just
like with the Talystep, the effective low frequency cutoff is determined by the various
piston, tilt, and curvature contributions introduced during the measurement that may have
to be removed from the profile data.

According to Reference 32, the value of the

practical high frequency cutoff of the TOPO objectives is the lesser of the Nyquist
frequency of the detector array or two-thirds of the linearized cutoff frequency.

ERRORS AND LIMITA nONS
Like the Talystep, the TOPO-2D is a precision instrument with its own sources of
error and limitations.

Nearly all of its errors may be divided into several groups

according to source. Two of the sources are the system itself and its operation, and there
are sample-dependent limitations that if ignored make the sample the third source. Errors
due to the PZT, detector, objective, illumination, and electronics originate with the
system. Errors due detector saturation, software subtraction of tilt and curvature, fringes
tilted with respect to the array, mechanical vibration, and the measurement environment
originate with its operation.

Measurement limitations due to spatially nonuniform

extinction coefficients, thin transparent or partially absorbing films, and high spatial
frequency structure can become sample-dependent errors if ignored.
(I have managed to examine and measure many of these error sources during the

course of my experience with the Wyko TOPO-2D/3D system at NA WC, China Lake,
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some of which was directly connected with the research documented in this presentation.
My examination and measurements of these errors, although not directly documented in
this presentation, helped generate the general and specific procedures that I used to make
all of the TOPO-2D measurements that are documented here.

Because of those

procedures, the TOPO-2D measurements employed in this research contain the minimal
amount of error, which, in tum, helped minimize the errors in the measured phase shifts.)
Measurement errors due to deviations in the reference phase are in general the
systematic type,33 and are caused by an incorrect calibration or nonlinearity of the PZT,
mechanical or thermal drifts, and vibrations. 34 Problems associated with the PZT-driven
reference mirror can generate a kind of sinusoidal phase error that has twice the spatial
frequency of the interference fringes.28.3o.35
The TOPO-2D software contains a PZT calibration routine that can be used at any
time to check and if necessary correct the calibration of the objective's PZT.

(The

calibration method typically used on ramping-type phase shifting interferometers with
integrating detectors is called the "extrema sensing" method. 28 ) Before any measurements
are made with the NA WC, China Lake, TOPO-2D system, the PZT calibration of the
objective is checked, and if necessary adjusted to the required 90°.
Even good quality PZTs, such as the type used in the TOPO objectives, have a small
amount of nonlinearity « 1%). However, as long as it remains small, the phase shifting
algorithm works very well. The small errors that do occur are generally not repeatable
because of hysteresis and thermal drift, and therefore they are somewhat random in
nature. 28

Although not totally uncorrelated, as true random errors are, they can be

minimized somewhat by averaging.
The major error attributable to detectors in phase shifting interferometry is generally
due to detector nonlinearity. Phase shifting interferometry assumes that the intensity is
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constant, and since it is measured photoelectrically, nonlinear detector response can cause
errors/ 4 which are the systematic type. 33 However, for CCD detectors, the nonlinearity
is negligible. 33 All of the other errors associated with the detector and detector electronics
can be grouped together under the heading of electronic noise, which are mostly random
and can be significantly reduced by averaging. 33 •35
The internal reference of the microscope objective can be a major source of error,
because whenever a measurement is made, the initial profile data set is the sum of the
sample and internal reference surfaces, which means the internal reference is a source of
systematic error. As long as the sample is much rougher than it is, the error is small and
may be ignored. (For example, if the sample is seven times rougher than the internal
reference, the systematic error in the measured roughness is less than 1%, but when the
sample is only three times as rough, the systematic error increases to 5%.) Another
consequence of the internal reference is the average uncertainty it introduces into a step
height measurement.

These errors due to the internal reference may be significantly

reduced by using either the "New-Ref" or "Absolute" modes. (If figure is the unknown
then "New-Ref" is required, but if roughness is the only quantity of interest then I prefer
to use "Absolute" because it is slightly more accurate and quicker and easier to use.) The
reference mapping and subtraction process of "New-Ref" is never perfect, but if it's done
properly, the errors due to the internal reference residue will be at least one order of
magnitude less than the errors due to the uncompensated internal reference.
Other than an uncalibrated or nonlinear PZT, or the objective's internal reference,
potentially the largest source of systematic error in the TOPO-2D system is the fact that
it is uses focused instead of collimated light (see Figure 7 on page 183). With collimated
light fringes produced in a wedge-shaped layer of air between two nearly parallel
reflecting surfaces have a fringe spacing that corresponds to a change in the layer
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thickness by V(2cos9), where 9 is the angle of incidence. In interference microscopes,
the angles of incidence on the reference and sample surfaces vary from the angle of the
chief ray to the oblique angle of the marginal rays. Over the aperture of the objective,
these convergent rays of varying incidence behave as an oblique beam with a large
effective angle of incidence, and the resultant surface height change between adjacent
fringes is > V(2cos9)/6 where 9 is the chief ray angle of incidence. Therefore any height
and roughness measurements made with an interferometer that utilizes focused light and
the assumption that the change in height between adjacent fringes is equal to V2 or
V(2cos9) will be too small.

(In addition, the magnitude of the radius of curvature

computed from a least-squares, polynomial fit of such data will be too large.)
This systematic error, which is called the obliquity error, approaches insignificance
for objectives with very small numerical apertures/S.36.31 but it increases with increasing
NA. The maximum obliquity angle a equals the Arc Sin(NA), where the refractive index
of the surrounding medium is taken to be unity.

Measured step heights must be

multiplied by 1+a2/4, which is called the obliquity correction factor. 38
Wyko TOPO-2D software versions 4.50 and later provide the option of automatically
multiplying the profile data by a generic obliquity correction factor, which Wyko calls the
NA factor, appropriate for each objective model. However, the NA factor list in the
TOPO-2D software is general, and as I show later in this Chapter, it was not entirely
correct for the lOx and 40x objective at NAWC, China Lake. The best way to minimize
the obliquity error is to measure the NA factor for each objective rather than rely upon
the generic factors supplied with the software, and then use that to correct height
measurements.
Errors due to low fringe contrast and light source fluctuations belong to the last group
of system-dependent errors. Because Equation (5) relates <i>nix) to the ratio of integrated
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intensities, an obvious conclusion might be that the modulation of the fringes, i.e., fringe
contrast or visibility, gets divided out. However, this is only true in the limit when the
integrated intensities 1'0 and 1\ in Equations (4) remain constant during the phase shifting
cycle. A rigorous analysis shows that low fringe contrast does not actually cause errors,
but it does affect the magnitude of the errors caused by light source variations, and that
the size of the error decreases with the square of the fringe modulation. 35,39
However, because the tungsten lamp is an extended source and the sample
illumination is not perfectly monochromatic, maximum fringe contrast occurs only where
the OPD between sample and reference is zero, which is called "best focus."

The

modulation, i.e., contrast, of the adjacent fringes decreases the farther they are from the
zero-OPD fringe, and they eventually disappear where the visibility vanishes. As a result
it is entirely possible to have small but significant errors in high-visibility measurements
and a low-drift light source by simply not being at the "best focus."
The effect of the illumination bandwidth may be found by integrating the intensity
over the bandwidth. Assuming a bandwidth of !l'A, and where (!l'A)2 «

'A2, when the

intensity is integrated, the wavelength bandwidth reduces the modulation, i.e., the
visibility, of the interference fringes as a function of the OPD.
significant. For a 11'A of 100

A and an OPD of 1 Ilm the

The impact is not

modulation is reduced to 1%.38

If all of the other sources of error could somehow be eliminated, the performance of
the TOPO-2D system would still be limited by the fundamental fluctuations present in the
intensity at the image plane.

The effect of these fluctuations may be found in the

statistics of the light collected. For most situations it is considered accurate enough to
assume that the number of photons that arrive at a detector element during each
integration time interval T obeys a Poisson distribution. 40 One of the most significant
characteristics of the Poison distribution is that its variance is equal to its mean, i.e.,
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crn2

= ii, where ii is the average number of photons that arrive at a detector element in time

T. This means that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the arriving photons should be

equal to (ii)!> and therefore measurements made at higher light levels should have smaller
errors. However, the TOPO-2D system determines surface height from a function of three
Poisson accumulations of photons and not just one. An analysis of Equation (5) based
upon "Monte Carlo" methods shows that the errors due to light source fluctuations in step
height measurements and roughness computations are noise and positive bias, respectively,
and are inversely proportional to the square root of the average intensity, i.e., proportional
to 1/SNR. 35 High light levels or averaging a number of measurements can help reduce
the errors due to light source fluctuations.
The second major group of measurement errors, i.e., detector saturation, use of the
software to subtract tilt and curvature, making measurements with the interference fringes
not parallel to the detector array, mechanical vibrations, and the measurement environment
occur as the result of less-than-optimal operation of the TOPO-2D system. Saturation of
the detector array occurs as a result of too much light on the sample, and when it happens
the system responds by discarding the affected data from the analysis. (However, similar
gaps also occur wherever the fringe modulation threshold, which is an adjustable
parameter, is not exceeded.)

Missing data, whatever the cause, means that the

measurement and all subsequent calculations that utilize it are based upon an incomplete
data set, and the impact depends partly upon how much data is missing and the nature of
the surface. Detector saturation can be avoided entirely by periodically checking and
adjusting the intensity level.
The capability of the TOPO-2D software to subtract tilt, or tilt and curvature from the
measured profile makes it possible to minutely examine the surface of a sample.
However, that capability can significantly distort the data if arbitrarily used on every
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measurement, particularly in the case of surfaces with stepped and rectangular profiles.
When subtraction of terms is selected, the signs of the first and second order terms of the
software's least-squares, polynomial fit of the profile data are inverted and then the fit is
added to the raw profile data, even if the sample has been interferometrically leveled with
either the microscope objective or the stage.

On samples like these, tilt should be

removed with either the sample stage or the objective tip-tilt controls.
The orientation of the interference fringes and their spacing are indicators of the
relative tilt between the sample and the internal reference surfaces. The more parallel the
fringes are to the array, and the larger the spacing between them, the less tilt there will
be in the raw profile data. By using the objective or sample stage tip-tilt controls to
broaden the fringes and orient them parallel to the array, most if not all of the tilt is
physically removed from the profile before it is measured.

This has the decided

advantage when measuring steps, rectangles, and other singularly prominent features. On
other surfaces where distortion due to terms subtraction is not a potential problem,
physically removing most of the tilt provides the software increased resolution in
estimating the remaining tilt and curvature.
Physically removing as much of the tilt as possible also eliminates a systematic error
that results from small instabilities of the PZT during phase shifting26 , and which can
appear as a waviness in the profile. When the fringes are parallel to the detector array,
these PZT phase errors are also parallel to it and do not accumulate in specific detector
elements, and thus measured profile locations. The magnitude of this sinusoidal profile
error is generally small, and so it can only be significant on measurements of very smooth
surfaces. However, significant or not, it can only be avoided by adjusting the fringes to
be as broad and as parallel to the detector array as possible.
Mechanical vibrations of the microscope cause jittery or oscillating fringes, and
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fundamentally, their effect is to introduce systematic error into the measured profile data.
However, the observable effect turns out to be more random because of the unpredictable
way the systematic errors introduced by the jitter propagate through the profile
measurement. 33 Such a complicated motion can only increase the uncertainty in any
profile measurement and make the surface appear rougher than it is. Because vibrations
are sources of systematic error they will not average to zero over many measurements,
but averaging may reduce the size of the error. 34 However, it is better to either wait for
the vibrations to decay away or eliminate their source entirely.
Like the Talystep, the general measurement environment is also a source of several
errors. Dirt or dust on the sample surface, singular vibrations and acoustic air waves can
cause spurious spikes in the profile. Absolute temperature has little effect over a wide
range, but changes in temperature will result in changes in path lengths and thus cause
the fringes to drift. Consequently, the degree of sample cleanliness and system stability
required by the Talystep also apply to TOPO-2D.
Just as with any interferometer there are limits to the type of sample or surface that
can be measured, and if those limitations are unknown or ignored they can become
significant systematic errors in the measurements.

For a measurement to be even

attempted, whether single or multiple-wavelength, a fringe pattern must be obtained over
the part of the surface to be measured.

(For successful single-wavelength TOPO-2D

measurements to be made, a statistical analysis implies that the rms roughness of
uncorrelated surfaces should be less than 800 A,:i5)

Surface height changes between

adjacent detector elements must obey the quarter-wavelength limitation (single-wavelength
or equivalent wavelength using the multiple-wavelength option). These are the minimum
requirements a sample or surface must meet, otherwise no measurement of reflected phase
can be made.
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When the reflected phase can be measured, the TOPO-2D software assumes that it is
due entirely to path length differences, which makes the system vulnerable to
misinterpreting phase changes that are due to changes in complex refractive index. This
vulnerability is evident in samples that have either a spatial variation in extinction
coefficients or one or more thin, transparent or

pa~ially

absorbing films. Because the

TOPO-2D system interprets changes in measured phase as changes in the height of a
single surface, a uniform, phase shift on reflection, regardless of its value, has no effect
on a measurement, but any variation in phase shift will be interpreted as a variation in
height.

The net result will be a height measurement with a significant amount of

systematic error. The types of surfaces that can exhibit a spatial variation in extinction
coefficient are ones that contain metals or semiconductors adjacent to dielectrics, different
metals or semiconductors adjacent to each other, nonisotropic metals or semiconductors,
and some alloys. (The method of measuring the phase shift on reflection from stylus and
interferometric step height measurements documented here takes advantage of this sampledependent error.)
On thin transparent or partially absorbing films some of the incident light that is
initially transmitted by the upper surface may be reflected back up through that surface
by subsurface interfaces and into the microscope. The net reflected phase is the linear
superposition of all the reflections from the surface and any subsurface boundaries, but
the TOPO-2D system interprets it and any variations in it as the profile of a single
surface. Again, the net result will be a height measurement with a significant amount of
systematic error if the separations between the surface and any subsurface boundaries are
small enough. For dielectric materials the minimum separation between layers is either
half of the coherence length of the illumination O·}/IlA), or the depth of focus of the
objective, whichever is smaller. (For a 2.Sx objective or larger, the depth of focus is
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given by ±1J[4NA2] using the criteria that a wavefront error of AJ4 due to defocus is the
limit of sharpness.) For partially absorbing films the minimum separation between the
surface and a subsurface boundary is either the depth of focus of the objective, the
coherence length of the illumination, or a thickness sufficient to reduce by absorption the
phase error caused by the second surface reflection to less than 0.10, which ever is
smaller. 35
Even when a sample meets the minimum measurement requirements and is free of the
limitations imposed by refractive index considerations, just as with the Talystep, there are
limitations upon the interpretation of measurements of natural surfaces where surface
roughness is spread over a range of spatial frequencies that is wider than the bandpass of
the system.

As with any profilometer, proper interpretation of surface roughness

measured with the TOPO-2D depends on a precise specification of the spatial frequency
bandwidth of the measurement and on the transfer function of the system. A simple
transfer function based upon an ideal linear system is clearly inadequate to deal with
problems encountered with the real system. The simplified transfer function does not
account for the effects of the central obscuration in the Mirau-type objectives, nor does
it account for a defocused reference surface or a system with a nonuniform MTF over the
field ofview. 32 Caution should be exercised in interpreting the results of general, surface
profile measurements.
The errors and limitations of single-wavelength measurements also carry over into
measurements made with the multiple wavelength option. In addition, there is a reduction
in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the equivalent wavelength relative to the single
wavelengths because the SNR is wavelength dependent. This scaling is referred to as an
error magnification and is proportional to the ratio of the two wavelengths. Even though
the wavelength bandwidth does not effect the measurement, the average or effective
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wavelength of the source may cause errors because the equivalent wavelength is very
dependent on the difference between the two measurement wavelengths. On the other
hand, if the phase ambiguities in the single-wavelength data are corrected using the
equivalent wavelength data (Wave Correction), errors due to the difference in wavelengths
do not matter. Thus it is best to use the equivalent wavelength data only as a way to
reconstruct the sample surface measured with a single wavelength. 3s •38
The TOPO-2D, like the Talystep stylus profilometer, is a highly sensitive and delicate
instrument. In order to use it effectively and accurately, adequate knowledge of its
capability, environmental requirements, limitations, and errors, and the ability to skillfully
manipulate it are absolutely essential. If these requirements are not met, there will be a
significant loss of accuracy and precision in any measurements that are made with it.

ESTIMATION OF STEP HEIGHT AND STEP HEIGHT UNCERTAINTY
I exercised the same level of care and skill when making TOPO-2D measurements for
this research that I did with the Talystep. After a set of measurements was made, the step
height algorithm in the TOPO-2D software, which is based on the same principle as the
one in the Bennett-Fellows Talystep software, was used to calculate distributions of step
heights from the profile data. (The TOPO-2D step height algorithm will be described in
Chapter 6.) As I did with the Talystep data, I used the mean of that distribution as the
best estimate of uncorrected step height and the standard error of the mean as the
uncertainty in height calculated by the TOPO-2D software. I then combined the standard
error of the mean with surface roughness, rms noise, and the contribution of the internal
reference of the microscope objective, or its residue, in a manner consistent with
statistically independent errors to estimate the net uncertainty in uncorrected height.
The analysis of how I estimated the uncertainty in the uncorrected TOPO-2D data is
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identical to the analysis shown in Chapter 3 for the uncalibrated Talystep data, and so I
show only the results for the TOPO-2D

(12)

.1 2
2
2
2
0h- V6A + 20s+ 20 N + 20 R
where ( hA ) and OA are the mean and standard error of the mean, respectively, of the
uncorrected step height calculated with the TOPO-2D software step height algorithm,

as

is the rms roughness of the sample surface, aN is the rms noise, and a R is the rms
roughness of the objective's internal reference or its residue. The uncorrected height and
its uncertainty of each step contained in the TOPO-2D measurements were calculated
using Equation (12).

OBLIQUITY CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE TOPO-2D
Whereas the vertical displacement of the stylus in stylus profilometry must be
calibrated with some independent length standard, height variations measured
interferometrically are automatically calibrated because they are measured in terms of a
known wavelength. 20

However, as previously discussed, any height and roughness

measurements made with an interferometer like the TOPO-2D that utilizes focused light
and the assumption that the OPD between adjacent fringes is equal to ')J2 will be too
small. Consequently, step heights and rms roughness determined from TOPO-2D profile
measurements must be multiplied by an NA, or obliquity, correction factor. The generic
NA correction factors recommended by the TOPO-2D software for the lOx and 40x
objectives are 1.004 and 1.033, respectively.
However, I decided to measure the NA correction factors for these objectives because
the generic NA factors for the lOx and 40x objectives did not agree with the obliquity
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correction factor 38 of I +a2/4, where a is the Arc Sin(NA). Using the manufacturer-stated
NAs of 0.25 and 0.50, the corresponding NA correction factors should be 1.016 and
1.068, respectively.
Because the NA correction factor is the ratio of true height to TOPO-2D-measured
height, all that is required is to measure the known height of some feature with the
TOPO-2D and calculate the ratio. This was accomplished by measuring a high-quality
step height standard with the Talystep and the TOPO-2D. The sample used was a VLSI
Standards chromium-coated 880 A step height standard, serial number 1258-017-015C,
which I refer to as VLSI 015C.

It was originally manufactured as a stylus-only

calibration standard because it initially consisted of a strip of transparent Si0 2
approximately 880 A high by 750 Ilm long and 100 Ilm wide on a silicon substrate.
However, VLSI Standards then over-coated it with an optically thick layer of chromium
that covers both the Si02 strip and the silicon substrate. This establishes a nominally
uniform complex refractive index on both sides of the step, which means that there should
be no major differences in phase shift on reflection to bias an interferometric step height
measurement.
VLSI 015C was measured with the Talystep at NAWC, China Lake, CA by Dr. Jean
Bennett on January 22, 1993.

(The Talystep configuration used to make the

measurements is contained in Table 5.) She measured five 300 Ilm-Iong profiles, centered
and uniformly spaced along the length of the strip, that produced nine usable step heights.
The uncorrected average and standard deviation of the step heights reported by Dr.
Bennett are 903.5 ± 2.5 A.
I measured VLSI OI5C with the TOPO-2D and the lOx and 40x objectives on
February 3, 1993. (The TOPO-2D configurations used to make the measurements are
contained in Table 6.) I measured five 1.3 mm-Iong profiles with the lOx objective and
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five 321 11m-long profiles with the 40x objective, also centered with the same uniform
spacing along the length of the strip, that produced ten step heights with each of the
objectives. The uncorrected averages and standard deviations of the step heights are
895 ± 3

A for the lOx objective and 867 ± 4 A for the 40x objective.

I then computed the NA correction factor for each objective using
(13)

where FNA is the NA correction factor, Cr is the Talystep correction factor (see Chapter
3 page 50), and hr and hw are the average uncorrected Talystep and TOPO-2D measured
heights of the strip. The measured NA correction factors and their uncertainties, which
were computed by addition in quadrature, are contained in Table 4.

Table 4. Measured TOPO-2D Numerical Aperture Correction Factors
Objective
hr/h w
FNA

lOx
40x
1.010 ± 0.004 1.042 ± 0.005
1.014 ± 0.005 1.046 ± 0.006
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Table 5. Talystep Measurement Configuration: VLSI 015C
Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

ET-13
0.8 11m
I mg
300 11m
30.7 11m/sec
0.37 11m
799
0.49 Arms

Table 6. TOPO-2D Measurement Configuration: VLSI 015C
lOx
40x
1.306 mm 0.321 mm
Off
Off
4
4
New-Ret New-Ret
A
A
A.
6576 A
6576 A
*Objective internal references mapped using nine
randomly selected points on a blank, silicon laser
gyro substrate of roughness < 1 Arms.
Objective
Profile Length
NA Factor
# of Readings Averaged
Mode
Spectral Filter
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Chapter 5

GENERAL STEP HEIGHT MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
Because of the importance of the mathematical comparison of corresponding
TOPO-2D interferometric and Talystep stylus step height measurements to the method of
measuring phase shifts on reflection, it was important to establish and maintain a
consistent methodology with each instrument and between instruments. Even though they
are based upon fundamentally different physical principles, both instruments are
profilometers, and they both make measurements of about the same magnitude on about
the same scale and have about the same capability.

However, there are differences

between them, some minor and some major, and it is their different responses to the
properties of the sample that provide the means of measuring the phase shift on reflection.
Being as consistent as possible between instruments helps minimize the influence of
variables other than those properties.

Being as consistent as possible with each

instrument, that is, designing and then using a procedure that minimizes the number and
magnitude of random and systematic errors for every measurement, helps maximize the
accuracy of the results. Consequently, whenever possible, I made every TOPO-2D and
Talystep measurement in this research with its own general procedure. In this Chapter,
I describe the general procedures that were used when making step height measurements
with the Talystep and TOPO-2D. Any variations or additions to these procedures that
occurred or were used in specific measurements are included in the descriptions of those
measurements.

TALYSTEPPROCEDURE
Under the tutelage of Dr. Jean Bennett, I learned and documented a set of general
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instructions that is always followed whenever any measurement is made with the NA we,
ehina Lake, Talystep. These instructions, some of which are described here, are designed
to protect both the sample and the instrument from damage and guarantee the quality of
current and future data. Before a sample is mounted or removed from the work stage, and
before the stylus is positioned vertically or horizontally, the stylus is checked to make
sure that it is well away from all potential contact with the sample. The stylus loading
force is only set or adjusted with the stylus hanging free and unsupported by the sample
surface. When lowering the stylus, the 20x monocular viewing microscope can only be
used to watch until the stylus reaches a position slightly above the surface; contact with
the surface is determined by observing the multi meter display.
The remaining general instructions impact the quality and consistency of the data
alone. The sample has to be free of dust, dirt, and contamination, and when placed on
the work stage, it has to be allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the measuring unit.
Because the instrument is sensitive to thermal effects, the stylus loading has to
periodically checked. The work stage and instrument enclosures must be closed before
taking any data to minimize the effects of air currents, and no one in the laboratory can
move or talk while a measurement is in progress. All sample profiles are made from left
to right using the fast sampling rate of 82 samples/sec. Instrumental noise is measured
at the beginning of a session, and it is checked again at the end of the session.
In addition to the general instructions there is also a start-up procedure that has to be
rigorously followed. The pick-up amplifier is turned on a couple of hours or more before
making any worthwhile measurements. The granite slab holding the measuring unit is
aired up by the laboratory air supply and allowed to stabilize. (The instrumental noise
measurement usually provides a good indication of mechanical and thermal stability of
the system.) The computer monitor, hard disc, computer, and the multimeter are then
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turned on. Once the computer is finished with its boot process, the program "Main" (part
of the Bennett-Fellows Talystep software) is then loaded and one of the options can be
selected and run.
When one of the measurement options is selected, there are several operations and
procedures that have to occur regardless of the purpose of the measurement.

All

measurements require mounting a sample on the work stage and positioning it so that it
can be measured. They all require raising and lowering the stylus many times in order
to set the stylus loading force, measure the rms instrumental noise, physically level the
sample surface and remove curvature, and make measurements. They also all require
setting stylus speed, setting pick-up amplifier gain, inputing the measurement parameters
into the computer, toggling the switch on the pick-up amplifier to the left to start the
stylus begin moving to the right, telling the computer to start the data logging when the
stylus is moving smoothly, and stopping the stylus when the computer indicates the end
of the profile.
The rms instrumental noise is measured with the stylus sitting on the sample surface
with the proper loading, the pick-up amplifier set at the highest gain, and the "Main"
measurement option called "Profile Data" selected. The computer is told that the profile
length is 50 /lm, that the stylus speed is 3.07 /lm/sec, and what the gain setting is. The
computer then displays a blank form on the monitor to plot a profile of height versus
distance when the measurement starts. Unlike an actual profile measurement, however,
the stylus is not traversed to measure the noise. Instead, when told to begin, the computer
simply logs vertical stylus displacement during the time it would take the stylUS to
traverse 50 /lm at 3.07 /lm/sec (-16.3 sec). The computer assumes it's measuring height
versus distance, but what it's really doing is measuring instrumental noise versus time.
If there is any thermal drift during the measurement the displayed profile will be tilted,
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but the computer can level the data with a least-squares fit before it computes the rms
roughness. This roughness is the rms instrumental noise.
Unlike the noise measurement, the procedure to level the sample requires that one or
more profile measurements be made.

(The data, like the noise measurement, are not

saved or analyzed beyond what is required.) The sample is positioned close to the area
of interest, and the stylus is positioned for a measurement of about the desired length.
("Leveling" profiles must not contain well-defined features such as steps.) After the
stylus has been set on the sample surface with the proper loading, the pick-up amplifier
is initially set to a gain low enough to accommodate a fair amount of stylus displacement
for the type of sample. The "Profile Data" option is selected on the computer, the profile
is measured, and the computer is told to level the data with a least-squares fit.

The

computer then displays a leveling correction factor, which is a recommendation of how
much and in what direction to tum the left work stage abutment to remove tilt. This
process may have to be repeated at increasingly higher gains until the sample is level.
The absolute value of the correction factor at which it may be considered level depends
on the length of the profile to be measured and pick-up amplifier gain to be used.
The procedure to remove profile curvature due to front-to-back sample tilt, or reduce
profile curvature due to surface figure, is almost identical to the leveling procedure. The
only differences are that the right work stage abutment wheel is used instead of the left,
and the computer does not provide any recommendation on its adjustment. Turning the
right abutment wheel clockwise corrects for curvature in the profile that opens downward,
and turning it counterclockwise corrects for curvature in the profile that opens upward.
Other than that, curvature removal is very much a matter of trial and error, previous
experience, and sample figure. To complicate matters, there is interaction between the
two work stage abutments, and so removing curvature may require the sample to be re-
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leveled.

TOPO-2D PROCEDURE
As with the Talystep, a set of general instructions is always followed whenever any
measurement is made with the NA WC, China Lake, TOPO-2D. (These instructions, some
of which are described here, are largely the result of more than six years of my
experience with the TOPO-2D/3D system.) Because the potential for catastrophic damage
is not as great as it is with the Talystep, most of these instructions are designed to
guarantee the quality of the data. The only damage that can occur would result from
plunging the objective into the sample while focusing or jamming the sample into the
objective during mounting. In order to avoid the last possibility, the optical system is
always raised well above the sample stage with the joystick before a sample is mounted
or removed. In order to avoid plunging the objective into the sample when focusing, the
spacing between them is observed from the side while using the joystick to lower the
optical system. When the gap between the sample and the objective is just less than the
working distance, a limit switch on the joystick that prevents the objective from being
lowered any further is set. (The microscope is then focused by watching for interference
fringes to appear in the eye pieces while slowly raising the optical system.)
The remaining general instructions impact the quality and consistency of the data
alone. As with the Talystep, the sample has to be free of dust, dirt, and contamination,
and when placed on the sample stage, it has to be allowed to reach thermal equilibrium
with the microscope. Because the instrument is sensitive to thermal effects, the focus and
the number and orientation of the interference fringes has to be frequently checked and
adjusted. While a sample is being measured no one in the laboratory can move or talk.
Instrumental noise is measured at the beginning of a session, and it is checked again at
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the end of the session.
In addition to the general instructions there is also a start-up procedure that has to be
rigorously followed. The electronic interface, computer monitor, hard disc, computer, and
the tungsten lamp must be turned on at least an hour or more before making any
worthwhile measurements. The air table holding the microscope is always aired up, but
it is checked for proper operation and stability. Once the computer is finished with its
boot process and has loaded the TOPO-2D software, the various program menus are
checked to make sure all parameters are set properly. At the end of the warm-up and
stabilization period, the illumination intensity is adjusted to as high a level as possible
without saturating the detector array, and the calibration of the PZT-driven phase shifter
is checked and adjusted if necessary.
When one of the measurement options is selected, as with the Talystep there are
several operations and procedures that have to occur regardless of the purpose of the
measurement. All measurements require mounting and positioning a sample so that it can
be measured without damaging it or the objective, and setting the limit switch on the
joystick to prevent the objective from being plunged into the sample. They all require
positioning the sample at the desired profile location, adjusting the focus to find the zeroOPD fringe, checking the intensity level, and then adjusting the focus and the objective
and sample stage tip-tilt controls to orient the fringes parallel to the detector array and
spread the zero-OPD fringe out over the entire field of view. (This procedure physically
levels the sample with respect to the objective's internal reference.) All measurements are
made with the number of readings to be averaged set at four, which results in a typical
noise measurement of about 0.5 Arms.
The instrumental noise is measured by selecting the option called "Difference"

10

combination with "New" data. This measures the same profile twice and subtracts the
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two measurements, which removes both the sample and internal reference profiles and
leaves the difference between two successive noise profiles. The rms roughness of this
"Difference" profile is equal to ...J2 x the rms noise, and therefore to find the instrumental
noise all that is required is to divide the displayed rms roughness by ·...J2. (Alternatively,
the "Absolute" option can also be used to compute the instrumental noise directly by
ignoring the computer's prompt to move the sample between measurements.)
Most of the TOPO-2D measurements made for this research had the internal reference
of the objective subtracted with the "New-Ref" option. To use this method, the internal
reference must first be "generated," i.e., mapped, by selecting the option "Generate
Reference" after mounting and focusing a good quality sample, the intensity has been
adjusted, the PZT has been calibrated, and the sample has been leveled. The computer
then makes the number of measurements selected, but between measurements the operator
is instructed to move the sample more than its correlation distance. (After each move,
but before the next measurement is made, the sample is re-Ieveled, if necessary, using
only the sample stage tip-tilt controls.) All the measurements in the set consist of the
same part of the internal reference but slightly different parts of the sample. After all the
measurements are made, they are automatically averaged, which tends to cancel the
sample's contributions and leaves behind a profile of the internal reference. This profile
is then stored in the computer's memory and is subtracted from measurements made with
the "New-Ref" option. When "New-Ref" is used, the tip-tilt adjustments on the objective
must not be disturbed. Only the tip-tilt capability of the sample stage may be used to
level the sample, and it is critical that all measurements have the same degree of level
that was maintained when the reference was mapped. The samples I used to map the
internal references have roughnesses < 2
the number of points I used was nine.

A rms, and each time a reference was generated,
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Chapter 6

FIRST TEST OF THE METHOD OF PHASE SHIFT MEASUREMENT
In Chapters 1 through 5, I described the basis and tools of the method of how to
measure the phase shift on reflection from an opaque material from a mathematical
comparison of step height measurements made with stylus and afocal, normal incidence
interferometric profilometers. I showed how to verify the phase shifts measured with this
simple method with the predictions of electromagnetic theory and published optical
properties. I provided detailed descriptions of the Rank Taylor Hobson Talystep diamondtipped stylus and the Wyko TOPO-2D phase shifting interferometric profilometers that
I chose to make the measurements, their principles of operation, error sources, limitations,
uncertainties, and calibrations. Finally, I described the general measurement procedures
I used to measure step height with both instruments.
In this Chapter, I describe the first test of this method to measure the phase shift on
reflection. The first opaque material I used appeared to be chromium, and this Chapter
begins with the description of the particular sample and the specific details of the Talystep
and TOPO-2D measurements. Following that, the raw and corrected results of the step
height measurements and the phase shifts determined from them are displayed in tabular
form.

Finally, the experimentally determined phase shifts are compared with the

predictions of published optical properties of chromium.

THE SAMPLE
An Alphastep step height calibration standard from Tencor Instruments was the first
sample I used to test the method of measuring the phase shift on reflection from Talystep
and TOPO-2D step height measurements. (Alphastep is the trademark name of a stylus
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profilometer manufactured by Tencor.) Figure 8 on page 183 is a schematic illustration
of the sample, which is made of what is believed by Tencor Instruments to be a thick
evaporated film of chromium on glass. 41 The calibration standard consists of a rectangular
region of exposed glass at the center of the metal film that is crossed by two bars, or
strips, of chromium. The bars, which are rectangular in cross-section, are approximately
550 J.1m wide and 9 mm long with a separation of approximately 500 J.1m. (According
to a label on the sample, the stated height of the bars is 7730

A,

measurements that follow show, the label is in error by about 400

but as the Talystep

A.)

Nothing else about this particular sample, which I refer to as Tencor Standard, is
known, i.e., the purity of the chromium, the details of its fabrication, etc. According to
Reference 42, chromium is a body-centered cubic metal that is antiferromagnetic at
temperatures below 312 OK, and its magnetic ordering introduces structure in the spectra
of its optical constants in the infrared. The magnetic ordering is usually multidomained,
so bulk anisotropy does not develop. (A single domain of antiferromagnetic chromium
is slightly tetragonal, but the anisotropy is small.) The type of anti ferromagnetism may
vary with the type of impurities, and impurity concentrations on the order of 1% may
raise or lower the transition temperature by many degrees.

In addition, chromium

oxidizes readily, but the overlayer of Cr20 3 is presumably continuous and impermeable
to Cr or 0 after a thickness of about 30

A is

reached, and further oxidation does not

occur at room temperature. The overlayer may affect the optical constants in the visible
and near-infrared as measured by ellipsometry and the phase shift on reflection as
measured by the method presented here.

STEP HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS
Figure 8 shows the approximate locations on the Tencor Standard where I made the
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TOPO-2D and Talystep step height measurements. The left and right bars were measured
with TOPO-2D at the locations indicated by paths 1, 2, 3, and 4 for a total of 8 profiles
containing 16 steps, and with the Talystep between paths 1 and 2 and between paths 3
and 4 for a total of 4 profiles containing 8 steps. Paths 1 and 2 are approximately 2 mm
and 2.5 mm, respectively, from the upper end of the bars, and paths 3 and 4 are
approximately 2.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively, from the lower end of the bars.
I made the additional TOPO-2D measurements because of the uncertainty in achieving
exact registration with the locations that I measured first with the Talystep. The Talystep
work stage is moved with micrometers, and so relative displacement can be easily and
precisely set. However, the viewing microscope does not provide a perspective-free view
of the sample surface and the stylus tip, and so absolute position can be somewhat
imprecise.

In contrast, the TOPO-2D sample stage is moved with micrometer-type

mechanical controls that have no scale or vernier. A graduated (unitless) reticle in one
of the eyepieces is the only means on the TOPO-2D system that can be used to gauge
sample position and relative displacement. (With the lOx objective, each minor division
on the reticle scale is approximately 10 /lm.) On both instruments, in the absence of any
visible fiducial marks, absolute position on a sample surface can only be approximated.
Consequently, I decided to make the additional TOPO-2D measurements in order to
bracket the Talystep locations.
As I indicated above, I made the first step height measurements of the Tencor
Standard with the NA WC, China Lake, Talystep under the tutelage of Dr. Bennett using
the general procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular measurement configuration
shown below in Table 7. The left bar between paths 1 and 2 was profiled first, and a plot
of that profile is shown in Figure 9 on page 184. (The edges of the left bar labeled "a"
and "b" in Figure 8 correspond to the left and right steps, respectively, of the plot in
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Figure 9). Using the x- and y-axis work stage micrometers the sample was then translated
and profiled on the right bar between paths 1 and 2, the right bar between paths 3 and 4,
and the left bar between paths 1 and 2, respectively. (The four 1000 11m-long Talystep
measurements were saved to a 3.5 in. floppy disk so they could be analyzed at a later date
with the step height routine embedded in the Bennett-Fellows Talystep software.) The
edges of the bars labeled "a" and "b" in Figure 8 correspond to the left and right steps,
respectively, in all four Talystep profile measurements.
I then made TOPO-2D step height measurements of the Tencor Standard using the

general procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular configuration shown below in
Table 8. The left bar was profiled first along path 1, and a plot of that profile is shown
in Figure lOon page 184. (The edges of the left bar labeled "a" and "b" in Figure 8
correspond to the right and left steps, respectively, of the plot in Figure 10.) The sample
was then translated using the x-axis sample stage control, and the right bar was profiled
along path 1. The remaining six profiles on the sample were measured in the same way,
i.e., left bar followed by right bar. (The eight 1.3 mm-Iong TOPO-2D measurements were
saved to a 3.5 in. floppy disk so they could also be analyzed at a later date with the step
height routine embedded in the TOPO-2D software.) The edges of the bars labeled "a"
and "b" in Figure 8 correspond to the right and left steps, respectively, in all eight
TOPO-2D profile measurements. (By local convention the Talystep profiles a sample
from left to right, and by the manufacturers design the TOPO-2D profiles the real image
of the sample from left to right. Consequently, when a sample is oriented the same way
for both instruments, as the Tencor Standard was for these measurements, the left side of
a TOPO-2D profile corresponds to the right side of a Talystep profile and vice versa.)
Because the heights of the bars on the Tencor Standard exceeded the quarterwavelength limitation of the TOPO-2D system, the "Wave Correction" option was
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required, and the profile measurements were made with the "New" measurement option.
(I did not, however, subtract the objective's internal reference.) Two wavelengths were
used: the reference wavelength was 6576 A and the secondary wavelength was 6036 A,
which corresponds to an equivalent wavelength of 7.3 /lm.

Table 7. Talystep Measurement Configuration: Tencor Standard
Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

ID unknown
1 /lm
1 mg
1000/lm
30.7 /lm/sec
0.37 /lm
2671
0.5 Arms

Table 8. TOPO-2D Measurement Configuration: Tencor Standard
Objective
Profile Length
NA Factor
# of Readings Averaged
Mode
Spectral Filters

Instrumental Noise

lOx
1.306 mm
Off
4
NewlW aveCorr.
A,D
6576 A (Reference)
6036 A (Secondary)
1 Arms

STEP HEIGHT DATA
Once all of the TOPO-2D and Talystep measurements were made and saved, the next
step was to determine the step heights and their uncertainties from the saved data.
Beginning with the Talystep, I calculated all of its step heights using the "Step Analysis"
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routine embedded in the Bennett-Fellows Talystep software. It requires the investigator
to choose a segment of the profile to the left of the step with one pair of cursors and a
segment of the profile to the right of the step with another pair of cursors. The program
then fits straight lines through each selected profile segment and fits a step transition
between them in the neighborhood of the steepest profile slope. The vertical separation
between both lines at this transition is called the step height.
The Wyko TOPO-2D software also contains an embedded routine for computing step
height, and I used it to calculate all of the TOPO-2D step heights. The algorithm it uses
is very similar to the Bennett-Fellows Talystep algorithm, although there are some
differences. Before a step height from the current measurement or loaded disk file can
be calculated, the investigator defines the width of a zone, called the step region, centered
on steepest slope of the profile. The investigator then places one marker anywhere to the
left of the step region and a second marker anywhere to the right of the step region. The
left marker and the left edge of the step region define the left profile segment, and the
right edge of the step region and the right marker define the right profile segment. The
program then fits straight lines through each profile segment, and the vertical separation
between them at the center of the step region is called the step height.
I calculated the step height five times at each Talystep and TOPO-2D location on the
Tencor Standard using different pairs of left and right profile segments. (For a given
sample location I attempted to choose the same five pairs of left and right profile
segments for the Talystep and TOPO-2D step height algorithms.)

As I indicated in

Chapters 3 and 4, I decided to use the mean of each set of calculations as the best
estimate of the measured height, and to combine the standard error of the mean with the
other statistically independent errors to estimate the net step height uncertainty. Tables
9 and 10 below display the results, respectively, of the Talystep and TOPO-2D height
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calculations and the standard errors of the means. (The data in Tables 9 and 10 have not
been multiplied by the appropriate correction factors.)
The statistically independent errors that I combined with the standard errors displayed
in Tables 9 and 10 consisted of the instrumental noise measurements listed in Tables 7
and 8, a weighted rms sample surface roughness of 9 A,43 and, in addition, for the
TOPO-2D measurements, the weighted rms roughness of the internal reference of the lOx
objective (4.6

A as

listed in Table 3). The net uncalibrated Talystep and uncorrected

TOPO-2D step heights uncertainties, which were calculated using Equation (18) in
Chapter 3 and Equation (12) in Chapter 4, are displayed below, along with the
un calibrated and uncorrected step heights, in Tables 11 and 12, respectively.
Finally, before any phase shifts on reflection were computed, the data from Tables 11
and 12 were calibrated and corrected with the appropriate correction factors. Table 13
displays the results of multiplying the Talystep data from Table 11 by the Talystep
correction factor CT (1.004 ± 0.002) and the TOPO-2D data from Table 12 by the NA
correction factor FNA for the lOx NAWC, China Lake, objective (1.014 ± 0.005). The
uncertainties in Table 13 were computed by addition in quadrature.

Table 9. Tencor Standard: Talystep Step Height Algorithm Results
UNCALIBRATED STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
Left Bar
Right Bar
Location
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Path 1 & 2
7275 ± 4
7320 ± 11
7272 ± 4
7295 ± 12
Path 3 & 4
7265 ± 9
7275 ± 10
7283 ± 15
7302 ± 11
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Table 10. Tencor Standard: TOPO-2D Step Height Algorithm Results
UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Location
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
7048 ± 16
7087 ± 19
7112 ± 16
Path 1
7123 ± 22
7108 ± 6
7140 ± 21
7117 ± 12
Path 2
7098 ± 21
7110±6
7161 ± 11
7094 ± 10
7072 ± 13
Path 3
7112±5
7139 ± 6
7107 ± 9
Path 4
7123 ± 15

Table 11. Tencor Standard: Uncalibrated Talystep Step Height Data
UNCALIBRATED STEP HEIGHT & NET UNCERTAINTY (A)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Location
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
7295 ± 17
7320 ± 17
7272±13
Path 1 & 2
7275 ± 13
7302 ± 17
Path 3 & 4
7265 ± 16
7275 ± 16
7283 ± 20

Table 12. Tencor Standard: Uncorrected TOPO-2D Step Height Data
UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & NET UNCERTAINTY (A)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Location
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
7048 ± 22
7087 ± 24
Path 1
7123 ± 26
7112 ± 22
7140 ± 25
7108 ± 16
7098 ± 25
7117±19
Path 2
Path 3
7161 ± 18
7110 ± 15
7072 ± 19
7094 ± 18
7139 ± 16
7107 ± 17
Path 4
7123 ± 21
7112 ± 15
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Table 13. Tencor Standard: Talystep & TOPO-2D Step Heights

Path
1
2
3
4

MEASURED STEP HEIGHTS (A)
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
TOPO-2D
Talystep
TOPO-2D
Talystep
7223 ± 45
7197 ± 44
7171±40
7223 ± 41

7304 ± 20
7294 ± 22

7211
7240
7262
7239

±
±
±
±

42
44
40
39

7349 ± 22
7304 ± 22

Right Bar
Path
1
2
3
4

Edge "a"
Talystep
TOPO-2D
7186 ± 43
7301 ± 20
7217 ± 40
7193 ±40
7312±25
7207 ± 40

Edge "b"
TOPO-2D
Talystep
7146 ± 41
7324 ± 23
7208 ± 39
7210 ± 39
7331 ± 22
7212 ± 39

INITIAL DETERMINATION OF PHASE SHIFT
After the calibrated Talystep and corrected TOPO-2D step heights were determined,
I then calculated the phase shifts on reflection from the Tencor Standard for the 16 steps
located on paths 1 through 4 (see Figure 8 on page 183) using the afocal, normal
incidence model (Equation (6) on page 24 in Chapter 2), and the results are listed below
in Table 14. I calculated the uncertainties in Table 14 using
(1)

which I derived from Equation (6) in Chapter 2 using the method of addition
quadrature.

In

<I> is the phase shift on reflection, 0), is the uncertainty in the center

wavelength of the reference wavelength pass band, and Ow and

or are the uncertainties

in the TOPO-2D and Talystep step height results. (The natural units of Equation (6) in
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Chapter 2 and Equation (1) are radians, which I converted to degrees as a matter of
personal preference.) The phase shifts listed in Table 14 appear to be normally distributed
with a mean <l> = 168.2° and a standard deviation of 0' = 3.4°. 69% of the phase shifts
fall within ±O' of the mean, 88% are within ±20' of the mean, and 100% are within ±30'
of the mean.
The nominal 5°, i.e., 3%, uncertainty in the phase shifts listed in Table 14 is almost
entirely the result of the uncertainties in the step height data. The TOPO-2D contribution
is the largest for two reasons: 1) the TOPO-2D measurements of the Tencor Standard
were made without subtracting the internal reference of the lOx objective from the profile
data, and 2) the uncertainty in the NA correction factor is more than twice as large as the
uncertainty in the Talystep correction factor. (However, the Talystep is partly responsible
for the size of the NA correction factor uncertainty because it was used to help determine
the NA correction factor. Consequently, the uncertainty in its calibration contributed to
the uncertainty in the NA correction factor.)
The phase shift results displayed in Table 14 were calculated from the TOPO-2D step
height measurements of the 16 steps located on paths 1 through 4 and the step height
results of the nearest Talystep locations (see Table 13). The location on the step profiled
by the Talystep may coincide with one or the other of the two TOPO-2D step locations,
or it may lie in between, which seems to be the most likely situation, but it cannot
coincide with both. Therefore, it is my opinion that at least half, if not all, of the phase
shifts listed in Table 14 are not as site specific as the Table implies, and therefore the
listed uncertainties are probably too small. This is because I used each Talystep step
height measurement to calculate the phase shift on reflection at two TOPO-2D
measurements made 0.5 mm apart. (If the height of the step and the optical properties
were constant over the 0.5 mm spacing between parallel TOPO-2D locations, then
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misregistration between the Talystep and TOPO-2D measurement locations would be of
no concern.)
However, because it is likely that there was up to 0.5 mm of misregistration between
the TOPO-2D and Talystep locations, I decided to calculate the phase shift on reflection
at each Talystep location using the average of the two TOPO-2D measurements on either
side of it.

Consequently, I averaged adjacent, parallel TOPO-2D step height

measurements, i.e., paths 1 and 2 and paths 3 and 4, and listed the results, along with the
corresponding Talystep step heights, below in Table 15.

(The uncertainties in the

TOPO-2D averages in Table 15 were computed using addition in quadrature because the
standard deviations were much smaller and statistically meaningless.) I then calculated
the phase shifts on reflection and their uncertainties for the step height data contained in
Table 15. The results are listed below in Table 16.
I continued the process of averaging step height measurements for increasingly larger
regions of the Tencor Standard. (On averages of more than two measurement locations,
I computed the uncertainties in step height using either addition in quadrature or the
standard deviation, which ever was larger.) This has the advantage of reducing the scatter
in measured phase shifts due to misregistration between the TOPO-2D and Talystep
measurements and drives the measured phase shifts towards regional, and eventually
sample, averages. However, it also smoothes out spatial variations in phase shift that
might be due to spatial variation of material properties.
Table 17 below is a list of the average TOPO-2D- and Talystep-measured edge step
heights, and the corresponding average edge phase shifts on reflection are listed in Table
18. Table 19 is a list of the average TOPO-2D- and Talystep-measured bar step heights,
and the corresponding average bar phase shifts on reflection are listed in Table 20.
Finally, the average TOPO-2D- and Talystep-measured sample step height and the
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corresponding average sample phase shift on reflection are listed below in Table 21.

Table 14. Tencor Standard: Phase Shift at TOPO-2D Locations (measured using
. afocal, normal incidence model)

Location
Path 1
Path 2
Path 3
Path 4

MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
Left Bar
Right Bar
Edge
lib"
Edge lib"
Edge "a"
Edge "a"
171 ± 5
161 ± 5
165 ± 5
167 ± 5
168 ± 5
168 ± 5
171 ± 5
167 ± 5
167 ± 5
167 ± 5
175 ± 5
167 ± 5
172 ± 5
173 ± 5
168 ± 5
167 ± 5

Table 15. Tencor Standard: Step Heights at Talystep Locations

Path
1& 2
3&4

---------Path
1& 2
3& 4

STEP HEIGHT (A)
Left Bar
Edge lib"
Edge "a"
TalysteQ
TOPO-2D (Avg)
TalysteQ
TOPO-2D (A vg)
7210 ± 31
7304 ± 20
7349 ± 22
7226 ± 30
7197 ± 29
7294 ± 22
7250 ± 28
7304 ± 22
-------------------------------------~-------------------------------------Right Bar
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
TOPO-2D (Avg)
TalysteQ
TOPO-2D (A vg)
TalysteQ
7201 ± 29
7301 ± 20
7177 ± 28
7324 ± 23
7200 ± 28
7312 ± 25
7211 ± 27
7331 ± 22

Table 16. Tencor Standard: Phase Shifts at Talystep Locations (measured using
afocal, normal incidence model)

Location
Path 1 & 2
Path 3 & 4

MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
Left Bar
Right Bar
Edge lib"
Edge "a"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
170 ± 4
166 ± 4
164 ± 4
169 ± 4
169 ± 4
174 ± 4
167 ± 4
168 ± 4
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Table 17. Tencor Standard: Average Edge Step Height
AVERAGE EDGE STEP HEIGHT (A)
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
TOPO-2D
TOPO-2D
Tal~stel2
Tal~stel2
7327 ± 23
7299 ± 15
7238 ± 18
7203 ± 21
-------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------Right Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
TOPO-2D
Tal~stel2
TOPO-2D
Tal~stel2
7328 ± 16
7306 ± 12
7194 ± 28
7201 ± 12

Table 18. Tencor Standard: Average Edge Phase Shift (measured using afocal,
normal incidence model)
MEASURED AVERAGE EDGE PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
165 ± 3
170 ± 3
168 ± 2
170 ± 3

Table 19. Tencor Standard: Average Bar Step Heights
AVERAGE BAR STEP HEIGHT (A)
Right Bar
Left Bar
TOPO-2D
TOPO-2D
Tal~stel2
Tal~stel2
7317 ± 12
7221 ± 26
7313 ± 21
7197 ± 21

Table 20. Tencor Standard: Average Bar Phase Shift (measured using afocal,
normal incidence model)
MEASURED AVERAGE BAR PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
Left Bar
Right Bar
170 ± 4
167 ± 3
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Table 21. Tencor Standard: Average Sample Height and Phase Shift
AVERAGE SAMPLE STEP HEIGHT & PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION
7209 ± 27
Average TOPO-2D Step Height (A)
7315 ± 17
Average Talystep Step Height (A)
168° ± 3°
Average Phase Shift on Reflection'
* measured using afocal, normal incidence model

FRESNEL PHASE SHIFT FROM CHROMIUM
The next step was a comparison of the measured phase shifts in the preceding section
with the phase shift predicted for the sample at the interferometric measurement
wavelength of 6576 ± 20

A by

its optical properties. The Tencor standard appeared to

be chromium on glass, and published values of n and

K

for chromium over the spectral

region of interest are contained in Table 22 below.
Using the published data in Table 22, and assuming an uncertainty of half of the leastcount in the published data, I performed a simple linear interpolation between 6108
7005

A.

=

A to

6576 ± 20

find

n = 3.67 ± 0.01,

and

K =

4.365 ± 0.005

for

A and

chromium

at

A. (I calculated the uncertainties in n and K using addition in quadrature.)

I then used these values to calculate the Fresnel phase shift on reflection from chromium
at normal incidence with Equation (34) on page 31 in Chapter 2, which resulted in
<l>Cr(O) = 164.52 ± 0.04°. (The uncertainty corresponds to the variations that occur from
calculating <l>cr(O) for the upper and lower bounds of the linear interpolation of n and K.)
However, the optical properties of chromium in the visible as shown in Table 22 are
not perfectly linear functions, and so I used a commercial "best-fit" linear regression
computer program 44 to estimate the functional forms of n and

K

over the spectral region

of interest. Using the data in Table 22, the program produced the following functions:
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(2)

where

Ily,

= 0.012699848, bn = -0.33406178, cn = 0.037783275, dn = 0.037084338,

en

= -0.0095364817,

b"

= 3943.4081, c" = -69320.336, and dIe = 6.6959296xIO B• The goodness of the fit, i.e.,

fn

= -0.0013672304,

gn

= 0.0005789881,

a"

= -367.01662,

the coefficients of determination, for the fitted functions n(A.) and K(A.) are 0.999856927
and 0.999999947, respectively.
Calculating n(A.) and K(A.) for chromium at A.

= 6576 ±

20

A using Equations

(2)

resulted in n = 3.680 ± 0.007, and K = 4.3601 ± 0.0003. (The uncertainties in these nand
K

correspond to the variations that occur from using the upper and lower bounds of A..)

I then used these values to calculate the Fresnel phase shift on reflection from chromium
at normal incidence, which resulted in <l>cr(O) = 164.55 ± 0.03°. (Again, the uncertainty
corresponds to the variations that occur from calculating <l>Cr(O) for the upper and lower
bounds of the curve fits of n and K.)
The differences in the predicted Fresnel phase shift on reflection from chromium at
A. = 6576 ± 20

A using

a linear interpolation or a sophisticated linear regression of the

published optical properties in Table 22 are insignificant. Therefore, for the purpose of
an initial, simple comparison to the experimental results, I let the normal incidence phase
shift on reflection predicted by the optical properties for bare chromium at
A.

= 6576 ± 20 A be given

by
(3)

and the average measured phase shift on reflection of the Tencor standard from Table 21
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as measured with the afocal, normal incidence model to be given by
(4)

Table 22. Published Optical Properties of Chromium42
V ALVES OF n AND
Wavelength (A)
5585
5821
6108
7005
8157
8266

K

FOR CHROMIUM
n
K
3.18
4.41
3.34
4.38
3.48
4.36
3.84
4.37
4.23
4.34
4.27
4.33
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Chapter 7

MODIFICATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The phase shifts that I measured from Talystep stylus and TOPO-2D interferometric
step height measurements of the Tencor Standard and computed from published values
of the optical properties were made with the assumptions of afocal, normal incidence
sample illumination and that the opaque material was bare chromium. However, the
TOPO-2D illuminates a sample with focl,lsed, unpolarized light, which means that the
light contains a continuous range of incidence angles and can be modelled as a mix of
equal parts of P and S polarized light. In addition, the surface of the metal, if chromium,
would undoubtedly be covered with a thin overlayer of oxide,42 which means that the net
phase shift on reflection could not be the result of the optical properties of the metal
alone.
Consequently, the measured phase shifts displayed in Tables 14, 16, 18, 20, and 21
for the Tencor Standard and the theoretical phase shift I calculated at the end of the
preceding Chapter for bare chromium at normal incidence from published optical
properties do not apply to the parameters of the experiment. Therefore, the models I used
to measure phase shifts from Talystep and TOPO-2D step height data and predict
theoretical phase shifts from the optical and structural properties of the sample had to be
modified to account for focused, unpolarized sample illumination. In addition, the model
I used to verify the measurement results must be modified to include the effects of a
dielectric overlayer if present. In this Chapter, I describe the modifications I made to
these mathematical models, present the results of using them on the Tencor Standard data,
and verify whether or not it is oxidized chromium
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THE MEASUREMENT MODEL
My initial model of measuring the phase shift on reflection from stylus and
interferometric step height measurements (Equation (6) on page 24 in Chapter 2) was
derived from the difference in reflected phase between the base and the top portions of
a step that was illuminated with collimated light at normal incidence. If this was the case
with the TOPO-2D, this model would be correct and the nominal sample-reference OPD
at a location on the dielectric surface at the base of the step and a location on top of the
metal step would change by twice the height of the step.
However, an imaging microscope like the TOPO-2D illuminates every location within
its field of view with a converging cone of light, and so at each location the angle of
incidence varies from the chief ray angle at the axis of the cone to the marginal ray angle
at the edge of the cone.

If the sample is not tilted, the relative difference in OPD

between a surface location at the base of the step and a surface location on top of the step
varies between 2h for the chief rays and 2h/( COSo.) for the marginal rays, where a. is the
arc sine of the TOPO-2D objective NA. Instead of Equations (1) on page 23 in Chapter
2, the phases of the reflected light at the level of the step are

41th

<pbasc(6) -1t - -A,-cos-6

(1)

and
<Poop (6) - ~ lOp (6)

,

(2)

where 9 is the angle of incidence of a particular ray within each cone of light, h is the
height of the step, 1t is the phase shift on reflection from the dielectric base for all 9 less
than the Brewster angle, and <l>lop(9) is the phase shift on reflection from the top of the
step. (The initial phase of the incident light has been arbitrarily set to zero.)
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Equations (1) and (2) indicate that the reflected light contains a continuous range of
path length- and material-dependent phase shifts, but the TOPO-2D is sensitive only to
a linear superposition of the light reflected from each surface location.

A linear

superposition of a discrete number of waves of the same wavelength but differing
amplitudes and phases traveling in the same direction results in a wave of the same
wavelength with a net phase given by45
N

EAisin'Pi
tan( 'Pnec) __i~_I_ __

(3)

E AiCOS'Pi
i-I

where N = the number of waves and Ai and <Pi are their amplitudes and phases.
However, the net phase that results from a linear superposition of the continuous
distribution of phases and P and S polarizations in the reflected light used by the
TOPO-2D requires a more complicated form. For a location on the dielectric surface at
the base of the step, I concluded that the net phase of the reflected light should be

where <Pbase(S) is given by Equation (1). (The cosS factor must be included with the P
polarized amplitude because only the part of the P polarized light parallel to the surface
contributes to the linear superposition.) Abasep(S) and Abases(S), which are the P and S
Fresnel amplitude reflectances given by Equations (21) and (22) in Chapter 2 for a
nonabsorbing material, are
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(5)

where n. and ng are the refractive indices of air and the dielectric base, respectively, at

A.

=

6576

A.

Because the TOPO-2D is sensitive only to linear superpositions of phases, its software
calculates the surface profile from
A-

P(x) - - <Pnct(x) •
41t

(6)

Therefore, the effective height of a step determined from TOPO-2D surface profile data
is
(7)

where

<l>topnet

is the net phase shift on reflection that would result from a linear

superposition of the light reflected from the top of the step. Equation (7) may then be
inverted to find
(8)

which forms the basis of the modified mathematical model that I used from this point on
to measure the net phase shift on reflection from Talystep stylus and TOPO-2D
interferometric step height data. Unlike Equation (6) in Chapter 2, it includes the impact
of convergent, unpolarized light.
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The major drawback of this refined model are the nontrivial integrations required by
Equation (4). When fully substituted with Equations (1) and (5), their integrands are quite
complicated, and they do not appear to have closed-form solutions.

Therefore, I

concluded that the best way to evaluate them was by numerical means. However, rather
than spend a considerable amount of time to generate, debug, and test my own custom
numerical integration algorithm, I took advantage of the powerful and accurate numerical
methods that are included in the commercial computer software called Mathematica. 46
According to Reference 47, when Mathematica performs a numerical integration, it
finds a sequence of numerical values of the integrand at particular points, and then takes
these values and deduces from them a good approximation to the integral. Using some
form of adaptive algorithm, if it finds that the integrand changes rapidly in a particular
region, it recursively takes more sample points in that region to reduce the amount of
error. In the course of calculating a numerical solution, Mathematica has to make certain
assumptions about the smoothness and other properties of the integrand, and if the
integrand is sufficiently pathological, these assumptions may not be valid, and the results
may contain a significant amount of error. However, the integrands in Equation (4)
contain no pathological features such as narrow spikes, dips, singularities, or
discontinuities, and so they are ideally suited for numerical integration by Mathematica.
(According to the software, the accuracy of its numerical evaluation of Equation (4) in
its entirety is 16 decimal places.)
Consequently, I incorporated Equations (1), (4), (5), and (8) into several Mathematica
application files, which are called notebook files (see Appendix B for listings), for the
purpose of determining phase shifts on reflection and their uncertainties from Talystep and
TOPO-2D step height measurements. The notebook file phzmod#2.ma" calculates the
I

net phase shift on reflection for linear superpositions of convergent P polarized light, S
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polarized light, and unpolarized light from a pair of corresponding Talystep and TOPO·2D
step heights, refractive indices of air and dielectric substrate, wavelength, and TOPO·2D
NA (numerical aperture).

The notebook file I phzint#2.ma" is a parametric variation

version of I phzmod#2.ma" that calculates a table of net phase shifts on reflection at a
given locatiol! using all the possible combinations of the heights, wavelength, glass
refractive index, TOPO·2D NA, and the upper and lower bounds determined from the
Its purpose is to compute the standard deviation of the results of its

uncertainties.

parametric variation to be used as the best estimate of the uncertainty in the net phase
shift on reflection for convergent unpolarized light calculated with phzmod#2.ma." (To
I

apply the method of addition in quadrature to Equations (1), (4), (5), and (8) to estimate
the uncertainty in the measured phase shift would be extremely cumbersome, if not
impossible.)
I used the phzmod#2.ma" and phzint#2.ma" to calculate the net phase shifts on
I

I

reflection and their uncertainties for convergent unpolarized light from the Tencor
Standard step height data, starting with the Talystep and TOPO·2D step height data from
Table 13. The results are displayed below in Table 23. The phase shifts listed in Table
23 have a mean
<1>(0)

= 168.2°

<l>topn't

=

160.8° and a standard deviation of cr = 3.4°, compared to a mean

and a standard deviation of cr

= 3.4°

of the data from Table 14.

In addition to the Talystep and TOPO·2D step heights (h and he) and their
uncertainties from Table 13, the following parameters and their uncertainties were used
in I phzint#2.ma" to estimate the uncertainties in Table 23: f... = 6576 ± 20

A,

Tencor

Standard dielectric substrate refractive index ng = 1.50 ± 0.05, TOPO·2D lOx Objective
marginal ray angle (l = 13.6 ± 2.4°, and n. = 1.00029. (Reference 48 gives the refractive
index of air, n., as 1.00029 at f... = 6563

A,

0° C, and 760 mm Hg.

Any error in n.

because of differences between these parameters and those in effect at the time of the
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TOPO-2D measurements would be on the order of 0.0002%.) The exact composition and
manufacture of the Tencor Standard dielectric substrate is unknown, but it is probably
some common form of fused silica, which means that for A. = 6576 ± 20 A its index of
refraction is probably between 1.45 and 1.55. 49 The marginal ray angle, a., of a TOPO-2D
objective is related to the NA correction factor,
Therefore, an a.

= 13.6 ± 2.4

0

FNA>

by the relationship 1+0.2/4 =

F NA .

corresponds to my measurement of the TOPO-2D lOx

objective NA correction factor of FNA

= 1.014 ±

0.005.

In Chapter 6, in Tables 15, 17, 19, and 21, I averaged Talystep and TOPO-2D step
height measurements for increasingly larger regions of the Tencor Standard, and I then
calculated the corresponding phase shifts displayed in Tables 16, 18, 20, and 21 using my
original afocal, normal incidence model. The reason for the averaging was to smooth out
the scatter in measured phase shifts that may have been caused by up to 0.5 mm of
misregistration between the TOPO-2D and Talystep measurement locations. In Tables 24
through 27 that follow, I repeated this exercise, except this time I used "phzmod#2.ma"
and "phzint#2.ma" to calculate the phase shifts on reflection and their uncertainties for
completely unpolarized light from the averaged step height measurements from Tables 15,
17, 19, and 21. (The uncertainties in Tables 24 through 27 were calculated the same way
and using the same non-step height parameters as the phase shift uncertainties in Table
23.)
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Table 23. Tencor Standard: Recalculated Phase Shift at TOPO-2D Locations
(unpolarized, linear superposition measurement model)

Location
Path 1
Path 2
Path 3
Path 4

MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
153 ± 6
157 ± 6
160 ± 6
164 ± 6
160 ± 5
163 ± 5
161 ± 6
160 ± 6
159 ± 5
168 ± 5
159 ± 6
159 ± 5
159 ± 5
165 ± 5
165 ± 5
161 ± 6

Table 24. Tencor Standard: Recalculated Phase Shift at Talystep Locations
(unpolarized, linear superposition measurement model)

Location
Path 1 & 2
Path 3 & 4

MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
156 ± 5
159 ± 5
161 ± 5
162 ± 5
159 ± 5
167 ± 5
160 ± 5
162 ± 5

Table 25. Tencor Standard: Recalculated Average Edge Phase Shift (unpolarized,
linear superposition measurement model)
MEASURED AVERAGE EDGE PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
Right Bar
Left Bar
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
Edge "b"
Edge "a"
158 ± 5
162 ± 4
163 ± 4
161 ± 4

Table 26. Tencor Standard: Recalculated Average Bar Phase Shift (unpolarized,
linear superposition measurement model)
MEASURED AVERAGE BAR PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
Left Bar
Right Bar
162 ± 5
159 ± 4
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Table 27.
Tencor Standard: Recalculated Average Sample Phase Shift
(unpolarized, linear superposition measurement model)
MEASURED AVERAGE SAMPLE PHASE SIllFT ON REFLECTION
Average Phase Shift on Reflection

THE VERIFICATION MODEL
The preceding section described the modifications I made to the mathematical model
used to measure the phase shift on reflection from Talystep and TOPO-2D step height
data to correctly account for the use of focused, unpolarized light by the TOPO-2D. The
average measured phase shift of the Tencor Standard then went from 168 0 and a standard
deviation of 30 using my original afocal, normal incidence illumination model to 161 0 and
a standard deviation of 50 using the more realistic, focal, unpolarized light model. In this
section I describe the modification of the model that I use to verify the results of the
phase shift measurements with the predictions of optical properties to include the effects
of focused, unpolarized light and the possible existence of a dielectric overlayer.
Instead of the simple case of normal incidence illumination of a bare metal, which is
described by Equation (34) on page 31 in Chapter 2 (the Fresnel phase shift on reflection
at normal incidence), the situation of focused illumination of a metal covered with a
transparent thin film is much more complicated. The complexity arises because of the
impact of multiple beam interference in the transparent overlayer on the focused,
unpolarized light used by the TOPO-2D.

The reflected cone of light contains a

continuous range of phase shifts caused by the combination of angle of incidencedependent optical path lengths within the film and angle of incidence-dependent phase
shifts on reflection at the film-metal interface. However, as always, the TOPO-2D is
sensitive only to the linear superposition of all of these reflected phase shifts.

III

Because of these effects, the model used to verify the phase shifts measured with a
system that uses focused, unpolarized light had to involve much more than basic Fresnel
reflection of a bare metal surface at a single angle of incidence. I began the modification
of the model with the determination of the electric field reflected by a metal with a
dielectric overlayer as a function of angle of incidence and polarization. Figure lion
page 185 schematically depicts the situation of multiple beam interference in a dielectric
film on a metal surface that is illuminated with a beam of light at an angle S. The part
of the incident beam that is not initially reflected by the air-film interface is transmitted
into the film at the refracted angle of Sr and experiences multiple internal reflections
between the film-metal and film-air interfaces. At each encounter with the trapped beam,
the metal surface absorbs some of the light and reflects the rest, and in tum the film-air
interface retransmits most of the light incident upon it back into the air and reflects the
rest. Each of these internal reflections reduces the trapped field, either by absorption or
transmission, until it is all gone. The resultant external reflected electric field consists of
the amplitude sum of the field initially reflected by the air-film interface (beam #1) and
the fields retransmitted back into the air through the film-air interface (beams #2 and up,
of which Figure 11 shows only the first four).
The amplitudes of the individual reflected and transmitted fields are determined by the
Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficients rr, r'c, and r'm, and Fresnel amplitude transmission
coefficients tr and t'r of the film and metal surfaces, which are functions of incidence
angle, polarization and optical properties.

Specifically, rr is the amplitude reflection

coefficient of the air-film interface, r'r is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the film-air
interface, r'm is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the metal-film interface, tr is the
amplitude transmission coefficient through the air-film interface, and t'r is the amplitude
transmission coefficient through the film-air interface. The refractive indexes of air and
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the film, n. and n c, are real, and Nm = nm -

i~

is the complex refractive index of the

metal.
The phases of the individual external reflected fields are determined by the Fresnel
amplitude reflection coefficients, which contain the material-dependent phase shift on
reflection information, and the optical path lengths in the film. The phase difference
between successive reflected beams due to OPD's alone is given by
(9)

where q

= the wave vector (2rc/'A), hc = the film thickness, and Sc is related to S by Snell's

law, i.e., n.sinS = nrSinSr. (The negative sign in 0 signifies that the phase is retarded
relative to the preceding beam.)
When the amplitudes of the reflected beams are added together, the resultant external
reflected electric field as a function of angle of incidence looks like

P(O)
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The series of terms inside the square brackets in Equation (11) is a geometric series
of the form
k-l
~

L.J

xj-l ,

(12)

j-l

where j is the in dice of the terms in the series and x is
(13)
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The jth partial sum of this series is given bysO

~

s-LJx
]

n-l

which becomes in the limit as j

lim
j-'"

Therefore, as k - 1

~ 00

n-l

1 -x k-l
1-x

1-x j
1- x

----

(14)

~ 00,

1
1-x

S ---,
]

for Ix 1< 1 .

(15)

Equation (11) simplifies to

(16)

Equation (16) defines the resultant external electric field reflected by a metal surface
with a transparent overlayer that is illuminated with a beam of light incident at an angle
9.

However, as shown its specific dependencies upon polarization, 9, and optical

properties are contained within the details of the Fresnel amplitude reflectance and
transmission coefficients. For P and S polarized light the reflectance coefficients may be
written in the polar form

it)(ft6)
r(::) - R(::)(a) e Sf

,

it)(Pf)(6
e Sf

f)

I

r(::) - R(::)(af)

(17)

i\tl' P (6

f)

I

r(::) - Ri::)(O') e

(,:)

where the order in the binomial subscripts is used to indicate polarization dependence.
In Equations (17),

R~9), R'~9r)'

and R'm(9 r) are the intensity reflectances of the air-
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film, the film-air, and the film-metal interfaces, respectively, given by either Equation (27)
on page 30 for P polarized light or Equation (35) on page 31 for S polarized light. In
addition, <I>.{S), cI>'.{Sr), and <I>'m(Sr) are the phase shifts on reflection at the air-film, the
film-air, and the film-metal interfaces, respectively, given by either Equation (28) on page
30 for P polarized light or Equation (36) on page 32 for S polarized light.
In Equation (16), the transmission coefficients for P and S polarized light are 2

(18)

By substituting Equations (9), (17), and (18) into Equation (16) EExt(S) may be written
more explicitly in terms of polarization, S, and optical properties. However, because the
overlayer is a dielectric, and because the numerical aperture of the TOPO-2D lOx
objective limits the maximum values of S and Sr to angles much less than the external
and internal Brewster angles, respectively, the phase shifts <I>.{S)

= 7t and

<I>'.{Sr)

= 0 for

both P and S polarized light. Therefore, for P and S polarized light, the resultant external
electric field reflected by a metal surface with a thin transparent overlayer is

(19)
+

The next step is to separate EExt(S) into functions of amplitude and phase that can be
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used to calculate the linear superposition of all of the phase shifts on reflection in the
cone of light defined by the numerical aperture of a TOPO-2D objective. Disregarding
for the moment any polarization, angle of incidence, and optical property notation, and
using standard complex number notation, EExt(8) may be written
(20)

where RExt and <l>Ext are the intensity and the phase shift of light reflected by a metal
surface with a transparent overlayer. (The amplitude of EExt(8) may be expressed as the
square root of its intensity.)
The polar and cartesian forms of EExt(8) shown in Equation (20) are related by

(21)

where, again, I chose to use the alternative arc cosine form to calculate the phase shift
from optical and material properties. Starting with Equation (19), after a considerable
amount of complex algebra, a and b can be shown to be

(22)

and
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(23)

Together, Equations (21), (22) and (23) provide the means to calculate the intensity
and the phase shift on reflection from a metal surface with a transparent overlayer as
functions of polarization, angle of incidence, and optical properties. (RExt(9) and <l>Ext(9)
also require the Snell's law relationship between

e and 9 r and the intensity reflectances

and the phase shifts on reflection cited in Equations (22) and (23).) The only restrictions
are: 1) a and b as defined in Equations (22) and (23) require that the maximum value of
9 is small enough such that it and the maximum value of 9 r remain less than the external
and internal Brewster angles, respectively, and 2) the film has no absorption, i.e., N r = n r.
(Equations (22) and (23) are a special case of an earlier derivation of a and b that I did
that does not have any angle of incidence restrictions, that is, it does not have the phase
shifts at the air-film and film-air interfaces set to

1t

and 0 radians, respectively.)

Reference 8, which I used previously to verify my derivation of the Fresnel reflectance
and phase shift on reflection expressions in Chapter 2, provided verification of my initial
version of EExt(9), of which Equations (22) and (23) are a special case. (Reference 8 used
a matrix formulation of multilayer Fresnel expressions to calculate the reflectance and
phase shift on reflection in a vacuum from nickel with and without an overlayer of silicon
as functions of polarization, angle of incidence, and overlayer thickness for A = 6.1 f..lm.
Its electromagnetic field direction conventions result in 180 0 , i.e.,

1t

radians, being added
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to its P-polarized phase shift on reflection.)

To verify my model, I calculated the

reflectance and phase shift on reflection for nickel with and without a 1000 A overlayer
of silicon using its conventions and parameters in my initial versions of R Ext(9) and

<l>Ext(9) and achieved excellent agreement as shown in Figures 12 and 13 (see pages 185
and 186). (According to Reference 51, the actual wavelength that corresponds to the
complex refractive index used in Reference 8 is 6.199 !lm and not 6.1 !lm.)
As the theoretical data in Figures 12 and 13 indicate, a dielectric film whose optical
thickness nebr is smaller than 1J4 tends to reduce the reflectance and retard the phase shift
on reflection of a metal substrate, and this is also predicted for oxidized chromium by
Equations (21), (22), and (23). Table 28 below contains the result of using them to
calculate the theoretical P and S reflectances and phase shifts on reflection at 9

= 0° and

9 = 13.6° (the marginal ray angle of the TOPO-2D lOx objective) for chromium with and
without a 30 A overlayer of Cr20 3 at A.

= 6576 A.

As Table 28 shows, the thin oxide

overlayer is expected to reduce the reflectance by -1.4 % and retard the phase shift on
reflection by -3.5° in the small angle of incidence regime. (The optical properties that
I used to calculate the data in Table 28 consisted of the values of n and

K

for chromium

determined from the linear regression at the end of Chapter 6, and a refractive index, n r,
of Cr20 3 of 2.551 from Reference 52, which lists it for the visible spectrum without
reference to any specific wavelength.) An obvious implication of the theoretical data in
Table 28 is that any experimental measurement of the phase shift on reflection from
oxidized chromium should be smaller than that from bare chromium.
Because the unpolarized cone of TOPO-2D light reflected by a metal surface with a
thin transparent overlayer contains a continuous range of angle of incidence-dependent
OPD and optical property induced phase shifts, I again concluded that their linear
superposition must be calculated with the integral form given by,
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As with the modified measurement model, the major drawback of this approach are
the nontrivial integrations required by Equation (24), and again the best way to evaluate
them is by numerical means. Consequently, I incorporated Equations (21), (22), (23), and
(24), as well as all the required constitutive relationships, into additional Mathematica
notebook files (see Appendix B for listings). The notebook file "filmonmtl.ma" calculates
the theoretical net phase shift on reflection for linear superpositions of P polarized light,
S polarized light, and unpolarized light. The notebook file llfilm_tbl.ma" is a parametric
variation version of "filmonmtl.ma." It uses a similar approach to that employed in
"phzint#2.ma" and calculates a table of theoretical net phase shifts for unpolarized light
from all the appropriate combinations of the wavelength, chromium complex refractive
index, film refractive index, film thickness, maximum angle of incidence (TOPO-2D NA),
and their upper and lower extrema. Like "phzint#2.ma," its purpose is to compute the
standard deviation of the results of its parametric variation to be used as the best estimate
of the uncertainty in the theoretical net phase shift on reflection for unpolarized light
calculated with "filmonmtl.ma."

(To apply the method of addition in quadrature to

Equations (21), (22), (23), and (24) to estimate the uncertainty in the theoretical phase
shift would be extremely cumbersome, if not impossible.)
I then used "flmonmtl.ma" to calculate the theoretical net phase shifts on reflection
from oxidized chromium for P, S, and unpolarized light and "film_tbl.ma" to estimate the
uncertainty in the unpolarized light prediction.

In addition, I created and used the

notebook files "fresrefl.ma" and IIfres_tbl.ma" to do the same for bare chromium. (The
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Mathematica notebook files "fresrefl.ma" and "fres_tbl.ma" are smaller versions of
"flmonmtl.ma" and "film_tbl.ma" that work for bare metals only and are also listed in
Appendix B.)

Table 29 below contains the results of these linear superposition

calculations of the theoretical phase shifts on reflection for P, S, and unpolarized light
between the angles

e = 0°

and

e=

13.6° for chromium with and without a 30

A

overlayer of Cr20 3 at A. = 6576 A.
The following parameters and their uncertainties were used in "film_tbl.ma" and,
where applicable, in "fres_tbl.ma" to estimate the theoretical net unpolarized light phase
shift uncertainties listed in Table 29: A. = 6576 ± 20

A,

chromium optical properties

n = 3.680 ± 0.007 and K = 4.3601 ± 0.0003, TOPO-2D lOx Objective marginal ray angle
(J.

= 13.6 ± 2.4°, Cr20 3 refractive index nr = 2.551

± 0.249 and thickness hr

= 30 ± 20 A,

and n. = 1.00029. Because very little is known about Cr2 0 3, wavelength-specific values
of refractive index are largely a matter of individual guesswork. However, according to
Reference 49, over the visible portion of the spectrum, the refractive index of some
transparent materials can vary by as much as ±0.3, although most don't. Therefore, I
chose the interval 2.3
at A.

= 6576 ± 20 A,

S;

nr

S;

2.8 as the most likely to include the refractive index of Cr203

and hence the choice of nr

= 2.551

± 0.249. As was stated at the

beginning of Chapter 6, according to Reference 42, chromium oxidizes readily, forming
an impermeable overlayer of about 30 A of Cr20 3 , and further oxidation does not occur
at room temperature. However, because the history, temperature or otherwise, of the
Tencor Standard is basically unknown, the use of a ±20
arbitrary, but conservative, choice on my part.

A uncertainty

in hr was a totally
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Table 28. Theoretical Reflectance and Phase Shift for Bare and Oxidized Cr at
A = 6576 A at e = 0° and e = 13.6°
THEORETICAL REFLECTANCE AND PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION
<l>p (0)
Rp
<l>s e)
Rs
0°
13.6°
0°
0°
13.6°
0°
13.6°
13.6°
Cr
.6401 .6318 .6401 .6483 164.55 164.10 164.55 164.98

e

30 A of Cr20 3
on bulk Cr

.6265

.6182

.6265

.6349

161.08 160.57

161.08

161.61

Table 29. Theoretical Net Phase Shift for Bare and Oxidized Cr at A = 6576
Between = 0° and = 13.6°

e

e

A

NET PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (LINEAR SUPERPOSITION)
<l>Pn't
Cr

30 A of Cr20 3
on bulk Cr

e)

<l>Snet

e)

<l>Unpolnet (0)

164.40

164.69

164.55 ± 0.02

160.92

161.26

161.09 ± 1.93

COMPARISON OF RESULTS
Finally, the last step was a comparison of the measured Tencor Standard phase shifts
measured using the refined measurement model, i.e., Equations (1), (4), (5), and (8), with
the theoretical phase shifts predicted for oxidized chromium using the refined verification
model, i.e., Equations (21), (22), (23), and (24).

Tables 23 through 27 contain the

measured Tencor Standard phase shifts determined from the focused, unpolarized light
model, Table 28 contains the theoretical P and S reflectances and phase shifts on
reflection for bare and oxidized chromium at two angles of incidence, and Table 29
contains the theoretical net P, S, and unpolarized phase shifts on reflection for bare and
oxidized chromium at A = 6576 ± 20

A

calculated with the verification model.

The
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agreement was excellent between the theoretical net unpolarized phase shift on reflection
for oxidized chromium in Table 29 given by
~OxIdlzed Cr

-161 ± 2°

(25)

with the measured average phase shift on reflection for the Tencor Standard from Table
27 given by
~Tcncor SIIIDdard -161 ±

5° .

(26)

This agreement shows that the modifications, i.e., refinements, I made to my
mathematical models work remarkably well, and that with them in place, the method of
measuring the phase shift on reflection from a mathematical comparison of stylus and
interferometric step height measurements is capable of giving highly accurate results.
These results also confirm the composition of the Tencor Standard as oxidized chromium
on a glass substrate.
(Note that because of the small range of incidence angles in the TOPO-2D lOx
objective, the asymmetry in theoretical P and S phase shift near normal incidence causes
the theoretical linear superpositions of unpolarized light in Table 29 to be virtually
identical to the theoretical normal incidence phase shifts in Table 28.)
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Chapter 8

SECOND TEST OF THE METHOD OF PHASE SHIFT MEASUREMENT
Because of the mathematical modifications documented and demonstrated in Chapter
7, the method of measuring the phase shift on reflection from an opaque material from
a mathematical comparison of stylus and interferometric step height measurements was
shown to be capable of giving highly accurate results in its first test.

This Chapter

describes the second test of this method. Specifically, it details my first set of phase shift
measurements of two samples consisting of evaporated gold on fused silica, beginning
with a description of the blank substrates, their surface characterization using both
Talystep and TOPO-2D, and the manufacture of the gold samples to my specifications.
I then describe the details of any specific measurement configuration and conditions that
occurred during the step height measurements of the finished samples. Following that,
the raw and corrected results of the step height measurements and the phase shifts
measured from the step height data are displayed in tabular form. Finally, the measured
phase shifts are then verified with the predictions of published optical properties of gold,
and the results and the motivation for a second set of gold measurements are discussed.

THE DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATES
Since I chose evaporated gold as the next metal to measure, I decided to have two
samples manufactured here at NA WC, China Lake, CA, to my specifications. I wanted
to use evaporation techniques because they can produce metal films with surfaces that are
very flat and smooth without any post-deposition polishing or machining, which can
sometimes alter the optical properties of the metal film. I wanted very flat, very smooth
surfaces in order to minimize the uncertainties in measured step heights, which in turn
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minimizes the uncertainties in the phase shifts measured from them. Because the surface
of an evaporated film tends to replicate the topography of the host surface, the substrates
would have to be very smooth and flat in order to get very smooth and flat films.
I obtained six 1.5 x 0.375 in. circular disks made of fused silica from Dr. Jean
Bennett at NA WC that had been float-polished to a very smooth finish and flat surface
on one side. (The only marking on each of them was a large handwritten letter "B" in
pencil on the unpolished side.) The polished sides were covered with a transparent
protective coating that was easily removed with a piece of Scotch Brand-type tape. All
six appeared to be nominally identical, and so I arbitrarily chose two to be substrates for
the gold films.
Since they had been stored for a number of years in wax paper bags with only the
soft, rubbery protective coating on their polished surfaces, I cleaned them before doing
anything else with them. This consisted of ultrasonic cleaning in a mild solution of nitric
acid, a water flush, a distilled water flush, ultrasonic cleaning in a strong solution of
Luqui-Nox brand detergent, a water flush, a distilled water flush, a methanol scrub, and
finally a methanol drag wipe with lens tissue. (Their surfaces were so featureless that it
was difficult to find them when I inspected them with the Nomarski microscope.) I then
used a pencil to mark the unpolished sides with the numerals "I" and "2" to identify them
as substrates # 1 and #2. On each I also marked two locations on the unpolished edge,
separated by a quarter of the circumference, with a "V" and an "H" for orientation
purposes.
I then characterized their surfaces with the TOPO-2D and the Talystep before having
gold evaporated onto them. I measured them first with the TOPO-2D using the general
procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular configuration given below in Table 30.
Since their surfaces were presumably very smooth, I had to use one of the two reference
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subtraction modes to measure their surface roughness accurately with the TOPO-2D, and
so I decided to use both: the "Absolute" mode to measure surface roughness and the
"New-Ref" mode to measure surface figure.

I also used the 2.54x objective for

characterization in order to examine larger regions at a time. (With a nominal numerical
aperture of 0.075, the numerical aperture correction factor for the 2.54x

obje~tive

is only

about 1.001 and thus is of little consequence.) I mapped its internal reference with a 2"
diameter flat of fused silica that had been polished by OCLI (Optical Coating Laboratory,
Inc.) of Santa Rosa, CA, to a surface roughness of approximately 2.2 A rms.43 I cleaned
it the same way I had cleaned substrates #1 and #2 and then used 15 randomly selected
points on its surface to generate an accurate map of the internal reference.
I measured five general locations on each of the two substrates with the TOPO-2D.
Two measurements (one "Absolute" and one "New-Ref") were made at each location, and
after measuring the five locations, I rotated the sample 90° and measured the five
locations again.

(Figure 14 on page 186 shows schematically the TOPO-2D profile

locations on substrates #1 and #2.) My goal was to measure orthogonal profiles at each
location to see if either substrate had any directional character to its surface.
There were no features on their surfaces visible in the TOPO-2D eyepieces, and the
fringes looked perfectly straight at all locations and sample orientations.

Over the

5.20 mm profile lengths the "New-Ref" mode computed radii of curvature on the order
of 103 to 104 meters or more, which indicated a very flat surface, and there was no
significant difference in surface roughness between the two orthogonal orientations. There
was also no significant difference in surface roughness between the two substrates: their
weighted rms roughness was 2.4 A rms using "Absolute" and 3.0 A rms using "New-Ref."
The average variation in surface roughness between locations and between orientations
was 0.9 Arms.
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I next measured the two fused silica substrates with the Talystep using the general
procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular configuration given below in Table 31.
Because the two substrates had shown no significant shape or roughness dependencies as
a function of location or orientation in the TOPO-2D measurements, I decided to measure
the roughness with the Talystep in only three general locations on each sample. At each
location I measured two parallel profiles, offset by about 10 J.lm, of different length and
sampling interval (see Figure 15 on page 187 for a schematic depiction of the Talystep
profile locations) for the purpose of discovering whether or not the surface roughness had
any spatial frequency dependence.
Unlike the TOPO-2D measurements, the Talystep roughness measurements indicated
that the two substrates were not entirely identical. On substrate #1 the weighted rms
roughness of the long and the short profiles were nearly the same at 2.5 A rms with an
average variation in roughness of 0.1 A rms between locations and profile lengths.
However, on substrate #2 the weighted rms roughness of the long profiles was 3.92 Arms
with an average variation of 0.31 A rms, and the weighted rms roughness of the short
profiles was 4.25 A rms with an average variation of 0.32 A rms. Therefore it might be
inferred that substrate #2 was not only slightly rougher than #1, but that its roughness was
biased towards the higher spatial frequencies.
As for comparing the TOPO-2D roughness measurements directly with those produced
by the Talystep, although the bandwidth limits of the two instruments are different, so that
the raw measurements are not directly comparable, there is a region of overlap over which
some qualitative comparisons can be made. 23

Because the raw TOPO-2D and raw

Talystep roughness measurements of substrate #1 were nearly identical, I concluded that
its power spectrum was either naturally band limited and lay primarily in the region of
overlap, or was "white," i.e., uniformly distributed.

In the case of substrate #2, the
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Talystep measured roughnesses were higher than those measured with the TOPO-2D,
which indicates that the surface roughness of #2 was shifted towards the higher spatial
frequencies where the Talystep is much more sensitive than the TOPO-2D. However, the
only immediate consequence of the difference in sensitivity of the Talystep and TOPO-2D
at higher spatial frequencies was a difference in the uncertainties in measured step
heights.

Table 30. TOPO-2D Measurement Configuration: Substrates #1 & #2
Objective
Profile Length
NA Factor
# of Readings Averaged
Modes
Spectral Filters

A.
Instrumental Noise

2.5x
5.20 mm
Off
4
New-Ref
Absolute
Standard
6555 A
0.41 Arms

Table 31. Talystep Measurement Configuration: Substrates #1 & #2
Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

ET-13
0.8 11m
1 mg
1000 11m
100 11m
30.7 11m/sec (1000 11m profile)
3.07 11m/sec (IOO 11m profile)
0.37 11m (1000 11m profile)
0.037 11m (100 11m profile)
2671
0.54 Arms
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THE GOLD FILMS
Before any gold could be evaporated onto substrates #1 and #2, I had to choose a film
thickness. If the films were too thin, they would not absorb all of the light transmitted
into them, and in a manner similar to a transparent overlayer, the net reflected light would
consist of the amplitude sum of the primary reflection and the retransmitted returns from
one or more incompletely attenuated internal reflections.

Consequently, the net phase

of the reflected light would differ from the phase shift on reflection from the air-gold
interface.

On the other hand, if the film was made arbitrarily thick in order to be

completely opaque, then the step height of the layer could very well exceed the TOPO-2D
single wavelength IJ4 limitation (1644

A at A. =

6576

A), and thus require the use of the

"Wave Correction," option, which is cumbersome to use in combination with the "NewRef" mode.
Therefore, my goal was to make the gold layer just thick enough to insure that the
difference in the reflected phase due to the gold-fused silica interface was smaller than
the order of magnitude of the uncertainty in the measured phase shift. I decided to attack
the question of the thickness of a metal on a dielectric as a function of phase with an
approach similar to the one I used in Chapter 7 to find the phase shift as a function of
thickness of a dielectric on a metal. However, in this situation I didn't need to be as
rigorous because I was only interested in an order of magnitude solution, and therefore
a normal incidence model would be sufficient.
The situation is the depicted schematically in Figure 16 on page 187, which shows a
beam of light normally incident onto the surface of a thin metal film deposited on a
dielectric substrate. (The rays in Figure 16 are shown at oblique angles in order to
distinguish between the reflected and transmitted beams.) Most of the incident light is
reflected at the air-metal interface, but some of it is transmitted into the metal where it
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will suffer absorption as it penetrates deeper into the film. If any light survives to reach
the metal-substrate interface, part of what remains will be transmitted through into the
substrate, and the rest will be reflected back towards the front surface, suffering further
absorption as it propagates back up through the metal. If any of this light manages to
reach the metal-air interface, part of it will be transmitted through into the air, and the rest
will be reflected back down into the metal to undergo further absorption. This process
will be repeated until all of the initially transmitted light is gone, but unlike a dielectric
film the number of internal reflections will be small, even in very thin metal films. What
I wanted to find was a thickness that was sufficient to ensure that there would not be
enough light left in the metal film to contribute a third beam to the net externally
reflected field.
In Figure 16, the net externally reflected light consists of the amplitude sum of the
primary reflection at the air-metal interface (beam #1) and the retransmitted portion of the
first internal reflection (beam #2).

Assuming unit amplitude incident light, the net

externally reflected field is approximated by
(1)

where rm, tm, t'm, and r',ub are the Fresnel complex amplitude reflection and transmission
coefficients of the air-metal, metal-air, and metal-substrate interfaces.

At normal

incidence

t -

2na

m n a +N'
m

where nsub

= the

I

~-

2Nm
na +Nm

,

(2)

real refractive index of the dielectric substrate and Nm = complex

refractive index of the metal. 0' is the net phase difference between beam #1 and #2, and
it contains the absorption due to the optical path from the air-metal interface to the metal-
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substrate interface and back and is given by
(3)

where q

= the wave vector (2nIA)

and h

= the metal

film thickness.

Equation (1) then becomes
(4)

which may be expressed in the familiar complex formats
(5)

If the metal film is not totally opaque, the difference between the bulk and thin film
phase shifts is
(6)

where

(7)

Equation (6) may be written

(8)

where Re and 1m indicate the real and imaginary parts of the arguments enclosed within
their { }.
In principle, Equation (8) may be solved to find film thickness as a function of Ll<l>.
However, instead of attempting to find a closed-form solution, I created a Mathematica
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notebook file called "filmthik.ma" (see Appendix B for listing) to solve Equation (8)
numerically for a limiting value of h. The parameters I used consisted of: A. = 6576

A,

n. = 1.00029, nsub = 1.45633, which I interpolated from Reference 53, and nm = 0.165 and

K.n

=

3.24, which I interpolated linearly from Reference 54 for A. = 6576 A. (The values

of n and

K

that Reference 54 gives for gold for 1000

A ::; A. ::; 2

Jlm were determined

from reflectance and transmittance measurements at normal incidence in air using
100-250

A thick

gold films evaporated onto superpolished fused silica substrates in

ultrahigh vacuum, i.e., 10. 10-10. 11 torr.) The results of numerically solving Equation (8)
for the thickness of a gold film on fused silica for several choices of ~<I> are displayed
below in Table 32.
Based upon this analysis, I asked our coating facility to evaporate 1000 A of gold
onto a 0.5 x 0.15 in. region of the polished surfaces on substrates #1 and #2. However,
because of a timing error, between 1300
the requested 1000

A.

A and

1400

A of gold was deposited instead of

Fortunately, the mistake was not serious because the final

thickness of the gold did not exceed the single wavelength

')J4

limitation of the

TOPO-2D, and the additional metal would certainly help suppress any phase shift bias.
As for the films, the purity of the gold source was estimated to be better than 99.999 %,
and it was evaporated under a pressure of 10.6 torr and substrate temperature of -100 o e
with no post-deposition annealing. 55

After the samples were removed from the

evaporation chamber, I renamed them AUI and AU2 (see Figure 17 on page 188) and
transferred them to a clean storage environment until I had the opportunity to measure the
step heights of their films.
According to the literature, there have been more measurements of the optical
properties of gold than of any other metal. 54 (Most of these measurements were made in
the visible).

In addition, considerable differences (on the order of ±20%) have been
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reported in the measurements of differently prepared samples.

The most obvious

explanation is that voids in the metal are the cause, and that the thicker the film, the
nearer its dielectric function is to that of the crystalline bulk value. I3 In the noble metals,
which have a face-centered cubic crystalline structure, absorption in the visible and
ultraviolet is mostly due to interband transitions from the filled d bands into the sp
conduction bands. 12

In gold, interband transitions at photon energies> 2 eV

(A. < 6199 A) result in pronounced structures in the optical properties, whereas in the
region 1.6 eV <

nO) ::; 2 eV

(7749

A < A. < 6199 A)

such structure is weak and so

interband transitions have less of an effect in determining its optical properties. I3

,

Table.32. Bulk-Thin Film Phase Shift Difference vs Gold Film Thickness
PHASE SHIFT DIFFERENCE VS GOLD FILM THICKNESS
~<I>

(Radians)

e)

h (A)

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001

5.7
0.57
0.057
0.0057

312
637
969
1292

STEP HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS
Figure 18 on page 188 shows the regions on samples AUI and AU2 where the
Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements were made. I attempted to minimize
the misregistration between instruments at each location, but because the surfaces of the
gold films and the substrates were featureless in the viewing microscopes of both
instruments, there were no fiducial marks to act as aides, and so again there may have
been as much as 0.5 mm misregistration between corresponding Talystep and TOPO-2D
measurements.

Consequently, Figure 18 shows rectangular surface regions of

l32
-1.3

x

0.5 mm to indicate where the measurements were made. As shown in Figure 18,

a total of six regions along the edges of each lozenge-shaped gold film were measured.
Along a given edge, the spacing between adjacent regions was approximately 3.1 mm, and
each region was lined up with its counter part on the opposite edge.
I measured AUI and AU2 with the NA WC, China Lake, Talystep using the general
procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular configuration given below in Table 33.
(Before I measured them, I inspected their surfaces with the Nomarski microscope to
insure that they were clean.) Starting with AUl, I measured 800 J.lm long profiles with
the step between the fused silica substrate and the gold film at the center of each profile.
On each sample the sequence of measurements consisted of Regions 1,4,2, 5, 3, and 6.
Figure 19 on page 189 shows a Talystep profile of the edge of the gold film in Region
1 of AU1.
It took a considerable amount of time to measure all six regions on AUI with the
Talystep. There was something about it that made the stylus jump more than it should
have when it encountered the edge of the gold film. This overshoot was eliminated on
three of the six regional measurements by making very small adjustments in sample tilt
and position. On the other three regions the more severe overshoot data were filtered out
after the measurements were finished by eliminating those points that exceeded the mean
profile level by more than 4 standard deviations.

(The TOPO-2D profile data later

revealed that the gold film on AUI had a narrow, vertical groove, or fissure, in the face
of the step just above the substrate that might have caused the Talystep stylus to jump up
as it did.) AU2 was much easier to measure because it did not have the overshoot
problem. (The Talystep measurements were saved to a 3.5 in. floppy disk so they could
be analyzed at a later date with the step height routine embedded in the Bennett-Fellows
Talystep software.)
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I then made TOPO-2D measurements of AUI and AU2 using the general procedures
detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular configuration given below in Table 34. Instead
of using the OCLI 2 in. diameter fused silica flat to map the internal reference of the lOx
objective, I mapped it using nine randomly selected points on a precision optical flat, also
made of fused silica, that was identified as 20QB20 and had an average surface roughness
of 1.5 A rms.43 (Figure 20 on page 189 is an example of the surface profile of the
TOPO-2D lOx objective internal reference I made using nine randomly selected points
on 20QB20.)
As I did with the Talystep, I made the TOPO-2D measurements with the step between
the fused silica substrate and the gold film at the center of each profile starting with AUI.
However, with the TOPO-2D the sequence of measurements consisted of Regions I, 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6. Figure 21 on page 190 shows a TOPO-2D profile of the edge of the gold
film in Region 2 of AU2. (The TOPO-2D measurements were saved to a 3.5 in. floppy
disk so they could also be analyzed at a later date with the step height routine embedded
in the TOPO-2D software.)

Table 33. Talystep Measurement Configuration: Gold Films AUI & AU2
Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

ET-13
0.8 11m
1 mg
800 11m
30.7 11m/sec
0.37 11m
2137
0.9 Arms
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Table 34. TOPO-2D Measurement Configuration: Gold Films AU1 & AU2
Objective
Profile Length
NA Factor
# of Readings Averaged
Mode
Spectral Filter
'A.
Instrumental Noise

lOx
1.306 mm
Off
4
New-Ref
A
6576 A
1.2 Arms

STEP HEIGHT DATA
Once all of the Talystep and TOPO-2D measurements of AU1 and AU2 were made
and saved, the next step was to determine the step heights and their uncertainties from the
saved data.

As I did with the Tencor Standard, I calculated all of the Talystep step

heights using the "Step Analysis" routine embedded in the Bennett-Fellows Talystep
software and all of the TOPO-2D step heights using the step height routine embedded in
the Wyko TOPO-2D software. At each location, I calculated the step height several times
using different pairs of profile segments on opposite sides of the step, and I chose the
mean of each set of calculations as the best estimate of step height. Tables 35 and 36
below, respectively, display the mean Talystep and TOPO-2D step height and the standard
error of the mean for each location.

(The data in Tables 35 and 36 have not been

multiplied by the appropriate correction factors.) I then combined the standard error of
each of these means with the other statistically independent errors, such as noise and
surface roughness, to estimate the net measurement uncertainty.
The statistically independent errors that I combined with the standard errors consisted
of the instrumental noise measurements from Tables 33 and 34, the TOPO-2D weighted
rms substrate surface roughnesses of 2.4 A, and the Talystep weighted rms substrate
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roughness of 2.5

A and 3.9 A for AUI and AU2, respectively. In addition, for the

TOPO-2D measurements, I estimated the residual roughness in the profile data due to the
imperfect subtraction of the internal reference of the lOx objective to be -0.5

A.

(I based

this estimate upon the rms roughness of the average of the sum of nine randomly selected
profiles on the surface of the optical flat 20QB20, each of which has an rms roughness
of 1.5

A.)

The net measurement uncertainties were calculated using Equation (18) in

Chapter 3 for the Talystep and Equation (12) in Chapter 4 for the TOPO-2D and are
displayed below, along with the uncalibrated and uncorrected step heights, in Tables 37
and 38, respectively.
Finally, the step height data from Tables 37 and 38 were calibrated and corrected with
the appropriate correction factors.

Table 39 displays the results of multiplying the

Talystep data from Table 37 by the Talystep correction factor Cr (1.004 ± 0.002) and the
TOPO-2D data from Table 38 by the NA correction factor FNA for the lOx NA WC, China
Lake, objective (1.014 ± 0.005).

The uncertainties in Table 39 were computed by

addition in quadrature.

Table 35. AUI & AU2: Talystep Step Height Algorithm Results

Region
1
2
3

UNCALIBRATED STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
AUI
AU2
h
Region
h
Region
Region
h
h
1452
1401 ± 2
±
2
1448
± 1
1381
±
2
4
1
4
1411 ± 2
1389 ± 3
1442 ± 1
5
1439 ± 1
5
2
1408 ± 2
1394 ± 2
1427 ± 1
6
1435 ± 4
6
3
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Table 36. AUI & AU2: TOPO-2D Step Height Algorithm Results

Region
1
2
3

UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
AU2
AUI
h
Region
h
Region
h
Region
h
1077 ± 1
1082 ± 2
1155 ± 2
4
1125 ± 1
4
1
1080 ± 1
1103 ± 1
5
1138 ± 1
5
1074 ± 2
2
1118±3
1087 ± 0
6
1112 ± 1
6
1102 ± 1
3

Table 37. AUI & AU2: Uncalibrated Talystep Step Heights

Region
1
2
3

UNCALIBRATED STEP HEIGHT & NET
AU}
h
Region
h
Region
1401 ± 4
1381 ± 4
4
1
1411 ± 4
1389 ± 5
5
2
1408 ± 4
6
1394 ± 4
3

UNCERTAINTY (A)
AU2
h
Region
h
1452 ± 6
4
1448 ± 6
1442 ± 6
5
1439 ± 6
1427 ± 6
6
1435 ± 7

Table 38. AUl & AU2: Uncorrected TOPO-2D Step Heights

Region
1
2
3

UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & NET
AUI
h
Region
h
Region
1077 ± 4
4
1082 ± 4
I
1080 ± 4
5
1074 ± 4
2
1118 ± 5
6
1102 ± 4
3

UNCERTAINTY (A)
AU2
h
Region
h
1155 ± 4
4
1125 ± 4
1103 ± 4
5
1138 ± 4
1087 ± 4
6
1112 ± 4
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Table 39. AUI & AU2: Talystep & TOPO-2D Step Heights
MEASURED STEP HEIGHT (A)
AUI
h
h
Region
TOPO-2D
TOPO-2D
Talystep
4
1092 ± 7
1097 ± 7
1407 ± 5
1095 ± 7
1416 ± 5
5
1089 ± 7
1134 ± 7
1414 ± 5
6
1118±7
AU2
h
h
Region
TOPO-2D
Talystep
TOPO-2D
1171 ± 7
1458 ± 7
4
1141 ± 7
1119 ± 7
1447 ± 7
5
1154 ± 7
1102 ± 7
1433 ± 6
6
1127 ± 7

Region
1
2
3

Region
1
2
3

Talystep
1386 ± 5
1395 ± 5
1400 ± 5

Talystep
1453 ± 6
1444 ± 6
1441 ± 8

DETERMINATION OF PHASE SHIFTS ON REFLECTION
I then used the "phzmod#2.ma" and "phzint#2.ma" to calculate the net phase shifts on
reflection and their uncertainties for convergent unpolarized light from the AUI and AU2
gold film step height data in Table 39. The results are displayed below in Table 40 and
have a mean of <I>

= 145.2°

and a standard deviation of

O'ct>

= 2.0°.

The following

parameters and their uncertainties were used in "phzint#2.ma" to estimate the phase shift
uncertainties in Table 40:

the step heights and uncertainties from Table 39,

A = 6576 ± 20 A, the refractive index of the fused silica dielectric substrates
ng = 1.45633 ± 0.00005 (the uncertainty in ng was derived from a linear interpolation of
the refractive index data in Reference 53 using the 20

A uncertainty in A), the TOPO-2D

lOx Objective marginal ray angle a. = 13.6 ± 2.4°, and the refractive index of air

n. = 1.00029.
In Chapter 7, and previously in Chapter 6, I averaged step height data for increasingly
larger regions of the Tencor Standard and used the results to compute regional average
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phase shifts in order to reduce the scatter that may have been caused by up to 0.5 mm of
misregistration between the TOPO-2D and Talystep measurement locations. Because the
scatter in the measured phases shifts displayed in Table 40 may be of similar origin, I
repeated this process with the AUI and AU2 data from Table 39. Consequently, Tables
41 and 43 below display, respectively, step heights averaged for each film edge and for
each sample, and Tables 42 and 44 display the corresponding regional average phase
shifts on reflection. Table 45 displays the average TOPO-2D and Talystep step heights
of both gold films and the corresponding measured average phase shift on reflection for
convergent, unpolarized light. (The phase shift uncertainties in Tables 42, 44, and 45
were calculated the same way as those in Table 40.)

Table 40. AUI & AU2: Measured Phase Shift on Reflection

Region
1
2
3

MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
AUI
AU2
<I>
Region
<I>
Region
Region
<I>
144 ± 1
147 ± 1
147 ± 1
4
1
4
143 ± 1
145 ± 1
143 ± 1
5
2
5
148 ± 1
148 ± 1
142 ± 1
3
6
6

<I>
144 ± 1
147 ± 1
144 ± 1

Table 41. AUI & AU2: Average Edge Step Heights
AVERAGE EDGE STEP HEIGHT ± STANDARD DEVIATION (A)
AUI
AU2
Regions 1-3 Regions 4-6
Regions 1-3 Regions 4-6
Talystep
1412 ± 4
1394 ± 6
Talystep
1446 ± 10
1446 ± 5
TOPO-2D
1107 ± 19
1102 ± 12
1131 ± 29
1141 ± 11
TOPO-2D
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Table 42. AUI & AU2: Average Edge Phase Shifts
MEASURED AVERAGE EDGE PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
AUI
AU2
Regions 1-3
Regions 1-3
Regions 4-6
Regions 4-6
145 ± 2
147 ± 1
144 ± 3
145 ± 1
Table 43. AUI & AU2: Average Sample Step Heights
AVERAGE SAMPLE SlEP HEIGHT ± STANDARD DEVIATION (A)
AUI
AU2
TOPO-2D
Talystep
TOPO-2D
Talystep
1104 ± 16
1403 ± 10
1136 ± 23
1446 ± 8
Table 44. AUI & AU2: Average Sample Phase Shifts
MEASURED AVERAGE SAMPLE PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION e)
146 ± 2

145 ± 2

Table 45. AUI & AU2: Average Gold Step Heights and Phase Shift
AVERAGE GOLD STEP HEIGHTS & PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION
Average TOPO-2D Step Height & Standard Deviation(A)
1120 ± 27
Average Talystep Step Height & Standard Deviation (A)
1425 ± 25
Average Phase Shift on Reflection
145 0 ± 30

THE PREDICTIONS OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF GOLD
The next step was a verification of the measured phase shifts on reflection in the
preceding section for samples AUI and AU2 with a linear superposition of the Fresnel
phase shifts on reflection for gold.

This required numerical values of the optical

properties of gold at 6576 ± 20 A, and Table 46 below contains n and

K

data for gold

over the spectral region of interest from three different sources in the literature. As the
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excerpted data in Table 46 shows, there are hints of differences as well as agreements in
the measurements of different investigators. (In the absence of composition differences
or any peculiarities or biases in the way the data were measured, structural differences
could be the cause.)
The optical properties of gold in the visible as shown in Table 46 do not vary in a
perfectly linear fashion, and so I again used the commercial "best-fit" linear regression
program 44 to estimate the functional forms of n and

K

over the spectral region of interest

for each of the three sources in Table 46. For the data from Reference 54, the linear
regression resulted in

(9)

where Iln = -34.0807165, bn = 0.012517430, cn = -0.00010520, dn = 1.24141
en

= 1.94635 x 108 ,

dIe

=

a"

=

56.89929693,

b"

=

-4.8724

X

108 ,

Cli:

1.56851

=

10,11,

x

x

1010,

-1.007 x 1011, and A. is in A. The coefficients of determination for Equations (9)

are 0.9998555387 and 0.9999999811, respectively. For the data from Reference 56, the
linear regression resulted in

(10)

c In(l)+d
K(l)- a +b l+ It
It +e e-A.
It
It
l2
It
where
en =

dIe

Iln

= 293.6717638,

-4.4948

= 4.01715

x
X

102386 ,

ali:

bn

= -0.01803974,

= 16.64051484,

cn

= -9.77127784,

b" = -0.00042649,

109, e" = -5.05 x 102387, and A. is in

dn
c"

= 7.155623371,

=

-5.0805

X

10 8,

A. The coefficients of determination

for Equations (10) are 0.9999999994 and 0.9999962348, respectively. Finally, for the
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data from Reference 12, the linear regression resulted in

(11)

where lin
b"

= -63.2007326,

bn

= 7.04478

X

109,

Cn

= -5.8895

X

10 10,

a.: = 0.596596589,

= -0.21999472, c" = -0.07041077, d" = 0.012006582, and A. is in A.

The coefficients

of determination for Equations (11) are 0.9993239791 and 0.9999993331, respectively.
The results of using Equations (9), (10), and (11) to estimate, i.e., interpolate, what
n(A.) and K(A.) would be at A. = 6576 A are displayed below in Table 47.

(The

uncertainties in Table 47 correspond to the variations that occur from calculating the
optical properties for the ±20 A extrema of A..) I then used these estimates of n(A.) and
K(A.) to calculate what the Fresnel P and S reflectances and phase shifts on reflection
might be for the chief and marginal rays of the TOPO-2D lOx objective, and the results
are shown in Table 48.

(The purpose of Table 48 is to show what the range of

reflectances and phase shifts might be at the TOPO-2D wavelength if the optical
properties of the gold films on AUI and AU2 were any of the three sets displayed in
Table 46.) As Tables 47 and 48 imply, an average 12% change in n and 8% change in
K at A. = 6576 A would result in only an average l.2% change in R and l. 7% change in

cI>.
To calculate three linear superpositions of Fresnel phase shifts on reflection from
evaporated gold for convergent P, S, and unpolarized light, and to estimate the
uncertainties in the unpolarized light linear superpositions, I used the Mathematica
notebook files "fresrefl.ma" and "fres_tbl.ma," and Table 49 below displays the results.
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(Note that, as happened previously with the chromium and oxidized chromium
calculations, the linear superpositions of unpolarized light in Table 49 are virtually
identical to the normal incidence phase shifts in Table 48.) The following parameters and
their uncertainties were used in "fres_tbl.ma" to estimate the uncertainties in the linear
superpositions of unpolarized light listed in Table 49: A. = 6576 ± 20

Ii, the estimated

optical properties and their extrema in Table 47, the TOPO-2D lOx objective marginal
ray angle a

= 13.6 ± 2.4°, and the refractive index of air na = 1.00029.

Tables 40, 42, 44, and 45 in the preceding section of this Chapter display the phase
shifts that I measured experimentally from the gold films on AUl and AU2. Table 48
shows the theoretical Fresnel phase shifts on reflection for the chief and marginal rays of
the TOPO-2D lOx objective, and Table 49 displays the linear superpositions of the
theoretical Fresnel phase shifts for the range of incidence angles between those rays at

A.

= 6576 ±

20

A. The twelve individually measured phase shifts in Table 40 range from

a low of 142° to a high of 148°, whereas the predictions of optical properties in Table 49
seem to imply that the phase shift measurements might have been expected to range
between 145° and 150°. Indeed, when the uncertainties in Table 40 are included, 75%
of the measured phase shifts in Table 40 do fall within this range, as do all of the area
averages displayed in Tables 42, 44, and 45. When compared to Table 49, the average
of the twelve individually measured phase shifts in Table 40 (<I>AUI

&

AU2 = 145.2° and

act> = 2.0°) comes closest to the phase shift derived from the optical properties for
evaporated gold in Reference 54 (<I>Equations (9) = 145.9 ± 0.3°).

Again, the method of

measuring the phase shift on reflection from a mathematical comparison of stylus and
interferometric step height measurements has been shown to be capable of giving highly
accurate results.
Figure 22 on page 190, which is a plot of the data from Table 40 and the theoretical
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Fresnel phase shifts of unpolarized light based upon two of the sets of published optical
properties of evaporated gold in Table 49,54.56 shows graphically that the measured phase
shifts on reflection agree very well with the predictions the optical constants of gold.
However, it also shows that the measurements exhibit a significant scatter. Even though
the range of scatter, 6°, is much larger than the uncertainty in any of the individual phase
shift measurements, the height of the gold films range from 1386 ± 5
1458 ± 7

A through

A. Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to assume that the 4% range in

measured phase shift may be nothing more than an artifact of up to 0.5 mm of
misregistration between Talystep and TOPO-2D measurements of a surface with a 5%
range in height.
However, the 3 A to 5 A rms surface roughness of the gold films and the fused silica
substrates makes it unlikely that even 0.5 mm of misregistration between corresponding
Talystep and TOPO-2D measurements could be entirely responsible for a 6° range in
reflected phase. In addition, the pattern of scatter in the measured phase shifts does
suggest that there are regions of high, low and intermediate phase shift on and between
AU1 and AU2.

Therefore, it seemed a distinct possibility to me that the scatter in

reflected phase in this set of measurements might be a real spatial variation and not an
artifact of the experiment. In order to determine if the scatter in measured phase shifts
was a real variation or caused by misregistration between the TOPO-2D and Talystep
measurement locations, I decided it was necessary to remeasure the phase shift on
reflection from gold in a way that would significantly reduce the amount of
misregistration between the two measurements. How I accomplished this and the results
of the second set of phase shift measurements of gold films AUl and AU2 are described
in the next Chapter.
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Table 46. Published Optical Properties of Evaporated Gold
PUBLISHED V ALVES OF n AND K FOR EV APORATED GOLD
Reference 12
Reference 56
Reference 54
K
n
K
A. (A)
n
n
K
A. (A)
A. (A)
5391
0.402
5500
0.331
2.324
0.306
5636
2.863
5821
5904
0.236
3.272
0.21
6000
0.200
2.897
6168
0.194
6199
3.697
6500
3.374
6595
0.14
0.166
3.15
0.142
6526
0.160
3.80
6888
4.103
7000
0.131
3.842
7045
0.13
0.164
4.35
7293
4.542
7560
0.14
0.174
4.86
7500
0.140
4.266
7749
4.654
8266
0.188
5.39
8000
0.149

Table 47. Interpolated Optical Properties of Evaporated Gold at A. = 6576 ± 20

A

ESTIMATED nAND K FOR EVAPORATED GOLD AT A. = 6576 ± 20 A
Interpolated Source
n
K
0.1656 ± 0.0008
3.25 ± 0.04
Reference 54
0.1381 ± 0.0009
3.45 ± 0.02
Reference 56
0.142 ± 0.001
3.68 ± 0.02
Reference 12

Table 48. Theoretical Reflectance and Phase Shift for Evaporated Gold at
A. = 6576 A at = 0° and = 13.6°

e

e

FRESNEL REFLECTANCE AND PHASE SHIFT
<l>p
Rp
Rs
0°
0°
Source
13.6°
13.6°
0°
Reference 54 .9444 .9427 .9444 .9461 145.86
Reference 56 .9581 .9569 .9581 .9594 147.71
Reference 12 .9617 .9606 .9617 .9629 149.63

ON REFLECTION
(0)

13.6°
144.85
146.75
148.73

<l>s

e)

0°
13.6°
146.85
145.86
147.71 148.64
149.63 150.50
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Table 49. Theoretical Net Phase Shift for Evaporated Gold at f... = 6576
Between 9 = 0° and 9 = 13.6°
NET PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (LINEAR SUPERPOSITION)
Source of n & K
<l>Pnet (0)
<l>snet (0)
<l>Unpolnet (0)
145.53
Reference 54
146.19
145.86 ± 0.32
Reference 56
147.40
148.02
147.71 ± 0.l4
Reference 12
149.33
149.92
149.63 ± 0.l3

A.
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Chapter 9

REFINEMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In the preceding Chapter, the phase shifts on reflection that I measured from step
height measurements of the evaporated gold films AUI and AU2 agreed very well with
the theoretical phase shifts estimated from published optical properties. In particular, the
agreement with one of them (Reference 54) was excellent: the average of the measured
phase shifts in Table 40 was within 0.7°, or 0.5%, of the phase shift predicted by its
optical properties. Based upon averages alone, as I demonstrated with oxidized chromium
(the Tencor Standard), the method of measuring the phase shift on reflection from an
opaque material from a mathematical comparison of stylus and interferometric step height
measurements has shown that it is capable of giving highly accurate results.
However, starting with the first test of the method with the oxidized chromium and
continuing with the second test with the evaporated gold, there has been the question in
my mind of whether or not the scatter in the measured phase data was a real spatial
variation or an artifact of up to 0.5 mm ofmisregistration between corresponding Talystep
and TOPO-2D measurement locations. In order to answer this question, I decided to
measure the phase shift on reflection from gold a second time in such a way that would
significantly reduce the amount of misregistration and constitute an improvement of the
experimental part of this method of phase shift measurement.
How I accomplished this, and the results of the second set of measurements of the
phase shift on reflection from gold are described in this Chapter, beginning with a
description of the refinement of the experimental method. I then describe the details of
any specific measurement configuration and conditions that occurred during the second
set of step height measurements. Following that, the raw and corrected results of the
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second set of step height measurements and the second set of phase shifts determined
from them are displayed in tabular form. Finally, the second set of measured phase shifts
from gold are compared with the corresponding measurements from the first set described
in the preceding Chapter.

METHOD OF PROFILE DELINEATION
When I decided to measure the phase shift on reflection from evaporated gold a
second time to resolve the question of whether the scatter in the previous measurements
was a real variation or an experimental artifact, I concluded that it would not be necessary
to remeasure all twelve locations on AUI and AU2. In my opinion the fundamental
validity of the method to accurately measuring the average phase shift on reflection from
a mathematical comparison of stylus and interferometric step height measurements had
already been proven by the measurements and modifications I made thus far. Reducing
misregistration between measurement locations was a refinement to extend that accuracy
to individual measurement locations and, by remeasuring a few of the locations on the
gold, at the same time examine the method's repeatability. Therefore, I decided that
remeasuring three locations on only one of the samples would be sufficient, and I chose
to remeasure AU2 because it had been the easiest to measure initially with the Talystep.
The method I picked to reduce the amount of profilometer misregistration consisted
of using a laser to mark the surface of the gold film and substrate with a grid of small
pits to delineate profiles and that would be clearly visible in the viewing microscopes of
both the Talystep and the TOPO-2D.

The delineated profiles would consist of the

imaginary grid lines between the damage pits, and the maximum profilometer
misregistration would be the larger of either the pit diameter, or the sum of the Talystep
stylus diameter and the actual optical resolution of the TOPO-2D objective.
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The laboratory in which I work has a number of sophisticated, high power lasers, and
a colleague indicated that he could mark the surfaces of the gold film and the fused silica
on AU2 with a small grid of pits, each with a diameter of between 25 and 50 flm and a
spacing of 1 mm, with a Y AG laser (A. = 1.06 flm). I provided him with a map similar
to Figure 23 on page 191 to show what the grid should look like and where it was to be
placed on AU2. With respect to Figure 18 on page 188, Figure 23 shows a 3 x 3 grid
of fiducial spots that coincides with Regions 4, 5, and 6. The second and third columns
of spots (on the gold film and on the fused silica) were intended to delineate three step
profiles, and the purpose of the first column was in case I decided to measure surface
profiles at some future date.
The results of the laser marking are illustrated schematically in Figure 24 on page 191,
which shows that four pits were marked on AU2 in addition to the nine that were
specified. Apparently, the computer controlled stages used to translate a sample at the
laser focus don't always operate properly, and so the correct pits were marked after each
positioning error was discovered.

When I measured the sample with the Nomarski

microscope, the average laser damage pit diameter was approximately 60 flm.
After the grid had been marked on AU2, and I had arranged to use the Talystep, while
measuring the size of the damage pits with the Nomarski, I noticed some dust on it and
decided to clean it. At that time I knew that soft metals like gold could not be cleaned
by lens tissue drag-wipe techniques without being scratched, but I had heard (incorrectly,
as I soon found out) that an evaporated metal film could be safely cleaned in an ultrasonic
cleaner. I therefore immersed AU2 in about an inch of deionized water in a small beaker
in our ultrasonic cleaner. Much to my horror, I immediately observed that the region of
the gold film that contained the laser induced pits in Region 4 and the pair of incorrectly
marked pits just above them had disappeared. I quickly shut off the cleaner, removed
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AU2 from the beaker, and used a "puffer" (a small, hand-operated bellows) to air dry the
sample.
When I examined AU2 again with the Nomarski I could see that the surface of the
gold was severely disrupted and, like the substrate around the remaining profile locations,
it was severely stained.

Figure 25 on page 192 is a negative of a Polaroid

macrophotograph of the gold film on AU2 taken with the Nomarski, and it shows some
of the damage incurred by my attempt to clean it. In Figure 25 the numbers 7 and 5
indicate the locations of the incorrectly marked spots above Regions 5 and 6, and the
numbers 3, 4, 1, 2, and 8 indicate the remaining grid of correctly located laser damage
pits. The number 6 does not indicate a laser damage spot in the fused silica, such as the
number 8, instead it indicates a profile line normal to the gold edge that contains the laser
damage spot indicated by the number 5.
In spite of the severe damage I inflicted upon the gold film on AU2, I proceeded with
my attempt to measure it with the Talystep, and the details are described in the next
section. After making what measurements of AU2 I could with the Talystep, I decided
that it would be necessary to use AUI to resolve the question of whether the phase shift
scatter in the first set of gold phase shift measurements was a real variation or an
experimental artifact. Therefore I asked my laser colleague to mark it with the same grid
of laser damage pits as on AU2, but without any pits on the glass substrate. (I concluded
that they weren't necessary to accurately mark the intended step profile locations.) The
only attempt I made to remove a small amount of dust was with a gentle blast of air from
my "puffer." Figure 26 on page 192 is a negative of a Polaroid macrophotograph of the
gold film on AUI taken with the Nomarski. In it the laser damage spots numbered 1 and
2 are in Region 6, the spots numbered 3 and 4 are in Region 5, and the spots numbered
5 and 6 are in Region 4 (the orientation of Figure 26 is rotated 180 0 relative to Figure 25).
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DELINEATED PROFILE STEP HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS
In spite of the damage caused by my attempt to clean AU2, the surviving laser
damage spots were visible in the Talystep viewing microscope, and aligning them with
the projected trace of the stylus, although time consuming, worked out reasonably well.
As always, I measured it using the general procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the
particular measurement configuration given below in Table 50. Unfortunately, the only
measurements of AU2 that I could make consisted of 800 J,lm long profiles of the edge
of the gold film between spots 8 and 2 and adjacent to spot 5 (see Figure 25 on page
192). The edge of the gold film adjacent to spot 4 was too disrupted and stained to be
measured unambiguously. Figure 27 on page 193 shows a Talystep profile of the edge
of the gold film between spot 8 and spot 2 on AU2.
After AUI was successfully marked with the grid of laser damage pits, I remeasured
it with the Talystep using the general procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and the particular
configuration given below in Table 50. I measured 800 J,lm long profiles of the edge of
the gold film adjacent to spots 1,3, and 5, using spots 2, 4, and 6 as alignment aides (see
Figure 26 on page 192). Figure 28 on page 193 shows a Talystep profile of the edge of
the gold film adjacent to spot I in line with spot I and spot 2.

(The second set of

Talystep measurements of AU2 and AUI were saved to a 3.5 in. floppy disk so they
could be analyzed at a later date with the step height routine embedded in the BennettFellows Talystep software.)
Following the Talystep measurements, I performed the second set of TOPO-2D
measurements of AUI and AU2 using the general procedures detailed in Chapter 5 and
the particular configuration given below in Table 51. (I mapped the profile of the lOx
objective internal reference using nine randomly selected points on the optical flat
20QB20.)

The laser damage spots on AUI and AU2 were quite noticeable in the
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TOPO-2D microscope eyepieces and easy to align with the detector array. As I did with
the Talystep, on AUI I measured profiles of the edge of the gold film adjacent to spots
1, 3, and 5, using spots 2, 4, and 6 as alignment aides, and on AU2 I measured profiles
of the edge of the gold film between spots 8 and 2 and adjacent to spot 5. Figures 29
and 30, respectively, on page 194 show TOPO-2D profiles of the edges of the gold film
between spot 8 and spot 2 on AU2 and adjacent to spot 1 in line with spot 1 and spot 2
on AUI. (The second set of TOPO-2D measurements of AUI and AU2 were saved to
a 3.5 in. floppy disk so they could be analyzed at a later date with the step height routine
embedded in the Wyko TOPO-2D software.)

Table 50. Talystep Measurement Configuration: AU2 & AUI Profile Grid

Stylus
Stylus Radius
Stylus Loading
Profile Lengths
Stylus Speed
Sampling Interval
Number of Data PointslProfile
Instrumental Noise

AU2
ET-13
0.8 /lm
0.5 mg
800/lm
30.7/lm/sec
0.37 /lm
2137
0.56 Arms

AUI
ET-I3
0.8 /lm
1 mg
800/lm
30.7 /lm/sec
0.37/lm
2137
1.16 Arms

Table 51. TOPO-2D Measurement Configuration: AUI & AU2 Profile Grid
Objective
Profile Length
NA Factor
# of Readings Averaged
Mode
Spectral Filter

A.
Instrumental Noise

lOx
1.306 mm
Off
4
New-Ref
A
6576 A
1.2 Arms
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DELINEATED PROFILE STEP HEIGHT DATA
The next step was to determine the second set of gold step heights from the Talystep
and TOPO-2D measurements of delineated profiles on AUI and AU2. As always, at each
location, I used the step analysis routines embedded in the Talystep and TOPO-2D
software to calculate the step height several times using different pairs of profile segments
on opposite sides of the step, and I chose the mean of each set of calculations as the best
estimate of step height. Tables 52 and 53 below display the means of the second set of
Talystep and TOPO-2D calculated step heights and standard errors of the means as a
function of location on the grid of laser damage spots and the corresponding Regions in
Figure 18. (The data in Tables 52 and 53 have not been multiplied by the appropriate
correction factors.) I then combined the standard error of each of these means with the
other statistically independent experimental errors to estimate the net step height
uncertainty.
The experimental errors that I am referring to consisted of the instrumental noise
measurements from Tables 50 and 51, the TOPO-2D weighted rms substrate surface
roughnesses of 2.4

A,

and the Talystep weighted rms substrate roughness of 2.5

3.9 A for AUI and AU2, respectively.

A and

In addition, for the second set of TOPO-2D

measurements, I again estimated the residual roughness in the profile data due to the
imperfect subtraction of the internal reference of the lOx objective to be -0.5 A. The net
measurement uncertainties were calculated using Equation (18) in Chapter 3 for the
Talystep and Equation (12) in Chapter 4 for the TOPO-2D and are displayed below, along
with the uncalibrated and uncorrected step heights, in Tables 54 and 55.
Finally, the step height data from Tables 54 and 55 were calibrated and corrected with
the appropriate correction factors.

Table 56 displays the results of multiplying the

Talystep data from Table 54 by the Talystep correction factor Cr (1.004 ± 0.002) and the
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TOPO-2D data from Table 55 by the NA correction factor FNA for the lOx NA WC, China
Lake, objective (1.014 ± 0.005).

The uncertainties in Table 56 were computed by

addition in quadrature.

Table 52. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: Talystep Step Height Algori!hm Results
UNCALIBRATED
AUI
Region
Step
4
Spot 5
5
Spot 3
6
Spot 1

STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
AU2
h
Region
Step
h
1309 ± 9
1464 ± 2
above 6
Spot 5
1344 ± 4
6
Spot 2
1424 ± 5
1354 ± 7

Table 53. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: TOPO-2D Step Height Algorithm Results
UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & STANDARD ERROR (A)
AUI
AU2
Region
Step
h
Region
Step
h
1007 ± 5
1094 ± 2
4
Spot 5
above 6
Spot 5
5
Spot 3
1041 ± 6
1083 ± 8
6
Spot 2
1069 ± 4
6
Spot 1

Table 54. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: Uncalibrated Talystep Step Heights
UNCALIBRATED STEP HEIGHT & NET UNCERTAINTY (A)
AUI
AU2
Region
Step
h
Region
Step
h
1309 ± 10
4
1464 ± 6
Spot 5
above 6
Spot 5
5
1344 ± 5
Spot 3
6
Spot 2
1424 ± 8
6
Spot 1
1354 ± 8
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Table 55. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: Uncorrected TOPO-2D Step Heights
UNCORRECTED STEP HEIGHT & NET UNCERTAINTY (A)
AU2
AUI
Region
h
Step
Step
Region
h
Spot 5
Spot 5
1007 ± 6
above 6
1094 ± 4
4
Spot 3
1041 ± 7
Spot 2
1083 ± 8
5
6
Spot 1
1069 ± 6
6

Table 56. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: Talystep & TOPO-2D Step Heights
MEASURED STEP HEIGHT (A)
AUI
h

Region

Step

4
5
6

Spot 5
Spot 3
Spot 1

TOPO-2D
1021 ± 8
1056 ± 9
1084 ± 8

Talystep
1314±10
1350 ± 6
1359 ± 9

AU2
h

Region

Step

above 6

Spot 5
Spot 2

6

TOPO-2D
1109 ± 7
1098 ± 10

Talystep
1470 ± 7
1430 ± 8

DELINEATED PROFILE PHASE SHIFTS
After determining a second set of calibrated Talystep and corrected TOPO-2D gold
step heights from the delineated locations on AUI and AU2 (see Table 56), I then used
the Mathematica notebook files

I

phzmod#2.ma" and I phzint#2.ma" to calculate the

corresponding phase shifts on reflection and their uncertainties for convergent, unpolarized
light. The results are displayed below in Table 57. The following parameters and their
uncertainties were used in I phzint#2.ma" to estimate the phase shift uncertainties in Table
57: the step heights and uncertainties from Table 56, A. = 6576 ± 20

A,

the refractive
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index of the fused silica dielectric substrates ng
Objective marginal ray angle ex.

= 1.45633

± 0.00005, the TOPO-2D lOx

= 13.6 ± 2.4°, and the refractive index of air n. = 1.00029.

Table 57. AUI & AU2 Profile Grid: Measured Phase Shifts on Reflection

Region
4
5
6

MEASURED
AUI
Step
Spot 5
Spot 3
Spot 1

PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
AU2
<I>
Region
Step
147 ± 1
above 6
Spot 5
146 ± 1
6
Spot 2
148 ± 1

<I>
139±1
142 ± 1

ANALYSIS OF THE PROFILE DELINE ATION RESULTS
The final step in this refinement of the experimental part of the method was a
comparison of the measurements at the delineated gold profiles with the corresponding
measurements from the first set described in the preceding Chapter.

The delineated

locations on AUI and AU2 correspond approximately to Regions 4,5, and 6 on AUI and
the portion of AU2 in or near Region 6 that suffered the least amount of cleaning damage
(see Figure 18 on page 188 and Figures 26 and 25 on page 192). (The laser damage spot
grid reduced the maximum amount of misregistration between Talystep and TOPO-2D
locations by a factor of about ten.)
Tables 58 and 59 below show how the measured step heights and phase shifts in
Regions 4 through 6 on AUI and Region 6 on AU2 from the first data set (Tables 39 and
40 in Chapter 8) compare with the corresponding measurements of the delineated
locations on AUI and AU2 from the second data set (Tables 56 and 57). Notice that both
Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements of the gold film in or near Regions 4
through 6 on AUI decreased by an average of 4% between the first and second sets of
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measurements, which were separated in time by a period of about four months. (Except
during a step height measurement, the samples were always stored in closed containers
in a clean, dry, thermally stable environment.) However, the corresponding phase shifts
on reflection were virtually unchanged, which would seem to indicate that the properties
of the gold film on AUl, other than its step height, had not changed during that time.
On the other hand, both Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements of the gold
film in or near Region 6 on AU2 also decreased between the first and second sets of
measurements, but not by the same proportion. As a result, the phase shift on reflection
in the lower right hand comer of the gold film on AU2 decreased as well, which would
seem to indicate that the properties of the gold on AU2, besides its step height, had
changed, probably as a result of the cleaning damage.
As Table 59 shows, the phase shifts measured at the delineated locations on AUl very
accurately and precisely track the phase shifts measured four months earlier along that
edge of the gold film. Specifically, .the first set of data indicated that the phase shift
along the right edge of the gold film on AUI (Regions 4 through 6 in Figure 18) was
higher at the ends of the film than it was at the center, and the second set of data supports
that indication. The first set of data also indicated that the phase shift in the lower right
comer of the gold film on AU2 (Region 6) was a region of low phase shift, at least before
the sample was damaged, and the second set of measurements made in that area tends to
support that indication as well.
In my opinion, this evidence strongly supports the conclusion that the scatter in phase
shift along the right edge of the gold film on AUI exhibited in the first set of
measurements was a real variation and not an experimental artifact. Not only was the
average phase shift of 1470 for all three Regions repeated in the second set of
measurements, but the shape of the phase shift distribution was repeated as well. If the
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damage to the gold film on AU2 that resulted from my attempt to clean it had been less
severe, the agreement between both sets of measurements in or near Region 6 might have
been as close as the agreement between both sets of AUI data. However, AU2 was
severely damaged: the gold film, as well as the adjacent substrate, showed considerable
staining.

The 1390 phase shift that was measured just above Region 6 seems to be

particularly low, and this could be a result of contamination of the surface of the gold by
whatever stained the adjacent fused silica substrate.
I found the height shrinkage of the gold film on AUI to be intriguing.

Since it

occurred in both Talystep and the TOPO-2D measurements, I am convinced that it was
real.

Because both instruments measure step height by completely different physical

phenomena, it is highly unlikely that the same source of systematic error, whatever it
might be, would make the film appear to shrink to both instruments. Therefore, the only
reasonable conclusion, in my opinion, is that the gold film on AUI, and possibly on AU2
also, was not as thick as it was when I first measured it a short time after it was
deposited. I was unable to find any mention of this phenomena in the literature, but
discussions with colleagues indicated that evaporated gold was thought to be prone to
self-diffusion?4.s7 However, whatever the cause, I believe the observed shrinkage was
real, but it did not affect the measured phase shift on reflection from the gold film.
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Table 58. AUI & AU2: Corresponding 1st and 2nd Step Height Data Sets
MEASURED STEP HEIGHT (A)
AUI
TOPO-2D
Talystep
First Data Set
Second Data Set
First Data Set
Second Data Set
Region 4
Region 4
Spot 5
Spot 5
1386 ± 5
1314 ± 10
1097 ± 7
1021 ± 8
Region 5
Region 5
Spot 3
Spot 3
1395 ± 5
1089 ± 7
1350 ± 6
1056 ± 9
Region 6
Spot 1
Region 6
Spot 1
1118 ± 7
1400 ± 5
1359 ± 9
1084 ± 8
AU2
Talystep
TOPO-2D
First Data Set
First Data Set
Second Data Set
Second Data Set
above Region 6
above Region 6
Spot 5
Spot 5
1470 ± 7
1109 ± 7
Region 6
Region 6
Spot 2
Spot 2
1127 ± 7
1098 ± 10
1441 ± 8
1430 ± 8

-

Table 59. AUI & AU2: Corresponding 1st and 2nd Phase Shift Data Sets
MEASURED PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION (0)
AUI
AU2
First Data Set
First Data Set
Second Data Set
Second Data Set
Region 4
Spot 5
above Region 6
Spot 5
147 ± 1
147 ± 1
139±1
Region 5
Region 6
Spot 3
Spot 2
145 ± 1
146 ± 1
144 ± 1
142 ± 1
Region 6
Spot 1
148 ± 1
148 ± 1
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Chapter 10

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As I stated in the Introduction and Background, the intention of this research that I
have presented here was to establish and demonstrate the use of a pair of complex, highly
precise instruments in a completely new and novel way, it was not to perform an
extensive, exhaustive exploration of the very phenomena I designed it to investigate. The
time, cost, and the level of effort required to perform the research necessary to establish
this technique as an important, viable, and promising new measurement tool was
considerable, and by itself alone it is a significant contribution to the optical and material
sCIences.
In the preceding nine Chapters I have shown how the phase shift on reflection of light
from an opaque material such as a metal can be measured accurately and precisely from
stylus and interferometric step height measurements.

In this Chapter I close this

presentation with a summary and conclusions of what I have accomplished and my
suggestions for further research.
I began the body of this presentation with the derivation of the simple mathematical
relationship between the phase shift on reflection and the height of a step measured with
both a stylus profilometer and a normal incidence, afocal interferometer. Beginning with
the set of electromagnetic conventions that I adopted, I then described how to verify the
phase shifts measured using this simple relationship with those predicted from the optical
properties by electromagnetic theory. I also explained why I decided to use the arc cosine
form to predict the Fresnel phase shift rather than the usual arc tangent form. I then
derived the Fresnel reflection coefficients from the boundary conditions of Maxwell's
equations and the set of conventions I adopted in order to express the Fresnel phase shift
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on reflection in this alternative arc cosine form.
After specifying the general theoretical basis of this measurement method, the next
part of this presentation was a description of the tools I used to make the measurements.
The instruments I chose consisted of the Rank Taylor Hobson Talystep diamond-tipped
stylus and Wyko TOPO-2D phase shifting interferometric profilometers.

In this

description, I provided detailed summaries of their physical and mathematical principles
of operation, specifications, capabilities, errors and limitations, and the assessment of
uncertainties. In addition, I described the calibration of the Talystep and my measurement
of the TOPO-2D numerical aperture factor, i.e., its obliquity correction factor. As the
final part of my description of the measurement tools, I provided specific details of the
general setups, procedures, and routines in effect whenever I made any measurements with
the Talystep and the Wyko TOPO-2D.
Following the detailed disclosure of its initial theoretical and experimental basis, I
then described the first test of the method of measuring the phase shift on reflection using
a commercial step height calibration standard, which appeared to be a thick chromium
film on a glass substrate. This included a description of the sample, the measurement
conditions, and the step height measurements made at several general locations with both
the Talystep and the TOPO-2D. A comparison of the initial phase shift measurements
with a derivation of what would be expected using an unpolarized, focal interferometer
such as the TOPO-2D indicated that the simple mathematical models based upon a normal
incidence, afocal interferometer were only first approximations. I therefore modified the
mathematical models to correctly account for the use of focused, unpolarized light by the
TOPO-2D profilometer. These modifications included a linear superposition of phase as
a function of angle of incidence. In addition, I modified the method of calculating the
predictions of the optical and structural properties to include the effects of a linear
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superposition of phase and the possible presence of a thin transparent overlayer on the
material being measured.
I incorporated these refined, nontrivial models into several Mathematica notebook
computer files and used them to recalculate the phase shifts from the step height
measurements of the commercial calibration standard and to predict what should be
expected from the optical and structural properties of chromium that undoubtedly had an
overlayer of transparent oxide.

I found the average measured phase shift to be in

excellent agreement with the theoretical expectations for oxidized chromium, which
confirmed the composition of the sample. (The variation in measured phase shift on the
commercial calibration standard may have been caused by a variation in oxide layer
thickness or chromium index variation or both.

It may also have been due to

misregistration between Talystep and TOPO-2D measurement locations.) I therefore
concluded that these modified versions of the original mathematical models were the
correct theoretical basis for this particular version of this technique, and I used them for
all subsequent phase shift on reflection measurements made with the Talystep and the
TOPO-2D.
Following the extraordinary success with an oxidized metal, the next part of this
presentation was the description of the second test of the method of measuring the phase
shift on reflection from step height measurements of a bare metal. This second test
consisted of my first set of phase shift measurements on two samples of evaporated gold
on fused silica, which I had manufactured to my specifications. This included a detailed
description of the samples and their characterization before and after their manufacture,
their design and manufacture, the measurement conditions, and the Talystep and
TOPO-2D step height measurements. As with the oxidized chromium results, the gold
experimental results agreed extremely well with the predictions of the optical properties
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of bare gold, and again the accuracy of this method of measuring the phase shift on
reflection was strongly confirmed. However, the precision of these measurements of gold
was sufficiently high that I questioned whether or not the scatter in the twelve phase shift
measurements was a real variation in phase shift or an artifact of up to 0.5 mm of
misregistration between corresponding Talystep and TOPO-2D measurement locations.
I therefore described how I decided to answer this question with a refinement of the
experimental part of the method. This consisted of delineating specific locations on one
of the gold samples in or near three of the previously measured regions with
approximately 50 J..lm diameter laser damage pits so that they could be measured a second
time with much less misregistration between the two instruments.

This description

included the details of the delineation process and its results, the measurement conditions,
and the Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements.
This second set of measurements showed that, according to both profilometers, the
height of the gold film had shrunk by 4% over the course of several months time.
However, the second set of measured phases matched the corresponding measurements
from the first set to well within the experimental error.

This was overwhelming

confirmation that the scatter in the first set of gold phase shift measurements was indeed
a real variation in phase and not an experimental artifact, and supports the evidence of
others that the optical properties can vary spatially on the same sample. 14 •15 The process
of physically marking the sample surface to minimize profilometer misregistration, like
the mathematical modifications I made to accommodate the characteristics of the
TOPO-2D, was an additional refinement of the method, and it helped demonstrate the
precision as well as accuracy of this measurement technique.
This new measurement technique, as I have shown here, is indeed a valuable new tool
to the study of the optical and material sciences. I have shown that it is not only capable
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of accurately measuring the phase shift on reflection from stylus and interferometric step
height measurements of opaque materials, both bare and covered with a dielectric
overlayer,

but spatially on the same sample as well.

This has the great potential

providing another window into the microstructure of the solid state.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The method of accurately measuring the phase shift on reflection from stylus and
interferometric step height measurements of opaque materials presented and demonstrated
in this dissertation should only be the beginning of a new approach to the study of the
optical properties of materials on a microscopic scale, As it stands it has the potential to
become as valuable a measurement tool as reflectometry and ellipsometry. However, this
method would be much improved and could contribute even more to the study of the
microstructure if it could measure the profile of the phase shift anywhere on an opaque
optical surface, rather than just an average phase shift near the edge of the opaque film
on a dielectric substrate.
However, before this can be done with any accuracy and precision, a much better
understanding and an accurate characterization of the stylus and phase shifting
interferometric profilometers in the spatial frequency domain are absolutely required. At
the time of this writing, both instruments have been described in the literature as low pass
filters in the spatial frequency domain, but quantitative data are sketchy, and expressions
of their transfer functions are largely based upon empirical estimates. However, even
though both instruments may resemble low pass filters, the similarity ends there. A stylus
profilometer like the Talystep has a much higher spatial frequency response than an
interferometric profilometer like the TOPO-2D: without an accurate characterization of
their transfer functions, an accurate, quantitative comparison of corresponding stylus and
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interferometric measurements of profiles containing high spatial frequency structure is out
of the question. Therefore, high steps, which are overwhelmingly low spatial frequency
structures, are about the only type of surface profiles that can be measured with both
instruments that can be compared unambiguously without regard to the differences in their
transfer functions and frequency responses. Precise and accurate characterization of these
two instruments in the spatial frequency domain would provide the means to filter their
corresponding surface profile measurements in such a way that would allow an accurate,
"point by point" measurement of the phase shift on a scale of the limiting resolution of
the two systems, which would typically be the optical resolution on the interferometer.
This, then, constitutes my primary suggestion for future work.
My other suggestions for future work, although by no means complete, consist of the
following:

1) develop the capability to make reflectance measurements at the same

locations on the same scale and precision as the phase shift measurements because this
would provide a unique determination of n and K; 2) investigate the phase shift on
reflection as a function of polarization and angle of incidence by using a polarizer and an
annular aperture in the TOPO-2D optical system; 3) use the method presented here to
measure the phase shift and its variation on a wide selection of metals and
semiconductors; and 4) investigate the phenomena of self-diffusion in metal films.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF DISSERTATION RESEARCH
All of the experimental and theoretical elements of this research, as well as all of the
preparation that preceded them and the analysis that followed, were conducted between
June 1989 and September 1993. The results of this research are laid out in a progression
that seems logical in the context of what is being presented. However, like any research
project of any substance, the sequence of "what happened when" became somewhat selfdefining during its execution, and the sequence of events that created it only remotely
resembles the sequence of its presentation. For that reason a chronology of the research
is provided below:
June-August 1989
I began by deriving the simple relationship between the phase shift on reflection and
step height measurements made with a stylus profilometer and an afocal, normal incidence
interferometer. In addition, I also upgraded the NWC Physics Division Wyko TOPO
Microscope to a more modem configuration.
July 1989-March 1991
I performed a comprehensive theoretical and experimental error analysis of the Wyko
TOPO-2D interferometric profilometer. The analysis included the sensitivity of the TOPO
phase shifting algorithm to fringe visibility, light level, drifting fringes, A to D
quantization, and the uncertainties associated with the various data source and analysis
modes. Experimental measurements were made of instrumental noise as functions of
intensity level, modulation threshold, and number of readings averaged.
September 29, 1989
With the help of Dr. Jean Bennett, I measured the Tencor Standard with the Talystep.
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March 22-23, 1990
I was given several 1.52 in. diameter, uncoated, polished fused silica samples for use
as substrates for metal films.

After inspection and cleaning I measured the surface

roughness of two of them (substrates #1 and #2) with the TOPO-2D to be 2.3

A,

A and 2.4

respectively.
March 24, 1990
I measured the surface roughness of substrates #1 and #2 with the Talystep to be 2.6

A and

3.9

A,

respectively.
May-July, 1990

I upgraded the NWC Physics Division Wyko TOPO Microscope one more time to
expand its capability to measure steeper slopes and rougher surfaces.
August 30, 1990
I measured the Tencor Standard with the TOPO-2D that I previously measured with
the Talystep
November, 1990
I derived the arc cosine forms of the Fresnel phase shift on reflection as functions of
complex refractive index, angle of incidence, and polarization and tested them to check
their accuracy.
July-October, 1991
I documented an extensive set of Talystep Operating Instructions based upon notes
taken while making Talystep measurements with Jean Bennett.
November 22-27, 1991
I calculated uncorrected step heights and uncertainties from my September 29, 1989
Talystep and the August 30, 1990 TOPO-2D measurements of the Tencor Standard.
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December, 1991-January, 1992
I calculated the phase shift on reflection for the Tencor Standard using the uncorrected
Talystep and both corrected and uncorrected TOPO-2D step height data. (The TOPO-2D
correction factor was the manufacturer-supplied TOPO lOx objective NA factor of 1.004).
These results were compared to the predictions of published optical constant data of
chromium.
I applied linear superposition theory to the method of calculating the phase shift on
reflection from step height measurements made with a stylus profilometer and an
interferometer that uses focused, unpolarized light like the TOPO-2D.
January 8-February 10, 1992
I derived expressions for the reflectance and phase shift on reflection from a metal
surface covered by a thin non absorbing film from the principle of multiple beam
interference. That was used to calculate the phase shift on reflection from chromium that
was covered by a layer of between 30 and 60

A of Cr20 3 with a refractive index between

2.2 and 2.8.
February 11, 1992
I derived a general expression for the net phase of an electric field reflected from an
optically thin gold film on a dielectric substrate to determine the minimum thickness
needed to prevent the measured phase shift from being biased by reflections from the
gold-substrate interface. The thickness of lozenge-shaped regions of gold deposited on
substrates # 1 and #2 was based upon that analysis.
March 27-April 2, 1992
Step height measurements were made at six locations on both gold samples (ID's AUI
and AU2) with TOPO-2D and Talystep.
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April 6-14, 1992
I used the Talystep and TOPO-2D programs to determine the average uncorrected step
height and uncertainty at each location measured on the gold samples with the Talystep
and the TOPO-2D.
April 21, 1992
I calculated the phase shift on reflection for the six general locations on gold from the
uncorrected Talystep and TOPO-2D step height data, both with and without the impact
of the manufacturer-supplied TOPO lOX objective NA factor. I compared these results
to the predictions of published optical constant data.
June 12, 1992
A small grid of pits were marked on gold sample AU2 with a Y AG laser to delineate
specific profile locations for future TOPO-2D and Talystep surface and step height profile
measurements.
June 23, 1992
The grid-marked profiles on gold sample AU2 were measured with the Talystep.
However, before the Talystep measurements I ruined -% of the surface of AU2 by
attempting to remove a little dust with an ultrasonic cleaner.
July 1-2, 1992
Because of the damage to AU2, a small grid of pits was marked on gold sample AU1,
and I then measured the marked profiles on gold sample AUI with the Talystep.
July 3, 1992
Step heights and surface profiles on gold samples AUI and AU2 were made with the
TOPO-2D at the same locations previously measured with the Talystep.
August 28-September 3, 1992
I used the Talystep and TOPO-2D programs to determine uncorrected surface
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roughness and step height data for gold from the Talystep and TOPO-2D surface and step
profile measurements made at the marked locations on gold samples AUI and AU2
between June 23 and July 3, 1992.
November-December, 1992
Dr. Jean Bennett remeasured the Talystep correction factor. A chromium-coated VLSI
step height standard of high quality was then measured extensively with the Talystep and
TOPO-2D to accurately determine the NA factors for the TOPO-2D.
November 4, 1992
I calculated phase shifts on reflection from gold for each of the marked locations on
samples AUI and AU2 from the Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements and
compared them to the experimental phase shifts calculated on April 21, 1992.

An

analysis of both data sets showed that the phase shifts on reflection appear to be
unchanged.
March-September, 1993
All Talystep and TOPO-2D step height measurements made, and the phase shifts on
reflection calculated from them, were recalculated using the updated correction Talystep
and TOPO-2D factors.
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APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICA FOR WINDOWS NOTEBOOK LISTINGS
"phzmod#2.ma"
Off[ General: :spelll ]
Off[ General:: spell]
h:=hTalystep
hwyko:=hTOP02D
ng:=SubstrateIndex
ni:=1.00029
W:=6576
tmax:= 13.6*Pi/180
phi[t_]:=Pi-4*Pi*h/(W*Cos[t])
For the Tencor Standard: x[t-1:=phi[t]+4*Pi
x[t-1:=phi[t]
Ap[t-1:=(ni*Sqrt[(ng"2)-(ni"2)*«Sin[t])"2)]-(ng"2)*Cos[t])1
(ni*Sqrt[(ng"2)-(ni"2)*«Sin[t])A2)]+(ng"2)*Cos[t])
As[ t_] :=(ni *Cos[t ]-Sqrt[ (ng"2)-(ni"2)*((Sin[t])"2)])1
(ni *Cos[t]+Sqrt[ (ng"2)-(ni"2)*((Sin[t])"2)])
LinSupPhip= ArcTan[NIntegrate[Ap[t]*Cos[t]*Sin[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax}]1
NIntegrate[Ap[t]*Cos[t]*Cos[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax}]];
LinSupPhis= ArcTan[NIntegrate[As[t]*Sin[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax}]1
NIntegrate[As[t]*Cos[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax}]];
LinSupPhi= ArcTan[NIntegrate[Ap[t]*Cos[t]*Sin[x[t]]+As[t]*Sin[x[t]],
{t, 0, tmax} ]INIntegrate[Ap[t] *Cos[t] *Cos[x[t]]+As[t]*Cos[x[t]],
{t, 0, tmax}]];
g[y-1:=If[y <= 0, y+PillN, yllN];
LinS upPHIpRAD=g[LinSupPhip];
LinS upPHIsRAD=g[LinSupPhis];
LinSupPHIRAD=g[LinSupPhi] ;
For the Tencor Standard: phinetp=LinSupPHIpRAD-4*PillN
phinetp=LinS upPHIpRADIIN;
For the Tencor Standard: phinets=LinSupPHIsRAD-4*PillN
phinets=LinSupPHIsRADIIN;
For the Tencor Standard: phinet=LinSupPHIRAD-4*PillN
phinet=LinS upPHIRADIIN;
phimetalnetp=(4 *Pi *hwykolW)+phinetpllN;
phimetalnets=(4 *Pi *hwykolW)+phinetsllN;
phimetalnet=(4 *Pi *hwy kolW)+phinetlIN;
phimetalnetpdeg=phimetalnetp* 180IPilIN
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phimetalnetsdeg=phimetalnets* 1801Pi/IN
phimetalnetdeg=phimetalnet* 1801Pi/1N
I

phzint#2.ma"

«Statistics' DescriptiveStatistics'
Off[General: :spell 1]
Off[ General: :spell]
h= {hTalystep-hTalystepUnc, hTalystep, hTalystep+hTalystepUnc};
hl=h[[I]]; h2=h[[3]]; hinc=h[[2]]-h[[I]];
hwyko= {hTOP02D-hTOP02DUnc, hTOP02D, hTOP02D+hTOP02DUnc};
hwykol =hwyko[[I]]; hwyko2=hwyko[[3]]; hwykoinc=hwyko[[2]]-hwyko[[I]];
W={6556, 6576, 6596};
Wl=W[[I]]; W2=W[[3]]; Winc=W[[2]]-W[[I]];
tmaxdeg={l1.2, 13.6, 16.0};
tmax=tmaxdeg*Pi/180/IN
tmaxl =tmax[[I]]; tmax2=tmax[[3]]; tmaxinc=tmax[[2]]-tmax[[I]];
ng= {SubstrateIndex-SubstrateIndexUnc, SubstrateIndex,
SubstrateIndex+SubstrateIndexUnc} ;
ngl =ng[[l]]; ng2=ng[[3]]; nginc=ng[[2]]-ng([I]];
ni:=1.00029
phi [t.J:=Pi-4*Pi*h/(W* Cos[t])
For the Tencor Standard: x[t.J:=phi[t]+4*Pi
x[t_]:=phi[t]
Ap[t.J:=(ni*Sqrt[(ngI\2)-(niI\2)*«Sin[t])A2)]-(ngI\2)*Cos[t])/
(ni*Sqrt[(ngI\2)-(niI\2)*«Sin[t])1\2)]+(ngI\2)*Cos[t])
As[ t_] :=(ni *Cos[t ]-Sqrt[ (ngI\2)-(niI\2)*( (Sin[t])1\2)])/
(ni *Cos[t]+Sqrt[(ngI\2)-(niI\2)*( (Sin[ t])A2)])
LinSupPhi=Table[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Ap[t]*Cos[t]*Sin[x[t]]+
As[t]*Sin[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax} ]lNIntegrate[Ap[t]*Cos[t]*Cos[x[t]]+
As[t]*Cos[x[t]], {t, 0, tmax}]],{tmax, tmaxl, tmax2, tmaxinc},
{ng, ngl, ng2, nginc}, {h, hI, h2, hinc}, {W, WI, W2, Winc}];
g[y.J:=If[y <= 0, y+Pi/IN, y/IN];
LinSupPHIRAD=Table[g[LinSupPhi[[ij,k,I]]], {i, 3}, {j, 3}, {k, 3}, {I, 3}];
For the Tencor Standard: phinet=LinSupPHIRAD-4*Pi/1N
phinet=LinSupPHIRAD/IN;
phimetalnet=Table[(4*Pi*hwykolW)+phinet/lN, {hwyko, hwykol, hwyko2, hwykoinc},
{W, WI, W2, Winc}];
phimetalnetdeg=phimetalnet* 1801Pi/IN;
data=Flatten[phimetalnetdeg];
Mean [data]
StandardDeviation[ data]
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"flmonmtl.ma"
Off[GeneraI: :spell 1]
Off[ General: :spell]
Fresnel Reflectance
Rp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]1\2 + bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phip[ni_, nr-, kr_, ti-1 := ArcCos[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 +
bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2])]
ap[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= (niI\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til - h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2)/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
bp[ni_, nr-, kr-, ti-1:= -(2*ni*l[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti])/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
dp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]1\2 + 2*ni*j[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
niI\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til
Rs[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := as[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 + bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]1\2
Phis[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := ArcCos[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 +
bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]1\2])]
as[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= (niI\2*Cos[ti]1\2 - d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
bs[ni-, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= 2*ni*g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti]/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
ds[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= niI\2*Cos[ti]1\2 + 2*ni*f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
d[ni, or, kr, til
d[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := Sqrt[c[ni, nr, kr, ti]1\2 + b[nr, kr]1\2]
c[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := a[nr, kr] - niI\2*Sin[ti]1\2
l[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] - f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
j[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] + g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
f[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti_] := Sqrt[(c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
g[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := Sqrt[(-c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
h[nr_, kr-1 := a[nr, kr]"2 + b[nr, kr]1\2
a[nr_, kr-1 := nrl\2 - krl\2
b[nr_, kr-1 := 2*nr*kr
k := 2*Pi/lambda
Thin Film functions
tm[tU := ArcSin[na*Sin[ti]/nf]
Df[ti-1:=-2*k*nf*hf*Cos[tm[ti]]
RPfl[ti-1:=Rp[na, nf, 0, til
RPm2[ti-1:=Rp[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
RPf2[ti-1:=Rp[nf, na, 0, tm[ti]]
PhiPm2[ti_]:=Phip[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
apext[ti-1:=-RPfl [ti]"(1I2) + (4*na*nf*RPm2[ti]"(1I2)*Cos[ti]*Cos[tm[ti]]*
(-(RPf2[ti]"(1I2)*RPm2[ti]"(l/2» + Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])/
«nf*Cos[ti] + na*Cos[tm[ti]])1\2*(1 + RPf2[ti]*RPm2[ti] 2*RPf2[ti]I\(I/2)*RPm2[ti]I\(1I2)*Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])
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bpext[ti.J:=(4*na*nf*RPm2[tiY'(1/2)*Cos[ti]*Cos[tm[ti]]*Sin[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])/
«nf*Cos[ti] + na*Cos[tm[ti]])1\2*(1 + RPf2[ti]*RPm2[ti] 2*RPf2[ti)A(1I2)*RPm2[ti]I\(1I2)*Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])
Rpext[ ti.J :=apext[ti )A2+bpext[ti ]1\2
Phipext[ti.J:=ArcCos[apext[ti]/Sqrt[Rpext[ti]]]
RSfl[ti.J:=Rs[na, nf, 0, til
RSm2[ti.J:=Rs[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
RSf2[ti.J:=Rs[nf, na, 0, tm[ti]]
PhiSm2[ti.J:=Phis[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
asext[ti.J:=-RSfl [ti)A(1I2) + (4*na*nf*RSm2[ti)A(1I2)*Cos[ti]*Cos[tm[ti]]*
(-(RSf2[ti]A(1I2)*RSm2[ti)A(1/2» + Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])/
«na*Cos[ti] + nf*Cos[tm[ti]])A2*(1 + RSf2[ti]*RSm2[ti] 2*RSf2[ti]I\(1I2)*RSm2[ti]I\(1I2)*Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])
bsext[ti.J:=(4*na*nf*RSm2[ti]I\(I/2)*Cos[ti]*Cos[tm[ti]]*Sin[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])/
«na*Cos[ti] + nf*Cos[tm[ti]])A2*(1 + RSf2[ti]*RSm2[ti] 2*RSf2[ti]I\(1I2)*RSm2[ti)A(1/2)*Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])
Rsext[ti.J:=asext[ti)A2+bsext[ti]1\2
Phisext[ti.J:= ArcCos[ asext[ ti ]/Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]]
nf := Filmlndex
hf := FilmThickness
nm := MetalIndexRealPart
km := MetalIndexlmaginaryPart
na := 1.00029
lambda := 6576
tmax=13.6*PiIl80/IN
linsupPHIp= Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ti]]*Cos[ti]*Sin[Phipext[till,
{ti, 0, tmax}]lNIntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Cos[Phipext[ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]]]
PHIpRAD=linsupPHIp+Pi/IN
PHIpDEG=PHIpRAD* 1801Pi/IN
linsupPHIs=Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]*Sin[Phisext[ti]],
{ti, 0, tmax} ]INlntegrate[Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]*Cos[Phisext[ti]],
{ti, 0, tmax}]]]
PHIsRAD=linsupPHIs+Pi/IN
PHIsDEG=PHIsRAD* 1801Pi/IN
linsupPHI = Re[ ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ti ]]*Cos[ti] *Sin[Phipext[ ti]]+
Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]*Sin[Phisext[ti]], {ti, 0, tmax}]/
Nlntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ti]]*Cos[ti]*Cos[Phipext[ti]]+
Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]*Cos[Phisext[ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]]]
PHIRAD=IinsupPHI+Pi/IN
PHIDEG=PHIRAD* 1801Pi/IN
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Off[ General: :spell 1]
Off[ General: :spell]
Fresnel Reflectance
Rp[ni_, nr_, kr-> tU := ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 + bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phip[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := ArcCos[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]/\2 +
bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2])]
ap[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU:= (ni/\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til - h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2)/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
bp[ni_, nr_, kr-> ti-1:= -(2*ni*l[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti])/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
dp[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2 + 2*ni*j[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
ni/\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til
Rs[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := as[ni, nr, kr, ti]/\2 + bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phis[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := ArcCos[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 +
bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]/\2])]
as[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := (ni/\2*Cos[ti]"2 - d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
bs[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU:= 2*ni*g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti]/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
ds[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := ni/\2*Cos[ti]/\2 + 2*ni*f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
d[ni, nr, kr, til
d[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := Sqrt[c[ni, nr, kr, ti]/\2 + b[nr, kr]/\2]
c[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := a[nr, kr] - ni/\2*Sin[ti]/\2
l[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1:= g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] - f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
j[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] + g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
f[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := Sqrt[(c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
g[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-1 := Sqrt[(-c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
h[nr_, kr-1 := a[nr, kr]/\2 + b[nr, kr]"2
a[nr-, kr-1 := nr/\2 - kr/\2
b[nr_, kr-1 := 2*nr*kr
k := 2*Pillambda
Thin Film functions
tm[ti_] := ArcSin[na*Sin[ti]/nfJ
Df[ti-1:=-2*k*nf*hf*Cos[tm[ti]]
RPfl[ti-1:=Rp[na, nf, 0, til
RPm2[ti-1:=Rp[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
RPf2[ti-1:=Rp[nf, na, 0, tm[ti]]
PhiPm2[ti-1:=Phip[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
apext[ti-1:=-RPfl[ti]/\(1/2) + (4*na*nf*RPm2[ti]"(1/2)*Cos[ti]*Cos[tm[ti]]*
(-(RPf2[ti]"(1I2)*RPm2[ti]"(1I2» + Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])/
«nf*Cos[ti] + na*Cos[tm[ti]])/\2*(1 + RPf2[ti]*RPm2[ti] 2*RPf2[ti],,(1/2)*RPm2[ti]A(I/2)*Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])
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bpext[tU:=(4"'na"'nf"'RPm2[ti)l'(1/2)"'Cos[ti]"'Cos[tm[ti]]"'Sin[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])/
«nf"'Cos[ti] + na"'Cos[tm[ti]])A2"'(1 + RPf2[ti]"'RPm2[ti] 2"'RPf2[ti]"(1/2)"'RPm2[ti]"(1/2)"'Cos[Df[ti] + PhiPm2[ti]])
Rpext[ti.J:=apext[ti ]"2+bpext[ti ]"2
Phipext[ti.J:=ArcCos[apext[ti]/Sqrt[Rpext[ti]]]
RSfl[ti.J:=Rs[na, nf, 0, til
RSm2[tU:=Rs[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
RSf2[tU:=Rs[nf, na, 0, tm[ti]]
PhiSm2[ti.J:=Phis[nf, nm, km, tm[ti]]
asext[ti.J:=-RSfl [ti ]"(1/2) + (4 "'na"'nf"'RSm2[ti]"(1/2)"'Cos[ti]"'Cos[tm[ti]] '"
(-(RSf2[ti]"(I/2)"'RSm2[ti]"(1/2» + Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])/
«na"'Cos[ti] + nf"'Cos[tm[ti]])"2"'(1 + RSf2[ti]"'RSm2[ti] 2"'RSf2[ti]"(1/2)"'RSm2[ti]"(1/2)"'Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])
bsext[tU:=(4"'na"'nf"'RSm2[ti]"(1/2)"'Cos[ti]"'Cos[tm[ti]]"'Sin[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])/
«na"'Cos[ti] + nf"'Cos[tm[ti]])"2"'(1 + RSf2[ti]"'RSm2[ti] 2"'RSf2[ti)l'(1/2)"'RSm2[ti]"(1/2)"'Cos[Df[ti] + PhiSm2[ti]])
Rsext[ti_]:=asext[ti]"2+bsext[ti]"2
Phisext[ti.J:=ArcCos[asext[ti]/Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]]
na := 1.00029
nf={FilmIndexValuel, FilmIndexValue2, FilmIndexValue3};
nfl=nf[[I]]; nf2=nf[[3]]; nfinc=nf[[2]]-nf[[I]];
hf={FilmThicknessValuel, FilmThicknessValue2, FilmThicknessValue3};
hfl =hf[[I]]; hf2=hf[[3]]; hfinc=hf[[2]]-hf[[I]];
tmaxdeg={l1.2, 13.6, 16.0};
tmax=tmaxdeg"'Pi/180//N
tmaxl =tmax[[I]]; tmax2=tmax[[3]]; tmaxinc=tmax[[2]]-tmax[[I]];
Run this notebook for (nm-nmUnc, km-kmUnc, lambda-IambdaUnc), (nm, km,
lambda), & (nm+nmUnc, km+kmUnc, lambda+lambdaUnc)
nm := MetalIndexRealPartValue#
km := MetalIndeximaginaryPartValue#
lambda := lambdaValue#
linsupPHI = Table[Re[ ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ti]] "'Cos[ ti] '"
Sin[Phipext[ti]]+Sqrt[Rsext[ti]]"'Sin[Phisext[ti]], {ti, 0, tmax}]/
NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rpext[ ti]] '" Cos[ ti] '" Cos[Phipext[ ti]]+
Sqrt[Rsext[ti]] "'Cos[Phisext[ti]], {ti, 0, tmax}]]],
{tmax, tmax 1, tmax2, tmaxinc}, {nf, nn, nf2, nfinc},
{hf, hfl, hf2, hfinc}]
PHIRAD=linsupPHI+Pi//N
PHIDEG=PHIRAD'" 180IPiIIN
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"fresrefl.ma"
Fresnel Reflectance
Off[ General: :spell1 ]
Off[ General: :spell]
Rp[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU:= ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2 + bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2
Phip[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J:= ArcCos[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2 +
bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2])]
ap[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti_]:= (nii\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til - h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]i\2)/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
bp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J:= -(2*ni*l[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti])/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
dp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2 + 2*ni*j[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
nii\2*d[ni, nr, kr, til
Rs[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := as[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 + bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phis[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J:= ArcCos[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]1\2 +
bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2])]
as[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := (niI\2*Cos[ti]1\2 - d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
bs[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := 2*ni*g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti]/ds[ni, nr' kr, til
ds[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := nii\2*Cos[ti]1\2 + 2*ni*f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
d[ni, nr, kr, til
d[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := Sqrt[c[ni, nr, kr, ti]i\2 + b[nr, kr]"2]
c[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti_] := a[nr, kr] - nii\2*Sin[ti]i\2
l[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] - f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
j[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] + g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
f[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J := Sqrt[(c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
g[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti-.J:= Sqrt[(-c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
h[nr_, kr_] := a[nr, kr]i\2 + b[nr, kr]i\2
a[nr_, kr-.J := nri\2 - kri\2
b[nr_, kr-.J := 2*nr*kr
ni := 1.00029
lambda := 6576
nr:=MetalIndexReaIPart
kr:=MetalIndexlmaginaryPart
tmax=13.6*PiI1S0//N;
linsupPhip= Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Sin[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]/
NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr' kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Cos[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]], {ti, 0, tmax}]]];
PhipRAD=IinsupPhip+Pi//N;
PhipDEG=PhipRAD* IS0IPi//N;
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linsupPhis= Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Sin[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]/
NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Cos[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]]];
PhisRAD=linsupPhis+Pi/IN;
PhisDEG=PhisRAD* 180IPi/IN;
linsupPhi= Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Sin[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]]+Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Sin[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]/
NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Cos[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]]+Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Cos[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]]];
PhiRAD=linsupPhi+Pi/IN;
PhiDEG=PhiRAD* 180IPi/IN;

Fresnel Reflectance: Table
Off[General: :spell 1]
Off[General::spell]
Rp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1:= ap[ni, nr' kr, ti]"2 + bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phip[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := ArcCos[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[ap[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 +
bp[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2])]
ap[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti_]:= (ni"2*d[ni, nr, kr, til - h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2)/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
bp[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := -(2*ni*l[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti])/dp[ni, nr, kr, til
dp[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := h[nr, kr]*Cos[ti]"2 + 2*ni*j[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
ni"2*d[ni, nr, kr, til
Rs[ni-, nr_, kr_, ti--1:= as[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 + bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2
Phis[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := ArcCos[as[ni, nr, kr, ti]/(Sqrt[as[ni, nr' kr, ti]"2 +
bs[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2])]
as[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1:= (ni"2*Cos[ti]"2 - d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
bs[ni_, nr_, kr_, tU := 2*ni*g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti]/ds[ni, nr, kr, til
ds[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := ni"2*Cos[ti]"2 + 2*ni*f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*Cos[ti] +
d[ni, nr, kr, til
d[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := Sqrt[c[ni, nr, kr, ti]"2 + b[nr, kr]"2]
c[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := a[nr, kr] - ni"2*Sin[ti]"2
l[ni_, nr_, kr-, ti--1 := g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] - f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
j[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := f[ni, nr, kr, ti]*a[nr, kr] + g[ni, nr, kr, ti]*b[nr, kr]
f[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1 := Sqrt[(c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
g[ni_, nr_, kr_, ti--1:= Sqrt[(-c[ni, nr, kr, til + d[ni, nr, kr, ti])/2]
h[nr_, kr_] := a[nr, kr]"2 + b[nr, kr]"2
a[nr_, kr_] := nr"2 - kr"2
b[nr_, kr_] := 2*nr*kr
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Run this notebook for (nr-nrUnc, kr-krUnc, lambda-IambdaUnc), (nr, kr, lambda), &
(nr+nrUnc, kr+krUnc, lambda+lambdaUnc)
nr := MetalIndexRealPartValue#
kr := MetalIndexImaginaryPartValue#
lambda := lambdaValue#
tmaxdeg={11.2, 13.6, 16.0};
tmax=tmaxdeg*PiI180/IN
tmax 1=tmax[[ I]]; tmax2=tmax[[3]]; tmaxinc=tmax[[2 ]]-tmax[[ I]];
ni := 1.00029
IinsupPhi= Table[Re[ArcTan[NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Sin[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]]+Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Sin[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]/
NIntegrate[Sqrt[Rp[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*Cos[ti]*
Cos[Phip[ni, nr, kr, ti]]+Sqrt[Rs[ni, nr, kr, ti]]*
Cos[Phis[ni, nr, kr, ti]],{ti, 0, tmax}]]],
{tmax, tmaxl, tmax2, tmaxinc}]
PhiRAD=IinsupPhi+Pi/IN
PhiDEG=PhiRAD*1 80IPi/1N
"flm_thik.ma"
METAL LAYER ON A DIELECTRIC SUBSTRATE.
Computes the minimum thickness required by an optically thin metal
film on a dielectric substrate in order to keep the net reflected
phase within an allowed error.
Default wavelength (Angstroms)
lambda = 6576
Refractive index of air at default wavelength
ni = 1.00029
Default substrate = Fused Silica
ns = 1.45633
Default metal = Gold
nm = 0.165
km = 3.24
error = AllowedErrorValue
thickness[nm_,km~

:= FindRoot[phim[nm,km] - phithin[nm,km] - error == 0,
{h, to, lOOO}}]
phim[nm_,km~ := ArcCos[Re[rm[nm,km]]/Sqrt[Re[rm[nm,km]]1\2 +
Im[rm[nm,km]]1\2]]
phithin[nm_,km~ := ArcCos[a[nm,km]/Sqrt[a[nm,km]1\2 + b[nm,km]1\2]]
a[nm_,km~ := Re[Enet[nm,km]]
b[nm_,km_] := Im[Enet[nm,km]]
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rm[nm,km] + tm[nm,km]*tmp[nm,km]*rsp[nm,km]*
(Cos[(4*h*nm*Pi)/lambda] - I*Sin[(4*h*nm*Pi)/lambda])/
(EI\«4*h*km*Pi)/lambda»
rm[nm_,km.J := (I*km + ni - nm)/(-I*km + ni + nm)
tm[nm_,km.J := 2*ni/(-I*km + ni + nm)
tmp[nm_,km.J := (-I*2*km + 2*nm)/(-I*km + ni + nm)
rsp[nm_,km.J := (-I*km + nm - ns)/(-I*km + nm + ns)

Enet[nm_,km.J:=

thickness[nm,km]
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Dielectric Substrate
Figure 1. An opaque metal step deposited on a dielectric substrate. Schematic depiction
of the phase introduced into different parts of a normally incident, collimated beam of
light reflected by the step and the dielectric substrate (the rays are shown at nonnormal
incidence in order to help distinguish between the incident and reflected rays).
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Figure 2. E and H field vector conventions for P and S polarizations. Illustration of the
conventions adopted for the positive directions of the electric and magnetic field vectors
for P and S polarized light. I
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REFLECT ANCE OF BARE NICKEL
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Figure 3. Theoretical reflectance of bare nickel. Reflectance of bare nickel in a vacuum
as a function of angle of incidence and P and S polarization calculated from the Fresnel
reflectance.

PHASE SHIFT ON REFLECTION FROM BARE NICKEL
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Figure 4. Theoretical phase shift on reflection from bare nickel. Phase shift on reflection
from bare nickel in a vacuum as a function of angle of incidence and P and S polarization
calculated from the alternative arc cosine form of the Fresnel phase shift.
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1

Figure 5. Photograph of the Talystep measuring unit (without the viewing microscope).
I-stylus speed selector, 2-stylus loading force control, 3-work stage micrometer (x axis),
4-work stage micrometer (y axis), 5-work stage tilt control, 6-work stage tilt controL I

Detector

Field Stop
Aperture Stop'\.,

Figure 6. Schematic drawing of Wyko TOPO-2D microscope. 26
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Figure 7. Schematics of two types of Wyko TOPO microscope objectives. 26
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path 2
path 3
path 4

Figure 8. Schematic drawing of the Tencor Standard.
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Figure 9. A Talystep profile of the Tencor Standard. (Profile measurement shown is of
the left bar between paths 1 and 2, and the left and right steps correspond to edges "a"
and "b" in Figure 8.)
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Figure 11. Schematic of multiple beam interference in a dielectric film on me(al
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Figure 12. Reflectance vs angle of incidence for silicon on a nickel substrate.
Comparison of theoretical curves of Rp and Rs for bare nickel and nickel with 1000 A Si
overlayer from Reference 8 (curves (a) and (c) on left graphs) with theoretical curves
(right graph) from initial, unrestricted version of RExt(9) (Equations (21) on page 115) for
i\. = 6.1 J..lm, n Si = 3.29, nNi = 4.12, and KNi = 22.5.
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Figure 13. Phase shift vs angle of incidence for silicon on a nickel substrate.
Comparison of theoretical curves of <l>p+180° and <l>s for bare nickel and nickel with
1000 A Si overlayer from Reference 8 (curves (a) and (c) on left graphs) with theoretical
curves (right graph) from initial, unrestricted version of <l>Ext(9) (Equations (21) on page
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Figure 14. Schematic of TOPO-2D locations on bare substrates #1 and #2. (Substrates
consist of 1.5 in. diameter, Sfe in. thick fused silica disks polished on one side.)
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Figure 15. Schematic of Talystep profile locations on bare substrates #1 and #2.
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Figure 16. Schematic of a thin metal film on a dielectric substrate. A beam of light is
normally incident onto the surface of a thin metal film deposited on a dielectric substrate,
and the film is assumed to be thick enough to allow only one internal reflection. (The
rays are shown at oblique angles in order to distinguish between the reflected and
transmitted beams.)
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Gold films

Figure 17. Schematic illustration of gold samples AUI and AU2.
-1400 A of evaporated gold in a 0.5 in. x 1.5 in. region.

Films consist of

Figure 18. Talystep and TOPO-2D measurement regions on AUI and AU2 (Regions 1
through 6). Spacing between regions is approximately 3.1 mm.
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Figure 24. Actual locations marked on AU2 with a YAG laser. Average spot diameter
is approximately 60 J..lm.
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Figure 25. Negative photograph of gold film AU2 after cleaning-induced damage. As
shown, the center of sample AU2 is to the right of the numbered laser damage spots.
(The number 6 does not indicate a laser damage spot.)

Figure 26. Negative photograph of gold film AUI after laser marking. As shown, the
center of sample AUI is to the left of the numbered laser damage pits, which, for sample
AUl, are only on the gold film.
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